Title word cross-reference

(2 + 1) [KHN09, LWZ08, Ma09a, TG03, YZ02b, Yan03a, Zha07b].
(2, 2^{n - 1}, 2^n + 2^{n-1}, 2^{n+1} + 2^n - 1) [ARS02].
(3 + 1) [BB08b, Asl11, HO00, TGH02]. \((A, \eta)\) [CyL08, Jin07, Jin08, LCV06, yL08b, yL09c].
\((A, \sigma)\) [Sav08a]. \((A, \alpha)\) [Lug01]. \((\alpha, \beta)\) [DSA09, Jun10, WI08]. \((\alpha \in N)\) [WS07].
\((d, B)\) [Lin07]. \([\gamma, \alpha, \pi, d]\) [GA06]. \([F, \rho, \theta]\) [Zal02].
\((\epsilon, \epsilon \lor q)\) [Jun09]. \([F, \alpha, \pi, d]\) [GA06]. \([F, \rho, \theta]\) [Zal03]. \((H, \eta)\) [FHT05]. \((h, q)\) [OS08b].
\((k, n - k)\) [LJL06, ZYW08]. \((N + 1)\) [WYL08a]. \((n + 2)\) [WWYL09]. \((n, k, m)\) [AFI06]. \((n, n + 1)\) [Den08]. \((\exists, \exists \lor \forall)\) [MZD09]. \((p, r)\) [Ant08]. \(0\) [SKU01]. \(1\) [Col02, PP08, Ram05, SKU01, YM04b].

$104.95$ [Ano00-56]. $105$ [Ano00x].
$105$ [Ano00m]. $110$ [Ano00-50].
$110$ [Ano01d]. $115$ [Ano04r]. $119.00$ [Ano00q, Ano00r, Ano03-48].
$12.95$ [Ano00-87]. $120$ [Ano00-28, Ano03m].
$125.00$ [Ano00-71]. $130$ [Ano03-57]. $132$ [Ano00d]. $14$ [Ano00p]. $14.95$
$140.00$ [Ano03-47]. $149.95$ [Ano03-74]. $16.95$ [Ano03p]. $165$
$18.75$ [Ano00-66]. $18.95$ [Ano03-27].
$189.00$ [Ano00-48, Ano00-49]. $19.95$
$193.00$ [Ano00g, Ano00h]. $199.99$ [Ano00-75]. $199.99$ [Ano00z].
$20.00$ [Ano00-48, Ano00-49]. $20.00$ [Ano00g, Ano00h]. $20$ [AC02, AM09, BR03, CM00, CM01b, DPU07, HJWL03, He00a, HLC00, HLCW07, ISK00, KKM00, Kru08, Ren03, YM04a, ZCM01a, Zha03b].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price 1</th>
<th>Price 2</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price 1</th>
<th>Price 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item A</td>
<td>$213.50</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
<td>Item C</td>
<td>$45.95</td>
<td>$5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item B</td>
<td>$22.95</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
<td>Item D</td>
<td>$45.95</td>
<td>$6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item E</td>
<td>$25</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>Item F</td>
<td>$45.95</td>
<td>$6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item G</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>Item H</td>
<td>$45.95</td>
<td>$6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item I</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
<td>Item J</td>
<td>$45.95</td>
<td>$6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item K</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
<td>Item L</td>
<td>$45.95</td>
<td>$6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item M</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
<td>Item N</td>
<td>$45.95</td>
<td>$6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item O</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
<td>Item P</td>
<td>$45.95</td>
<td>$6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item Q</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
<td>Item R</td>
<td>$45.95</td>
<td>$6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item S</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
<td>Item T</td>
<td>$45.95</td>
<td>$6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item U</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
<td>Item V</td>
<td>$45.95</td>
<td>$6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item W</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
<td>Item X</td>
<td>$45.95</td>
<td>$6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item Y</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
<td>$26.00</td>
<td>Item Z</td>
<td>$45.95</td>
<td>$6.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- Item 1 is available in two colors.
- Item 2 has an additional feature.
- Item 3 includes a warranty for 1 year.

**Additional Details:**
- Item 4 is compatible with models X and Y.
- Item 5 requires a specific battery pack.

**Contact Information:**
- For more information, please contact our customer support at 1-800-123-4567.
[FTC03]. -based [CWLC09, KPSW06]. -binomial [Wan09c]. -calculus [Gau04]. -center [HLC00]. -coercive [MM08d]. -concavity [KL02, SJL08]. -conorms [DLF09]. -conservative [MM08d]. -constant [KHA07]. -convergence [DP08, HCLF01]. -Convex [CCRMOG04, BV09, CCRMRF00, DP02, DPJ03, JC05, SJL09, Wen08, Zal02, Zal03]. -convexity [SL06c, WS04a]. -cost [WI08]. -D [AC02, CM00, Col02, HJWL03, HZZ02, Kor00a, KKM00, Nik06, Ram05, WYL08b, YM04a, YM04b, YW03b, ZCM01a]. -decomposition [MAK02]. -DGFEM [WFS03]. -diagonal [HX03]. -dimensional [Asl11, BB08b, HO00, HL07, KHN09, LWZ08, Ma09a, TGH02, TG03, YZ02b, Yan03a, Zha07b, Qua01, WYL08a]. -disfocality [LYG05]. -divergence [KC04a, FHT05, HN07, LZZ04, LHH08, XH07, ZGY05a, ZGY07a]. -dual [Sal02a]. -double [Sav08a]. -error [Bou03]. -Euler [KR07b]. -extension [OS08b]. -fields [PS07b]. -fuzzy [DSA09, Jun10, EGM*02, Jun09, MZD09]. -graphs [Den08]. -groups [BH00]. -harmonic [WC04]. -heuristics [HLCW07]. - Ideals [JLZ09]. -integral [KR07b, MR08]. -invariant [XX09a]. -invexity [Ant05, Ant08]. -irreducibility [XY04]. -Laplacian [AOS07, Cab01, CG08, CWZZ07, Jia01c, JX04, KLW09, LX03, Liu04c, MDG05, PG08, Sun09a, WG07b, WG08a, WA08, XG07, YW08a, YWY07, ZGY09b]. -Laplacian-Like [WG06]. -Manifolds [Lug01]. -matchings [YW08b]. -matrices [HL08a, HLWT04, LCC08, ZHL05]. -matrix [Sot01]. -maximal [Ver12, Ver08b, Ver08a]. -means [DW02b, CL09, KWH05]. -methods [Gan06, GL03a, SYL05]. -Moment [WGZ06]. -monotone [CC04a, FHT05, HN07, LZZ04, LHH08, XH07, ZGY05a, ZGY07a]. -mortar [BCS03]. -norm [CT08]. -normal [Xu02b]. -norms [DLF09]. -optimal [ADN02]. -Order [Liu06b, CH00c, GH03, Guo01, Guo02, WWYL09]. -Partitioning [HTZY03]. -person [KL02]. -plane [Hav08]. -point [DG05, Ma01, Ma04, SSX09, Sun09a, ZL08c, ZYW08]. -policy [LW09, PS08a]. -predators [XC06]. -preinvexity [Ant05]. -preys [XC06]. -projection [qW]07. -queue [LW09]. -regularity [JN07]. -regularized [XL01]. -resolvent [yL09c]. -sequences [YT00]. -smooth [AA05]. -space [Din00b]. -spaces [Wu00, WTY03]. -species [FW00, BS01b, BS03b, CD05a, EA03b, PDBH03]. -vex [SJT09]. -/1 [AM04, GLZ00, Gup02b]. -/G [AM04]. -/G/1 [AHRT09, LKH03]. -Geo/m/N [GS07b]. -058 [Ano00-52, Ano00-53]. -059 [Ano00-72, Ano00-73]. -068 [Ano00-92, Ano00-93]. -07 [Ano00-85]. -08 [Ano00w]. -09 [Ano03-86]. -10-th [Ano01q, Ano03w, Ano04o]. -2nd [Ano01w].
30 [Ano00-47]. 34.00 [Ano01i]. 35.00 [Ano01w]. 35.50 [Ano00-54]. 38.50 [Ano01o, Ano04]. 39.50 [Ano01z].
4 [Ano00-74]. 42.00 [Ano03-30, Ano04p]. 44 [Liu09a]. 45.00 [Ano03-37]. 46 [Liu09b]. 49 [ID10]. 49.00 [Ano04i]. 4d [HHL+06]. 4d-VAR [HHL+06].
5 [Ano03-38]. 50 [ID08]. 52 [Ata09]. 52.00 [Ano03-82]. 52.50 [Ano04z]. 53 [KÖO8b, Zho08]. 54 [Ari09c, EM09b, ES08b, KÖO8a, NLL08, SW08]. 55 [Ver12]. 56 [Ano00u, Asl11, fDxZ11]. 58 [AR10, JY11].
60.00 [Ano03-48]. 62.00 [Ano04k]. 63.50 [Ano00z]. 68.25 [Ano00-38]. 69.00 [Ano00q, Ano00r].
7 [Ano00-86, Ano03-36]. 70 [Ano00-52, Ano00-53, Ano00-72, Ano00-73, Ano00-92, Ano00-93]. 73 [Ano00x]. 75.00 [Ano01d]. 76 [Ano00-50].
83 [Ano00-28].
91.25 [Ano004]. 92-05-29 [Guy00]. 92-05-31 [Guy00]. 925 [EM09b]. 98.00 [Ano01h].

a-priori [WWS+06]. AAAI [Ano01r]. abatement [CS08]. Abbass [Ano03k]. Abbott [Ano00-54]. Abdelhamid [Ano03-81]. Abel [HM03a, HHL08, MCH01, MH02, MO01, PSS09]. Abel-type [MCH01, MO01]. Abelson [Ano00j, Ano00k]. Absence [PP08]. Absolute [XLL04, Zha04b, Che03, Sav07b, Sav08b, SL09]. absolutely [BCDF02, CCOD07, ZC06]. absorptions [Che04e]. Abstract [Xie01, ZLS06, BPA03, BSK04, HM05b, HP06, LX00, LQ04, MAH08, Par04a, WW03, WFC04a]. abundant [SSH09, Yan03a]. Academic [Ano00d, Ano00u, Ano00x, Ano00y, Ano00w, Ano00-28, Ano00-50, Ano00-56, Ano00-71, Ano01d, Ano01h, Ano04k]. Academic/Plenum [Ano00-71]. accelerate [HBP06]. Accelerated [Pa03, Wan00e, PR06]. accelerating [FAF09, RTS07]. acceleration [BNP05, PW00]. accelerators [VA04]. accessible [HYZ06]. accounts [SY05]. Accretive [CPC00, AZCK05, CKN04, CyL08, HH03, HCLJ00, HGH02, HF04, IP07, Jin07, Jin08, LC06, lO8b, LK03, LKC04, MN01, ZCK00]. accretiveness [Dog01]. accumulation [MT09]. Accuracy [CS01, Sch00, Yan03a, AY06, HSS01, JYDH02, KKS+04a, Ryo03, SALK02, YX09b]. Accurate [GK04a, GRA08, LTWM08, De 02, Jog04, LS04a, WK05]. ACL2 [Ano01h].

Acoustic [IS06, SL03, WDL04, WDL08, Ano03f]. acoustics [CFR03, LDK+06]. Acquisition [HCTC03, PCA09]. action [CS00a, SK06a, Ano00-46]. activations [NC09, WL08c]. active [JZQZ07, bQxQ09, LY09, Mar09]. MRMRM02, SWS05, SHWF09]. active-set [JZQZ07]. Activities [Ano00-35]. activity [Kaw06, MS09]. actuator [TLS+08]. actuators [WGF09]. acyclic [MPZ08]. Azél [DBGSP08]. Azél’s [Wu08c]. Adam [Ano03-60]. Adams [LT09a, Sha02]. adaptation [HL09c]. adaptations [Pan05b]. Adaptive [CJL04, DH07, Lei02, MKK08, PL01a, PKP09, SL08, WLL06, ZYG+09]. ABH08, BI02, CY00, ES08b, HL02b, HLW07, Han08, HLP03, LML02, LW02, LNL08, LPxST07, MBI08, NLL07, NLL08, NST01, PLP09, PLL03, SSL07, CC00a, TAT07, TLP+09, WWS+06, YHS08, ZRS05, ZZ03a].
adaptivity [OP01, PDP05]. addition [IK05, Ung07], additional [RS06].
Additive [FGH08, PIM+08, IW06]. ADI [Deh02, LCL06].adic [KR07b].
Adjoint [AN05, Ale06, GC06, PPP+06, BN05, CLC01, DW08a, HHR07, LYG05, Shi03, VJ04, WXM09]. Adjoint-Based [Ale06].
adjustable [JCC+09]. adjusting [HLP05].
administration [Ano01s]. admission [WLT07].
Adomian [GS06, JYDH02, LHC08, Les02, LW09c, ¨OY08, SGM09].
adsorbents [VM09]. Advanced [Ano00-88, BUP09b, BBP09, DN03, FHZ08, LYL07, PS03b, SYL05, Yan01, Ano00d, Ano01d, Ano03g]. advanced-delay [BBP09]. Advances [AS07, BFL06, CWY02, LC06a, LY06b, Zha06, ZLS06, AC04, AM09, ABH08, AK08c, BHEKE07, Bog09, BCT00, BK07, CG05, CJ08, CM01a, CL09, CGY08a, Cha06, CWLC09, CML+09, CZ09b, CCL02, CFY08, CLK07, CSCL07, CCP09, DH08b, DF06, DY05, DYOZ08, DZ08, DW02b, EBVS06, Gal02a, GL05, Hau06, HLP05, HGC08, HLC00, HL02c, HLM04, Hua05, HY06, HN07, HLCW07, HL08c, IK05, JZ02, JCC09, JT05, bJQxC09, Jin08, Kar01, KK06d, KB04, KA07, KKS04b, KGWL08, KD08, KH09, LP08, Lee01a, LTT02, LGGS06, LWLJ09, LCL+09, LW09c, LLJ09a, LC04a, Lin07, LU09a, LiSF00, LLL02, M0505, MCRÁ05, MPZ08, Mur05a, NVAR03, OTB+08, OS09, Pan00, PP01a, PMPQR09, PSS07, PYL08, PG06, PG08, RH09, RKS08, RZH03, Sha09, Suy00, SP09, SMS+04, SB00, TZ08, TP03, Ubh04, UL00, Ver08b, Ver08a, Ver12]. algorithm [WWWL08, WZ08a, WHS08, WYL+09, WNS09, Waz01, WFTL09, XH02, XX+09, XXLD04, XX04b, Y07, YZHY09, YC07a, YZ08b, ZGY05b, Zha01d, Zha02a, ZW03a, ZYY08, ZYY09, ZX09a, ZL06, ZZ06]. algorithm-based [WLJ09]. Algorithmic [KCD05, Ano00-31, Ano03-45, Jin09, Mou02].
Algorithms.
Alexey [Ano04s]. Alfred [Ano00-84].
Alfredo [Ano03-86]. Algebra.

[ Che06, ABB01, Ano00-58, Ano01w, BENT06, CKY07, GT00, LRLM+01, NV08, Roj08, WY02, Ano00-31, Ano03e].
CSZH09, CWZ06, DLL08, DAKO06, FH0208, GPMP+03, HHJS03, Her01, HR05, IK04, JS08, Jin07, KPD+09, Kur08, LCHL06, LZZ04, LRL09, LH0404, MM004, MUH+H03, No000b, PSS09, PL0202, PGH+08, PZ07, PRA02, RTS07, SKU01, SHW05, TH02, Ver01a, Ver01b, WD08, XZDD09, XD02, WX05, Yan03f, ZGY07b, ZAY08, ZZZ02, Ano01g, Ano03p, Ano03-68, Ano03i, Ano03h.

Alienor [ZCM01b].

aligned [CO00, HW05c].

alignment [CSZH09].

alignments [RMC08].

Allee [JD07].

allelopathy [ZM02].

Allen [Ano00n, Ano03-78].

Alligator [Ano00-62].

allocation [EMP+06, JWC08, LLS+09].

allowable [CHW07].

allowing [LGGSP06].

Almost [AB08a, AOW05, FW04a, LKC04, Sav07b, Son09, ZS08a].

Along [Yav05d].

altering [Bal00].

Alternate [WW08a, SM003].

alternately [LYL07].

Alternating [BNP05, Che04c, GKO4b, HLW07, LY09a, WYH00, ZW09a, ZH09].

alternating-direction [LY09a].

alternation [FM05].

alternative [SH02].

alternatives [CL00, She05].

Alvin [Ano03-53].

always [MG08a].

Alzer [XX02].

Amanda [Ano03-86].

ambiguity [AS05].

amended [Pan05a].

America [Ano00-32, Ano00-33, Ano00-35, Ano00-66, Ano03-35, Ano03-58, Ano01-28].

American [CKKK06, Hon02].

among [DY09, LWLJ09, MM08c, OKCO08, ZY07].

amphiphilic [ITM08].

ample [YLZ08b].

amplitude [Blo08, Fan09, Hau03, OY07b, PB01, Zha09a, Zha09g].

amplitude-frequency [Zha09a].

Amsterdam [An00g, An00h, An00-85].

analog [TLS+08, An004d].

analogies [NST01].

analogue [JSS01, RGT03, ÜCT08].

analyses [Che04a, He00a, RPO03].

Analysis [ACV03, AS03a, ACCL06, Bel06, CJ08, CCK03, CCKH07, DA06, EAE09, FP06, GC06, Gil00, GC02, Iac07, IMLF09, Jon07, KS00b, Lee04, LC06b, Ras06, SPW08, SW06, ZSP08, Ab01, AB05, Ano00-94, Ano03-73, Ano04i, Ano04m, Ano04p, Asi08, BSS09, Bal00, BJ02, BH08, BP03, BX02, BMM+06, CJR09, CM09, CCS08, CPP08, Che00a, Che04a, CC08a, CW08, CCF06, CFH05, DPU07, EA03b, EW00b, FT01, FS04, FM08c, GT00, Gl007a, GS07b, GMB06, GM009, GYPL08, GHC09, Has02, Hav08, HC02, HHC08, IKY06, ID006, Jah04, JS04, KCD05, KOV08, Koi07, KZD03, KWH05, LTY09, LMA08, LGB00, Li00a, LZZ04, tLW08, Li08a, LY09, Lin08a, LL02, MQ05, MH09, MS03, Min08, Ms08, Mou02, NS00, NTTS09, NKCS08, NC09, No002a, PSM02, PC08, PL05b].

analysis [PB02, RMC08, SANH08, SDK01, Ser00, SS09b, SSL07, SBS06, SK06b, TS00a, TG02, TL06, TV07, TY05, WK04, WZ06, WKZ08, WYL08b, Wei00, Win03, WX03c, Wx03, Xia07, YTCF08, Zha03a, Zha04b, ZYG+09, ZZZ09, ZC08, ZDD08, Ano03-46, Ano03-52, Ano03-62, Ano04e].

analysis-based [Lin08a].

Analytic [CSPJ05, JPV01, RRM08, SW02a, SW02b, AIS08, AD09, BR05b, CC08, CK06, CD04, JI04, Jan03, LTWM08, MA09b, NCK+08, PS03a, PMS07, QC06, SL07a, Waz07b, XA09].

Analytic-numerical [CSPJ05, RRM08].

Analytical [Das09, STH08, WG08b, Ari09b, BNH08, DS02, De 04, GGE09, HL09a, Lu09b, MH09, Wu09].

analyzing [XZ09b].

anarchy [HLY08].

Anatoli [Ano04w, Ano04v].

Anco [Ano04y, Ano04z].

Anders [Ano00-28].

Anderson [Ano03-54].

André [Ano04j].

Andrea [Ano04-29].

Andreas [Ano04p].

Andy [Ano00-63].

Aneja [MCC09].

aneurysms [BW09].

angle [LLGSP06, WB01, Käh00].

Angular [CL01, AA08].

animal [Ano03-78].

animals [Ano03-36].

Anisotropic [PPP+06, Bla07, CLMM06, EP04, Wan02c, ZS07].
anisotropy [Sar03]. Anjewierden [Ano00-38]. Anjo [Ano00-38]. Anne [Ano03-29]. annealing [ZYY08]. annuli [CYX09]. anonymous [Jua03]. answering [Ano04q]. ant [KWHC05, KS07, MWZ09]. Anthony [Ano00-58, Ano00-89, Ano03-32]. anthropometrical [SYHC06]. Anti [Gon09, Ou08, BCGA08, ES07]. anti-involutions [ES07]. Anti-periodic [Gon09, Ou08, BCGA08]. antigen [LMSH04]. Antiperiodic [LSN05, Jan04b]. antisymmetric [tLjW08]. Anupam [Ano00-50]. anurans [Ano03f]. any [Dra03b, TT09, lYsT09]. aorta [MP07b]. Apostle [LS06b, WJW08, ZY08a]. appearance [LLT09]. Appell [BCR04]. Applying [BCD08, BHS+08, CH05a, FL05, HCG08, Lin08b]. approach [AH09, AO01c, Ano01x, Ano03v, BGMB02, Bel01, BHS+08, BS08, BPW00, BCH07, BV01b, CM08, CH05a, CL01, CKKK06, CCM09, CM08, DCW08, Ehr02, FP02, FM08c, GM00, GZ09, GLTS08, HSG+06, HHS06, HCWC07, IN07, Isk04, JKY06, KLHC08, Kha01, LP08a, yL08a, LW02, LW04, LLNS05, Liu09b, Lu09b, LG09b, LHH08, Mah09, MM08a, Mak09, MH09, MR08, yNyLjZaZ08, OY06, Pal01, PP01a, PKM08, Par04a, Par04b, PB01b, PM05a, QW09, Ren03, Ry007, SS09a, SW09, SM09, SWL+04, Sh05, Sh09b, SB03, SAM03, TS00a, TLP+09, WS00, WFLC05, WLS06, WSO8, Wan09d, WY02, XZ09b, Yan06b, YFT04, YGH09, Zha07a, ZMLG09, ZLN06, dSM02, Ano03-34, Ano04-27]. approaches [GPT03, Ind02, KK06a, Lin08b, MS08, YAVB08, Ano03-41]. appropriateness [LRLM+01]. approximability [Ano00e]. approximable [BA08]. approximants [NMD09, ZP02]. approximate [HYZ06]. Approximate [BNH08, CLY08, CHZ09, ETAJ09, FM06, Gu07, HHL08, KFMH06, Ma09a, Waz00, WW08c, Wu09, BAK09, BB01, CGY08a,
Approximating [All02, DDF02, Dra08, udK07, HS00, IP07, CSPJ05, HH02b, Sya01a]. Approximation [AG09, Bao03, CKQ08, Dog05, DE06b, FLR05, Gal08a, GJQ07, yL09c, Li00b, LCWL06a, Mus06, Sar06a, YYZ07, Y106, ZC06, AC00, AG01b, Ana04a, Ana04b, Ana04c, Ana04e, AD08, Ano00o, Ano03h, Bal04, BB04, Bou00, BH01, Buh06, COEP00, CCP02, Can03, CD05a, Cav00, CGY08b, CGY09a, Che01b, CC09b, fDxZ11, Dog01, DFS05, ESS05, GA07, Can00, Goo02, GQL05, Gup03, HH04a, Her01, HM00, HZ07, JI04, Jan04c, KP01, KFMH06, KK08a, Kil04, KP06, KL03, LG08, LC06b, LCGX06, Lia05, LBW05, LT09b, Mur08a, Nie01b, NLR00, ODO03, PW00, PR07, QLD08a, Roo08, Sar06b, SKW02, ST08, Tel08, TCH07, Ubu04, Ver01a, WWS06, XX08, YC07a, YD08, Zen00, ZCK00, Ano00-59]. approximation-solvability [Ver01a].

Approximations [AA08, ADDL04, BLS05, HCL07, Iva07, Lin08c, Mur05a, dZmClQ09]. Arithmetic [TS00b, Ano00s, Ano00t, Gra08, XZ06].

arithmetical [IW06]. ARMAX [WD08].

Arnold [Ano00-86, Ano03-80, Ano03-72].
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Concave [DW08b, WY02, YHT04]. Concavity [KL02, SJJ09, SLJ08]. Concentrating [MT00]. Concentration [BKN09, CCJ08, DR01a, Duh02, DS08, DXZ05, Dua09, JY09, KKM00, KRu05, Lia04, Lia05, LLW08, Mar07, OIL09, Phu02, YB08, Ano00-54].

Computable [JMR00]. Computation [Ano03-54, AMR05, JWSS04, Ano03-32, Ano04-30, Ari09a, Fan02a, FW04b, G04a, GM00, HY00, LLCS02, Nab04, Rap01, SA08, TG03, Tun05, XZ02b, YZ09, YB08, Ano00-54]. Computational [ABBD01, HH09, OSS07, Ano00-48, Ano00-49, Ano03j, Ano03-41, BN05, BS00b, BHCO07, CFR03, CPP07, CPP08, CGGC02, Ind02, Isk08, Jon07, KM03a, LF05, PC08, RZH03, TB08, VB01, YAVB08, ZC08, Ano00q, Ano00r, Ano03s, Ano03r, Ano04f]. Computationalism [Ano03t].
Pru09, SANH08, SD08, Slo09, Sot01, Sun06a, Sun06b, VM09, Wan07b, Win03, WLZ07, YH09, YTCF08. **Conditional** [Çin03].

t gloated [Ata09, CWZ03, Kum06, WSZ02].

**Conditioning** [KH00, SN01].

**Conditions** [Gin02, AN09, ARM08, ADP08, AL08b, BM04a, BV01a, BN00, BHNO04b, BM05b, BFO02, BRMS01, COEP00, Cab01, COE03, CL07b, CLL09, CMS04, CSX01, CLT09, CR06, CWZ06, DRR09, DL05, DL08, ES08a, GS08, GM09c, HH02a, HH02b, HW05a, HH04b, HR02, HZ03, HL00, Hor08, Jan04a, Jan04b, Jan04c, JG04, LW09a, mLpW08, LX04, LHC05, Mas07, McD07, MS04b, Nie01a, NRL00, PWX08, PXGL09, Rad09, RR08, SS09b, SWX06, Son08, TL08, UA06, VNG04, VJ04, WG07a, Wu08a, YO06, Za10, Za03, ZSKZ03, ZGT09a, ZCK00, ZCK05]. **conducting** [Fei07, HM05a].

**Conduction** [MO08, Mur07a, NST01, OIL09, WZ09].

**Cone** [Gil00, MS00, Rad09, RR09a, SZ09b, XZ08a].

**Cones** [CPC00]. **conference** [Ano00-43, Ano01e].

**Configurations** [NT08, WH08b]. **confined** [ZZZ02, Qia08].

**Confinement** [RGTT03].

**Confluent** [HP02].

**Conformal** [RNM00].

**Conformity** [HL00].

**Conforming** [GKM08].

**Confusion** [KT09].

**Confusion-based** [KT09].

**Conjecture** [Cip08, DW05, Gy01, LH08].

**Conjectures** [KLMR03].

**Conjugacy** [DP07, Far02].

**Conjugate** [ABBDP04, MLI09, Bax02, LI06, Won00, ZY08].

**Conley** [Zha02c].

**Connected** [KLZ08, Kru03b, Kru08, LW03].

**Connection** [AO09].

**Connectionist** [HXG03].

**Connections** [AK07, YH03].

**Connectivity** [HK07].

**Conorms** [DLF09].

**Consciousness** [Ano00-84].

**Consecutive** [Coh00].

**Conservation** [Ano03-80, Ano03-37, CS02b, GES00, Kan02, PLD02, SD08, Sht05].

**Conservative** [CCK00, Gla00, Gla03, Gla04, Gla05b, Gla08, Gla09, Be109, FP02, Gla05a, Gla06, Gla07a, MM08d, YS04].

**Consideration** [KYYM06].

**Considerations** [WH08a].

**Considering** [OK06].

**Consistency** [PL03].

**Constant** [AOW05, AOTW07, LY06b, WY06, WS05, AB08b, AV008, CA09, FQZ02, G04b, KHA07, LS03, Sal08, Syn08, YT00].

**Constant-sign** [AOW05, AOTW07, WS05].

**Constantly** [FAF09].

**Constants** [CS00a, DH03, XC04a].

**Constitutive** [MVS+07].

**Constrained** [DH03a, Zha06, D006b, DP03, GL08b, HSM00, JT05, JZT07, bJQX09, KLZ09, LT01, S00, SHW09, SZ09b, WW02a, WW02, Yan03f, ZY09].

**Constraint** [ZXL07, COS09, HCG08, Lin04a, Lin06b, LHS08, RKS08, SHW05, Yav00].

**Constraint-based** [CS09].

**Constraints** [FHH08, FY01, HL09b, KKY06, PKM08, Ta06, TLS+08, Wan02a, Wan09b, WX05].

**Constricted** [MG01].

**Construct** [Wan09a].

**Constructed** [HHS06, ID10, JW05].

**Constructing** [AC07, LW03, RR03b, YZ02b, Che04g, MAK03, cWX09, cW09b, YZC08].

**Construction** [CC08b, JG07, K00, LCHL06, Xie08, ZA03b, CY00, CR02, Chu07, PS04, PCA09, RSR01, RSE01, SC02].

**Contact** [Mig06, FS04, KOC008, Sch01].

**Contact-line** [KOC008].

**Contaminant** [DE06a].

**Content** [HL09].

**Contents** [Ano06i, Ano00-97, Ano00-98, Ano01-30, Ano01-31, Ano02g, Ano02h, Ano03-93, Ano03-94, Ano04-39, Ano05b, Ano06j].

**Context** [LW09].

**Contextual** [TDH10].

**Contiguous** [IR08].

**Contingent** [YLD08].

**Continua** [BJBL03, OS08a].

**Continuity** [LW08a, Csa01, GA07, YWC08].

**Continuous** [CD06, DP02, DE06b, LL06a, PF01, ZY08, AC09, Bae07, BCD02].
BRMS01, BKR05, CCD07, CKZ01, HM03b, Hua04, JS03, KKS04b, KL08a, Kum04, Kum05, KU01, LYL07, Moc02, OLAS01, Pao01a, Saw03, SYL05, SF07, UL02, Wan09a, XM08, XTW08, ZC06, Zhu08b. 

Continuous-discrete [OLAS01]. 

Continuous-Time [LL06a, BRMS01]. 

Continuous [ZLLL08]. 

Contract [RS06]. 

Contracted [AVBW08, CGFS09, ODO00, LC06a]. 

Controller [VG08, YL04c]. 

Controllers [Kar01, KT02, LLML03]. 

Controlling [WY09b]. 

Controller [VG08, YL04c]. 

Controllers [Kar01, KT02, LLML03]. 

Controlling [WY09b]. 

Controls [GW03b, JS03, NTHP09, PXW09, Wen00]. 

Convergence [Gyi01]. 

Contributions [Ano03e]. 

Control [BFL06, DZZT06, FY01, FY04, GC06, GCN06, LET06, OK06, PXW06, Sat06, XWL06, Yav00, YF04, Yav05a, Yav07a, YGH09, AHN06, ASM09, Ano05g, AK03, BG04b, Che08a, CLS07, DR04, Dra06, ES08a, ETH05, FY03a, FY03b, GX04, HRP01, Iva07, JCTC09, JCC09, Jum01, Kar05, KY00, KAK00, KLP09, KB08, KX05, KL01, LC06b, LML02, LYW02, LY06a, MBA08, MM08a, PCE05, PK09, PXGL09, Phu02, PR07, SDK09, Saw03, SN03, TLS07, TD07, Tur04, WLS01, WOS08a, WWS06, WL07, XCL08, XT08, YY07, YK00, Yav05b, Yav05c, Yav07b, YZZ08, ZLC08, ZL09a, ZTH09]. 

Controllability [BSD00, BA01, BPM05, SBS06, GHJ00, HPT05, Phu02, SC04]. 

Controllable [Pan05c]. 

Controlled [AVBW08, CGFS09, ODO00, LC06a]. 

Control [VG08, YL04c]. 

Controllers [Kar01, KT02, LLML03]. 

Controlling [WY09b]. 

Controls [GW03b, JS03, NTHP09, PXW09, Wen00]. 

Conundrum [Ano03-63]. 

Convection [CCRMOG04, LD04, ZLY06, BV09, CCMRF00, CHZ09, DP02, Din02, DPJ03, EAA09, uK07, GSS02, GMMB09, JC05, KDC08, Lan04b, L09a, LmSF00, SM00, SL06a, SL06b, SL09, Ub04, WL08a, Wen08, WD07b, YHT04, YL04a, Zal02, Zal03, Ano00u]. 

Convexity [BW06b, SL04, SJJ09, Sya01b, SL06a, SL06c, WSO4a, Xie01, YL07]. 

Convolution [HT04, RFFCRM03, Ana04a, Ana04b, DF06, Xu02a]. 

Convolutional [AFI06]. 

Convolutional-code-based [AFI06]. 

Convolutions [NG04, ND05b, ND05a, Pie09]. 

Cookbook [Ano00-37]. 

Cooling [LYF09, RDS00, SKU01]. 

Coombes [Ano00z]. 

Cooper [Ano00-42]. 

Cooperation [Wan06c]. 

Cooperation-diffusion [Wan06c]. 

Cooperative [WJ02b, ZWWW04]. 

Coordinate [AM08b, CO00]. 

Coordinates [GGCD05, GAA06, Kan02]. 

Convection-dominated [GY08, Ili04, Wan02c]. 

Convergence [Ale06, AEQ06, AB05, Ban00, BA08, CS02b, DE06b, HHS06, HH03, HCL00, JI08, JY08, KZ02, KH08, LS02, Li00a, LZZ04, LZZ04, LRL09, LKC04, LCC08, LTO9b, LY06b, MXZL09, MS06, Sal08, SH06, SM02, TS06, Ti05, Xu04, YH03, Zha06, ZLD08, ZHL04, Ana00a, Ana05, Arg00a, Arg00b, BM09, BA09c, BB01, CZG04, DP08, HR02, HCLF01, Hua04, HN07, HS04b, Inc09, IL04, JZT07, JDY08, KU08, KI04, Li01c, Li02, LZ08, MCKQ09, NV08, OH00, PZ07, PY00, PPI03, PIR04, PR06, PW06, QJZ09, RL08, SDVS09, Sav08a, Ses03, ST07, Son08, SY09, UL00, Wan02d, WWWW08, WW09b, WK03, WFS03, WF01, XCD07, XX09b, YS04, ZP02, ZG02, ZL08a, ZZZ3a, ZT08, ZCK00, ZL05]. 

Convergent [AD03, HZ09a, JWC08, S09b, TXC02, WXS01, Yan03f]. 

Conversations [Ano03u]. 

Converse [QL08a]. 

Conversion [ID10, JW05]. 

Converter [HRP01, HNR08]. 

Converters [ARS02]. 

Convex [CCRMOG04, LD04, ZLY06, BV09, CCMRF00, CHZ09, DP02, Din02, DPJ03, EAA09, uK07, GSS02, GMMB09, JC05, KDC08, Lan04b, L09a, LmSF00, SM00, SL06a, SL06b, SL09, Ub04, WL08a, Wen08, WD07b, YHT04, YL04a, Zal02, Zal03, Ano00u]. 

Convexity [BW06b, SL04, SJJ09, Sya01b, SL06a, SL06c, WSO4a, Xie01, YL07]. 

Convolution [HT04, RFFCRM03, Ana04a, Ana04b, DF06, Xu02a]. 

Convolutional [AFI06]. 

Convolutional-code-based [AFI06]. 

Convolutions [NG04, ND05b, ND05a, Pie09]. 

Cookbook [Ano00-37]. 

Cooling [LYF09, RDS00, SKU01]. 

Coombes [Ano00z]. 

Cooper [Ano00-42]. 

Cooperation [Wan06c]. 

Cooperation-diffusion [Wan06c]. 

Cooperative [WJ02b, ZWWW04]. 

Coordinate [AM08b, CO00]. 

Coordinates [GGCD05, GAA06, Kan02]. 

Convection-dominated [GY08, Ili04, Wan02c]. 

Convergence
Core [AS05, AS07, AOS07, Ano00-34, Ano00-35, Ano00-53, Ano00-93, CB02, bFFIT09, FF07, JTRu09, SPW08, WGF09].

Cornellias [Ano03-30].

Corless [Ano03-30].

Corner [Kel06].

Correlation [BS01b, ZYG +09].

Correlations [RMC08].

Corrigendum [Ano00-94, Ver12].

Corrosion [HHC08].

Cosine [KGB07, Waz05c].

Cosmological [HM03a].

Cospectral [WHL +09].

Cost [BFL06, HLY08, IDOK06, LW09d, Lin04a, Lin08b, PKM08, Par04b, SY05, TSY09, WI08, Ano03v].

Costs [FKM05, HCTC03].

Couette [WL04].

Coulomb [AC05].

Countable [YYZ07].

Countably [AO01a].

Counter [KM01].

Counter-example [KM01].

Counterexamples [ZSKZ03].

Counterpart [GMC09].

Counting [Lai08, XH02].

Coupled [PL01c, RL08, ZW06, An09, BUP09b, CCJ08, CDJR03, CJ005, CK02b, CDJ04, CGPB08, HKL03, He02, JC00, JSP00, JPV01, LDK +06, LHT07, MM08c, OR01, PJJP04, SAB07, SK09, WWW08, WLWC08, ZL08].

Coupling [He02, MZ07, Li01d, MS04a].

Couplings [LD08].

Cournot [CS05b].

Covariance [BD04a].

Coverage [ASM09, JCT09, JCC +09, WNS09].

Coverage-control [ASM09].

Covering [QW09, TDY08].

Covolume [KK02].

Crack [Kr05].

Cracks [Kor07, Kr05].

Cramér [NLW08].

Cramér-von [NLW08].

Crank [ZW09a].

Crawford [Ano00-36].

Crawley [Ano03-73].

Crawling [CML +09].

Creating [Ano01-28].

Credit [Cap07, ETH05, HL08b, LS07].

Credit-based [ETH05].

Crescenzi [Ano00o].

Cressman [Ano04h].

Cristian [Ano03-45].

Criteria [HY09, TZ01, TS06, AL04, BKK08, CT05, CZ03a, CS04b, CCF09, CH03, DJ08, DK05, DSS08, DAKO06, DR01b, EM09c, GS09, HI01, IS08, JLT04, JT07b, KAR09, LRLM +01, LA00, LIO08u, LT09b, LU02, LD02, MCC09, Man00, FG00, QSL08, SL00a, SHWF05, SS06, TX04, TC04, TGB05, WZG00, WWZ03, Wan04b, WL07b, XU08b, YYZ03, ZT04, ZWY08].

Criterion [BGS04, Che08b, CZ08, HL08a, HL08a, HL08b, Kha09, Par04b, QZ05, WB01, WI08].

Critical [CYG06, CA09, DSS08, Kan09, LP08c, LP08b, ZHZ00, Zha02c, ZZ00b].

Critique [Ben01].

Croft [Ano04k].

Cross [Was06a, MTL +09, CA09, MG03, RV01, WL07a].

Cross-cut [WL07a].

Cross-Diffusion [Was06a].

Cross-language [CML +09].

Cross-section [Has03, MG03, RV01].

Cross-sections [CA09].

Crossing [MAR05b].

Crossings [DL06].

Crossover [Cha06].

Crothers [Ano00-71].

Crouzeix [SB06].

CRT [ARS03, ARS02].

Cruciform [DD00].

Cruel [SM02].

Crutchfield [Ano03-80].

Cryptanalysis [TJ01, WI09a].

Cryptographic [CKY07].

Cryptosystem [TJJ01, EMD08, WI09a, ZW08].

Cryptosystems [Sma01].

Crystal [Tur04].

Csizsar [An07b].

Csiszár’s [KC05a].

CSLI [Ano04q, Ano04x].

CT [MRÁR08].

Cube [CD08, YY07].

Cubes [Gor03, LTTH09].

Cubic [AS01, BLO08, CL08b, DCW08, DSH05, HWL08, HRS08, LW09a, LG08, LC02, LHC05, LPSS02, PHA09, TDS08, WFLC05, ZHZ00].

Cubic-matrix [TDS08].

Culture [Ano01m].

Cumulative [QNN03].

Cure [CPP07].

Currency [CM03].

Current [SK06c, CMS04, KK06a].

Currents [Lee09].

Curvature [Bao03, BLO08, CL08b, DCW08, DSH05, HWL08, HRS08, LW09a, LG08, LC02, LHC05, LPSS02, PHA09, TDS08, WFLC05, ZHZ00].

Curved [APS07, RQH +08].

Curves
[GPvZ06, KA00a, LH00b, LW03, MCZ00, Sya02]. **curvilinear** [GAA06]. Custance [Ano04-31]. **customer** [AP09, Hoh01, YZHY09, Ano03w]. **Customer-based** [Ano03w]. **customers** [KF05a]. cut [SLhYL09, SYJJ09, WL07a, hYLL09]. cut-points [SYJJ09]. CVS [Ano01j]. cyborg [Ano04l]. cycle [CHW07, GY09, LL03c, Mic09]. Cycles [ZHZT06, ANZ09, Blo08, DL08, GL06, GY09, HL04, LL08a, LC02, LPSS02, LL02b, LL03c, WH08b, XHZ05, ZAO3b, ZL07a]. cyclic [OS09, WD07a]. Cyclone [HHL+06]. cylinder [FMFV08, Gre09, Kan07]. cylinders [Lee01b]. cylindrical [HHK06]. Cynthia [Ano03y].

D [Ano00-87, Ano03v, Ari09c, EM09b, AC02, AM09, AMV08, Bae07, BR03, Bri00, BV01b, CM00, CM01b, Col02, DPU07, HJWL03, He00a, HZZ02, HWHG08, ITR08, ISK00, Kor00a, Kor07, KKM00, Kru08, NSB08, Nik06, OAVB08, PP08, Ram05, WLY08b, WB09, YM04a, YM04b, YY03b, ZRS05, ZCM01a, Zha03b]. **DC** [Ano03-35]. **DAEs** [HR05, Lam05, MAR05b]. daily [YZWY08]. **Dale** [Ano03-28, Ano03-62]. Dalheimer [Ano00-67, Ano00-68]. **D’Aluisio** [Ano01u]. dam [AHN06]. damage [JSK+04, JSKE05, QNN03, SO03, SK06a]. **Danilj** [Ano03-75]. **damped** [CC04b, FS04, LY09b, WWZ03, ZP01]. damping [IJB00, LA00, ZWY08]. dams [ZY08]. **Danny** [Ano00-43]. **Dautzig** [LLL02]. **Daphnia** [Gou01]. **Darcy** [MS00]. **Dario** [Ano03-36]. **Dasu** [Ano03-31]. **Data** [Can03, GCN06, PLL03, SYHC06, AB08h, AB08c, All02, Ano00-50, Ano03-31, Ano03-43, Ano03-73, BFGL08, BR03, CSPJ05, Dina08, DY09, DE06a, FDI08+08, FM08c, HW08, IKY06, JW08, Kru08, LG090, MR08, MJ02, OTB+08, ROY01, SW04, SWK07, TS00a, TD07, TZ08, WK04, WL06, WB01, Wu03, Ano04e]. **data-driven** [DE06a]. **Database** [KS07, Ano00d, NK01, NT02, ZCCB08, Ano00v]. databases [CS00b, CKY07]. **David** [Ano00-30, Ano00-36, Ano00-57, Ano00-60, Ano00-61, Ano00-84, Ano01f, Ano01s, Ano03-39]. **Davidson** [Ano03-77, FJ05]. **Davies** [Ano00-29]. Davis [Ano03-55, Ano03-70]. **Dawn** [Ano03s]. **DBI** [Ano00-62]. **DC** [Ano00-32, Ano00-33, Ano00-35, Ano00-66, Ano03-58]. **DCNNs** [ZS08a]. dead [AOS07, SPW08]. dead-core [SPW08]. death [Ano00v, LP00]. debates [Ano00-84]. **Debian** [Ano00-39, De 04]. debugging [Ano01d, TY03]. decay [AU03, BS01b, KL039]. **Decentralized** [TLS+08]. Decimations [BZ00]. deciphcerable [BSM01]. **Decision** [MM05a, PRA02, Che08b, Ehr02, Eke02, ESNP06, KKKY06, LLY00a, LCL00, LLLL08b, LY05a, MRB02, QL08a, SL08, TS00a, WS04a, WL07b, XZ08b]. decision-making [Che08b, WL07b]. **Decisions** [Ano03x]. **Decomposition** [CKZ06, HS07, AV00, AK03, BHEKE07, BD04c, Chu05, Gra03, GS06, GL00, Han08, JYDH02, JDH03, JDY08, Jiu09, JR01, KP05a, Kay04, KPP00, LHC08, LCHL06, Les02, Les05, LY08a, LW09c, LT01, LLLL2, Mar09, MAK02, OLAS01, Pan00, SGM09, SSS01, Sch01, SC02, Waz00, WS04b, YS04, ZW03a]. decompositions [Sau07, SB06]. decreasing [CDM01, GN09, KA07, Wan09b, ZC09b]. **Dedication** [CE04, Dey00a, GS05, SY03a, dKLR09]. **defect** [Lee04]. **deficiency** [LGGS06]. **Defined** [CD06, AIS08, BD02, CK06, FH07, Gal02b, KDC08, Knu04, NR01, POS03, Pie09, Sav08a, Sya02, XA09]. **definite** [ES01, LHL07, MOP06, Sun00, Xie00, YHF04, YTEC02]. **definition** [Ely04, XCS+08, YL04a]. **Definitions** [CHL09]. definitive [Ano00-27, Ano00-34, Ano00-65]. Deflation
[KHS00, Ros03, HHR07, WSO08].

**Detection**
[AS07, BIKL06, GHC09, HHC08, IDM08, JSK+04, JSKE05, KKS04b, ZMLG09].

**detector** [ARS03].

**deteriorating** [HY06, HL08b, MM08a, MM08b].

**deterioration** [HY06, HL08b, MM08a, MM08b].

**determinants** [HL05].

**Determination** [CA09, OH06, ML08a, ML08b, JSK03, JSKE05, KKS04b, ZMLG09].

**determined** [SS09c, ZLY09].

**Determining** [MPTV06, HY06, YLZG01].

**Deterministic** [BBGG08, BBM08, LC07a, AC00, LCL08, MS08, Ano03-67, Ano04y].

**detonator** [BT03].

**detours** [HSG06].

**Deuflhard** [Ano03-67, Ano04y].

**Development** [Ano01k, EA03b, PM08, TZ08, Ano03-75, CPP07, Dra06, HW07, Reo00].

**developments** [AW01].

**deviated** [Jan07].

**deviating** [Can08, Don09, Jan09, JA03, Kop01, Liu08a, SL07a, Wan04b, Won08, ZT07], **deviation** [XXLD04].

**DGFEM** [WFS03].

**diabetes** [SYHC06].

**diagnosis** [SYHC06, YY07].

**diagonal** [CT09, HX03].

**diagonalization** [CFY08].

**diagram** [DMVR00].

**dialogue** [Ano00-64].

**Diameter** [YMTE05, MP05, She00].

**dichotomy** [HM01].

**Dieter** [Ano03-67].

**Difference** [ATT03a, AE06, CD06, T101, Wan06b, AG01a, AZ01, AOW05, AD03, AO05, AY06, AO09, AK01, AP03, ACH01, AY04, BP03, BGN07, COE05, C030, CYG05, CYG06, CHS02, CP01a, CD01, CD05b, CD05b, CD05b, CS04b, Che03, CK01, CR03, CK04, CCK00, CK02b, CH03, Coh00, CP01b, CD05c, DJ08, DS04, DN03, fDxZ11, DK04, DP07, DR01b, DH03, DDM08, EM09a, EM03, EM09c, ERRY01, FH03, FT03, Gla00, Gla03, Gla04, Gla05a, Gla05b, Gla06, Gla07a, Gla08, Gla09, GJM03, GNR05, GH03, GW01b, HJW05, HW09, Hl01, HIX07, HL03b, HM01, HSS01, IS04, IJB00, JV01, JKN09, JKK09, JA03, JLT04, JLT07a, JLT07b, JZ03, KK09, KC02, KZ02, Kar09, Kha09, KKK02, Kop01, Kra01, KL01, LFG01, L01b, LA03, LZ04, LS04b, LZ04a].

**differences** [LZ05, LYT02, LLY08, Liu05, Lin06a, LZ02, LLD02, LG04a, LG04b, LG04b, LG04d, LL08b, LXX09, LY05, LPVST07, LS01a, Lu02, MHS01, Med01, Mic03, MPV02, Min08a, Nic04, Pao01a, PS04, Pen02, PWH03, PS01, PS03b, PP04, P101, Pit03, Roe09, Rom01, Sah01, SMM02, SW04, SL00a, Shi03, SDZ06, Si03, Ste08, SS06, SX06, SBD+00, TYP00, Tan02a, Tan02b, TL08, TA01, TRG01a, TRG01b, TM03, TK07, T04b, TX04, Trz01, WZ00, WJA08, WG08a, Wei05, WA01, WX03b, cWcX09, XTX01, XTX04, Xu01, Xu03a, YA07, YCT08, YZZ09, ZZ00a, Zha01b, ZP01, ZC01, ZD01, Zha01c, ZZ01b, ZZ02a, ZSK03, Zha03b, ZW03a, ZA03a, ZL03, ZD03, ZT04, ZM04a, ZY05, ZYE07, Zha09c, ZZ00b, ZYH01, ZZ01c, Zho01, ZZ03b, ZC01, ZHL04, ZH08b].

**Differences** [CD03, Fer03, Jun01, LY08a].

**different** [Hav08, HCH09, HB04, Kon09, Sma01, VB01, ZL03a].

**Differentiability** [Syn01, HR02].

**differentiable** [Kim08, LV03, YHT04].

**Differential** [Che00a, HM04, Lin06b, NCK+08, NON+08, Rom01, SW02b, YY06, WS04b, ZJL05, ZC06, AETE07a, AB08a, AVLP04, AP08, AML02, AL04, AN09, ATY08, AB08b, AJ09a, AJ09b, AU09, AIS08, AE07, Ano00-66, Ano03-42, Ano03-59, Ano03-67, Ano04f, An04y, AO08a, AO08b, ACH01, AT02, BMH09, BUP09a, BUP09b, BF03, BX07, Bai08, BA01, BM01, BM02, BJ02, BK04, BHEK07, BN00, BH01, BH004a, BGO04, BHN004b, BGO05, BBR08, BBI05, BBP09, BG08, BA09b, BA09c, CP02, C05, CT05, CC08, Can08, CH04, CH00a, CP02, CK08, CB01, CQ03, CL08a, CK02c, CJV07, CH09, DI08,
Differential-difference
[Rom01, Sah01, cWcx09, YZZC09].

differential-functional [BK04].
differential-geometric [BR03, CS05b].
differential-homogeneous [Ano04a].
differential-invariant [Ano04b].
differential-regular [Ano04c].
differential-symmetry [Ano04d].
differential-variational [Ano04e].
differential-algebraic [MP02a].

differential-algebraic differential-algebraic
[MP02a].

differential-difference [Rom01, Sah01, cWcx09, YZZC09].

differential-functional [BK04].
differential-geometric [BR03, CS05b].
differential-homogeneous [Ano04a].
differential-invariant [Ano04b].
differential-regular [Ano04c].
differential-variational [Ano04d].
differential-algebraic [MP02a].

differential-algebraic differential-algebraic
[MP02a].

differential-difference [Rom01, Sah01, cWcx09, YZZC09].

differential-functional [BK04].
differential-geometric [BR03, CS05b].
differential-homogeneous [Ano04a].
differential-invariant [Ano04b].
differential-regular [Ano04c].
differential-variational [Ano04d].
differential-algebraic [MP02a].
SYHC06, TGH02, TG03, TCX08, VH06, Wan03b, WG07b, WY08a, Waz05d, WK03, WZ08c, XYC+09, YZ02b, Yan03a, Zha07b.
dimensionless [MO08]. dimensions [AC04, AC05, CD05a, CAZ01, CY00, DMSV00, ER07, GS07a, KU01, LW04, Ren03, SS07b]. Dimiter [Ano00w]. Diophantine [MZ04]. Dirac [QZ05]. Direct [SLo07, Ste06, BMHV09, dSM02]. direction [HLW07, LY09a, MLW09, WY00, Xie08, YX09a, ZH09]. Directional [Yav05b, HM00, LTY05, WNS09, ZMLG09]. directions [CG01, JZT07, Wan02d, Ano03t]. Dirichlet [AOS07, JN07, Kru05, Kru08, LWY02, SN06, Sta02, Wei00, WYZ01, Yan06a].
disambiguation [Ano04-32]. disasters [LL06b]. disc [Un03]. disc-transformation [Un03]. discipline [PdlF07]. Disconjugacy [CH03, LY05]. discontinued [dZmClQ09]. discontinuities [KM07, MP02a, Sh009b]. discontinuity [BGAM09, UA06, VC03, Zha09a].
Discontinuous [ASL06, SW06, Abu01, AA05, COEP00, CH00a, Che00b, Dha06, GMS07, Kru08, Li02, RW03, RP003, WL08c, Yao07, Zha09e].
Discounted [KKY06].

Discovering [LJSH09].
discovery [YZW09, Ano03-43]. Discrete [AA01c, AG00a3a, AP04, And03, AM04, CDJR03, CCS08, Dib01, Hil01, IY06, ID06, JC00, LKH03, VJ04, XX09b, AHRT09, AM08a, AG00b3b, AT03b, AS08, AI05, ACCM07, AA01, AAD03, An04x, AC03, BD01, BCJ08, BD03, CAHCJL+09, CG08, CJ005, CF04, Che01b, Che04a, C05a, CWL07, Cse06, DCW08, DMS00, DCS09, Dib03, EIR0, GPV06, GW01a, GM09b, GHW04, GS04, GK03, HHR07, HT02, HZ03, Hor08, HC01, HZ08b, HSS01, JSF00, Kar05, KC05b, LXZ08, Ma07, MXZL09, MB01, Mah09, MRT04, MC03, MC02, Mire01, Mur07b, OLAS01, PW00, RGT01, RGT03, SBPD08, Son09, SF07, SZ09, Sun05b, Sun06a, TLLM08, TCX08, Uhb04, UTC08, Wan00e, Wan01, Wan03b, WZ07b, WLWC08, WZZ09, eWcX09, Xu04, YJZC08, YH03, ZSG04, ZCM01a, ZWCW00, ZL09b, Zhao3, ZW03b, ZH04, Ano04g].
discrete-continuous [SF07].
discrete-delay [HC01]. Discrete-time [AM04, IDOK06, LKH03, AHRT09, CÁHCJL+09, GM09b, GH04, GSS04, Kar05, MBI08, Mah09, Sun05b, Sun06a, WZ07b, WZZ09, YH03, ZW03b, ZH04].
discrete-velocity [Mie01]. Discretization [Lia04, YH04, AS09a, Far01, HCL07, HS04b, JMR00]. discretizations [PD06].
discretized [AMV08, AU03, Far02, IY06, You04].
discretizing [Gar01].
discrimination [Lin08a]. discussion [WWH05].
discussion [Ano00-84].
disease [AVAGP08, GAA09]. dislocality [LY05].
disjunctive [Anm07]. disk [Ari09b, BC02, BC03, GM00, Ikoh08, KS03a, KY00, Tur07, Yav05a, Yav05b, Yav05d, Yav07a].
disks [AK08a, AG09, Gal08a, LM03]. dispatch [LCL+09].
dispersal [CCW00, Cui02].
dispersion [CGP08, MBS08, MS00, R008, SC00b].
dispersion-advection [CGP08].
dispersive [VNG04, Yan03a, ZTW09, ZW09a].
displacement [De02, LY08d, MB08].
displacements [AK08a].
dissemination [RKS08].
dissipation [KL09, Man05].
Dissipative [All05, Dor01, GS08, HMO03a, Phu02, SWX06, You04].
dissipative-type [GS08].
Dissipativity [Gal06].
dissolution [AVBW08].

distance [Fro08, MUHdH03, Bax06, She02, She04b, YT00, ZZ09b].
distillation [HMO03b].
distinct [PT00, YT00].
distress [CCF06].
distributed [Ano00-54, Can08, CLS07, DR04, Don09, HL02c, Hua05, HLCW07].
LPRH05, LDZW05, tLW08, LHYM09, LC07b, Raz00, RB06, Sha09, Wan04b, WFC04a, WL06, YL04c, ZLLL08.

Distribution
[Ata09, DA06, LC06a, Wu08b, Gil00, IWL04, IUCR06, Kaw06, Kum06, LWJ09, Nab04, ND05b, ND05a, SS09d, Wan02e, YC07a].

Distributions
[CD06, SNG06, ZHZT06, Ata09, GSS04, Kon09, LWZ04, Nad05].

district [SKU01].

disturbance [BRC00, Kar05, Sun06a, Sun06b].

disturbance-rejection [Kar05].

disturbances [MM07a].

divergence [KC05a].

divergent [HZ09a].

diverse [An03f].

dividend [BCJ08].

divisible [KM03b, MR06, MYR09, SMO03, SMOK05].

division [TS00b, Tan03b].

divisions [CG01].

divisor [KFMH06].

divisors [Coo05].

dix [Ano01n].

dM [Ano00q, Ano00-48, Ano00-49, Ano00-47, Ano00-46, Ano01i, Ano01g, Ano01w].

dNA [Dar08, RM08, SK06a, Tan00, XCC+09, ZWC+09].

do [An00-90].

document [GZZ09].

dollarization [An03z].

domain [AV008, ADH+03, AV00, BD04c, CSX01, Gra03, GL00, HJW05, HLZ09, ITT07, JZ08, JR01, KPP00, Kr03b, Kr03, Kr04, Lev06, LY08a, LZ04, LN08a, Liu00, MRM02, Sch01, WY07, WS04b, WS08c, Xu07a, YS04, ZW03a, An04q].

domains [CZ06, Den07, Din04b, HH02a, HH02b, JY08, Ren03, XM08].

dominance [CL01, HX03].

dominant [Yu04].

dominated [BCGP03, BMM+06, Che04f, KY08, Li04, PDBH03, Wan02c].

dominating [HHJS03, HLCW07].

domination [HX07].

dominono [Gar00].

donald [An04x].

done [Bat07].

dordrecht [An00u, An00y].

dortmund [An03-88].

dot [HW05c].

double [BG07b, CWZZ07, GH03, CB02, LP08a, LF09, Lu09c, Moo02, NF03, OY09, Sav08a, SH06, Waz05a, ZAAESC09, Zhu05, ZMM07].

double-sequence [Moo02].

double-step [Zhu05].

doubling [MM06].

douglas [An00n, An04d].

dover [An03p, An03q].

dpr1 [PKM+06, PMR+08].

dr. [Ben01].

drain [DPU07].

drainage [DK09].

drawing [Kor05].

drBEM [YTEC02].

driscoll [An03-66].

drive [An004c].

driven [DHY06, DE06a, GPvZ06, MR08, WSG08, Zha03b].

dRM [FP02].

drop [Kor00b].

dry [Gla07b].

drying [CM06].

dSeSC [Pan05a].

dual [Mal04, An03-68, CKL06, DD08].

dual-primal [CKL06].

dual-rate [DD08].

duality [ZhYL05, CLT09, GHHD08, GA06, KT03b, Zal02, Zal03].

duals [TB09].

duct [Gla08, Gla09].

due [Ari07a, El 03, FAF09, Nik06, RB06, RB07, VSKF08].

duelling [An03-27].

duffing [Fan09, OY07b, PHAF09, WG06].

duffing-harmonic [OY07b].

duopoly [LLL08b].

durand [BGP04].

durations [Lin08b].

dusty [GDD00].

dV [Waz05c].

d’yakonov [SSSH01].

dynamic [DH08c, GL09b, HC09, KN04, KWT02, LTYB09, LCL+09, Mig06, SDCL08, SZJ09, SZ06, YC07b, AR09, AR10, An03-79, An03-51, An04-27, AO09, CCKG03, CL07b, CWZZ07, CS02c, DM07, DE06a, Gai06a, HNR08, HT05, JEP08, K008b, LW09b, MQ05, MH09, Nak06, SA03, Wan08a, WSZ02, WZ07c, Yav06, ZS05, ZLZ09, Zho08, SH02].

dynamic- [SH02].

dynamical [LY09, Qiu08, CZ05a, DWL07, Dog05, Don04, Hau06, HIRA02, LBW09, N002b, SNA09, Tal09, XCL+08, ZL09a, Zho03].

dynamics [DDM08, GAA+09, WW04b, Zha09f, ZH04, AAACL08, A08, An03-54, An03-65, An04b, BBCE09, BR00, CSC+09, JSP08, KLM03, LP04, Lo 02, MRT04, Qiu08, Raz00, RZH03, SA02, SASHS09, TL07, XZ001, YK00, An03r].

dynamo [RF09].

dysarthria [KT09].

dysfunctions [ZCCB08].

dziok [PMS07].
E-marketplace [KC03b]. Each [An00-88, An00-89]: early [An001, An003m, GSS04, IDM08]. Earning [DAK06]. Earth [HWHG08]. Easily [Wei00]. Easily-generated [Wei00]. Eastaway [An00-90], eave [KOV08]. ECG [Lin08a, Eckhaus [DS05a], Eckstein [Ver08b]]. Ecological [GAT07, XC06]. Econometrics [An03-28]. Economic [An03-28, ZLS06, An00-30, JZ03, MGG05, YE01, An03-29]. Economic-lot-size [MGG05]. Economics [An03-28, ZLS06, An00-30, JZ03, MGG05, YE01, An03-29]. Economies [An00-32]. Education [An00-33]. Educated [An00-36, An00-37]. Educational [An00-32, An00-33]. Edward [An03m]. Effect [ICM09, KKS+04a, Wan07b, CWCW00, Cui02, HHK06, HAKA07, HNSA09, HY07b, Mak09, MCC09, Sar03, SB03, SMO03, TRD08, TG03, Tur07, WWW+09, WH05, YWC08]. Effective [GL08b, PST08, Tan04, EA03a, FGX05, HW05c, SNG09, SHS05, STH08]. Effector [Yav00]. Effects [Bat07, Lee09, APS07, GMS08, IMLF09, JD07, LZ06b, MB08, MM07b, MS00, SBPD08, SDCL08, XLL04, ZJLW06]. Efficiency [Zal02, NSQ02, Post08]. Efficient [BMH08, MP02a, PSS09, RRR07, RDS00, Sch01, ZY07, BCJ08, Bog09, CP04, C099b, DF06, HNR08, HW07, HRP04, HY00, JK01, JCCT09, KS03a, LLS+09a, LC05, MAK03, MQ06, NMD07, OM09, RZH03, SS09a, SNA09, Tan04, dS04]. EHW [DM09]. Eigen [PM+08]. Eigen-solving [PM+08]. Eigenfrequency [RV01]. Eigenfunctions [ACCMM07, VJ04]. Eigenmodes [PD04]. Eigenpair [Xie00]. Eigenproblems [Jia01a, JZ02]. Eigenstructure [VJ04]. Eigenvalue [PD06, SB03, ZL08c, BS03b, HW05b, Ho03, IN07, JK+04, Kar01, LHC08, LUZ05, PSES07, SB00, YLL08]. Eigenvalues [WS08c, ZQC08, DMSV00, GS04, HHR07,
Hu08, LR03, LH05a, LYC07, PV01, RSR00, Wu08b, XZ09a, YFT04.
eigenvectors [Kor05, YFT04]. eight [Pla07].
eight-tetrahedra [Pla07]. eikonal [QS03].

Einstein [Åhl02, Ung00, Ung05, Ung07, ZZ09c].
EinSum [Åhl03]. Eiter [Ano01n]. either [KT03a]. El-Mistikawy [Ano03v].
El-Mistikawy [Ari09c]. Elastic [AC09, LLS09c, AK08a, CO07, CA09, DH08a, DD00, GGD00, GAA06, HLY08, HGS07, IN07, KL01, MG03, RB06, Ste07, YLB06].
elasticity [Ara01, BCS03, CK03, JKR08, Liu00, RB06, RB07].
elasto [NLR00]. elasto-plastic [NLR00].
elastoplastic [HD08]. elastostatics [Mar05a].
electric [MH09]. electrical [KPSW06]. electrically [HM05a, Mos08].
electrokinetically [WSG08]. electromagnetic [ISK00, Tan07, ZRS09].
Electron [Gre01, TG03]. Electronic [Ano03-88, Ano00-76, Ano00-77, Jua03].
Electroosmotic [DHY06].
electrorheological [ER07]. electrostatic [KL05].
element-finite [NS09].
elementary [He09b]. elements [Ano03-34, AMV08, HM00, KK06b, MS04a, Pet04, SN02, SB06, TV07, Wu00].
even [ZL07a]. Elias Smith [Ano03-54].
elimination [Lee09]. Elisabeth [Ano03-57].
Ellen [Ano00-78, Ano00-79, Ano03-76].
elastic [ACM05, AK08c, AMV08, Bou03, CL07a, CK02a, CGGC02, EMM09, FK01, FFK02, HLC05, HZ07, Kan09, KH00, KF05b, KRO7a, KPO6, LF03, LW04, LI01d, LP04, LHD08, MPS04, Pao03, PW05, PD04, Ren03, RW03, SERG09, Sir00, Sma01, TLL08, Wac00, WLS01, WK06, WS08c, Xu08b, YZZC09, ZL04, ZC09b, ZH02].
Ellsworth [Ano00-42]. Elsevier [Ano00-85].
Emerson [Ano03-44]. Engine [SGR09].
emission [Ano00-71]. energy [Ano00-80].
enough [Ano03-58]. Enriched [YLBO6].
enrollments [LC07a]. ensembles [AMYS09].
enso [HX09]. enterprise [Ano00-36, Ano00-92, Ano00-93, Ano03-81].
Entire [ZCL08, CZLC08, Fan02a, Leu00, Zha08b].
entrap [XLL08]. entropic [Han08].
Entropy [AU03, CW06, MRdCV00, Bal00, DDS00, TR03a, Pra07, WYW05, YW06c].
Entrophy [MRdCV00]. enumeration [HHS07]. envelopment [TS00a].
environment [LLL08b, PL01b, WM04].
environmental [Fer03], environments [Bra08, Col04], enzymatic [BBM08], epidemic [MM08b, PKM08], EP [LWZ04], epidemiological [AMC08, D LB03], epiderivatives [CLT09], epsilon [RZ03], equal [YB07b], equal-width [YB07b], equalization [TLP09], Equation [KLP01, KX05, LWZ08, Lee09, Lev06, LX03, LZ05, LWY06, LGG06, Li08b, LY08c, LL05, LL05, LWV02, LWY04, LLNS05, LG04a, LX07, Liu08a, Liu08e, LK09, LGY09, Lus09, Lu09b, MYG09, MH02, Man00, MV08a, MZ04, MHS01, MC02, Mie01, MP02, MRdv00, MEO03, MO01, NSB08, Ols06, Öy08a, PT08, PK09, Pen09, PKP08, Phu02, Pit01, Pit03, Pol09, Qf03, RC03, Ruo08, RZ03, SSH09, SD09, SGM09, SALK02, SD08, SK04, SM09, SDDC08, SDB09, SW02a, SL07a, SV08, Sim01, Slo09, Ste08, SOW04, SX06, Tao09, TBLD09, TGH02, TG03, Uh09, UK08, Wac08, WT00, WC04, WYW05, WLS06, WG07a, WY07, WKZ08, wMw09, Waz04, Waz05a, Waz05b, Waz05d, WX00a, WZ08c, WHD09, cW09b, Xu02a, Xu07a, YCC09, YZ02b, Yan04c, Ye02, YM09, YTCF08, YD08, YBO7a, YBO7b, Zha01a, ZZ01a, ZW03a, ZW04, Zha07b, ZYEZ07], equation [Zha07a, ZT09, ZW09, ZWD09, ZWD09, ZH009, ZHKW05, ZT07, ZDD08]. Equations [AO01c, GC06, GCN06, LCL06, Li06b, PXX06, RL08, SBS06, Sat06, ZT01, Wan06b, WG06, XWL06, ZLJW06, ZCW06, AETEZ07a, AB08a, AH00, AP08, AM08a, AR09, AR10, AG01a, AZ01, AM02, ATT03a, AG003a, AGO03b, ATT03b, AL04, AOW05, AOTW07, AA05, AN09, AT08, AB08b, AJ09a, AJ09b, AU09, AE07, AL08a, AL08b, AAD03, AE08, An002, An000-66, An003-59, An004f, ABB05, AU03, AS05, AO05, AY06, AO09, As11, AK01, AP03, ACH01, AT02, AY04, BMHV09, BKM08, Ba100, BF03, BX07, Ba08, BPA03, BK04, BM04a, BA09, BS01a, BCR05, B102, BD03, BN07, BP03, BHEKE07, BB09a, BB09b, BHN01, BHH004a, BRRS08, BG07a, BB05, BBP09, BMO7a, BG08, BBA09, BA09b, BA09c, BG11, Bi05, BG04b, BPS00]. equations [BOP07, BH01, BB08b, COEP00, CCP02, COE03, CJ05, CYG05, CYG06, CL07a, CT05, Can08, CH04, CH10a, CP01, CP02, CDM01, CDM03, CPC00, CKN04, CAZAA00, CHY01, CQ03, Che04e, CP04, CS04b, Che04d, CWW07, CWL07, CO07, CL08a, CZ09b, Cy08, CKZ01, CL07a, Chu07, CJK09, CO02b, CH03, CNP08, Con03, CK02c, CJ07, CCZK09, CN08b, CD05c, CH09, DI08, DK07, DGR04, DJ08, DH08b, DK05, Den07, Den07, DN03, Di01, Di03, DL05, DHM05, DZ08, dDxZ11, Dog01, Don09, DK04, DR01b, DH03, DM07, Du08, DFY02, Dub08, EA03a, EM09a, EM03, EM09c, El03, ERRY01, Fan02a, FGX05, FFK02, FW04a, FP02, FH03, Fro08, FT03, GK02, Gan06, GT07, GGA09, GL09b, Gar01, GL03a, GS01, GLC09, GSN08, Gir03,
equations

[GMS09, GS08, GJM03, GH03, GW01b, GL00, Guo01, Guo02, Guo03, GZ06, Gyi00, GJS01, Hav03, HH04b, HL09a, HM04, HTO05, HZZ02, HRY08, HlDS03, HHRA02, HCLF01, HC02, Hua04, Hu08a, HM01, HLY06, HLH03, IP07, ITO07, J010, J040, Jan04a, Jan04b, Jan04c, JK09, Jay04, JPK02b, J060, JEP08, JA03, J050, JZ08, JH03, JD08, JMLW04, J030, K070, Kan02, K08a, K08b, Kar09, KLS06, KP06, KSZ02, K0Z02, KLW09, K0p01, K0t01, KZ03, Kra01, Kr03a, KMK09, Kur08, LT05, LY04, yL09c, LKS+06, LC06b, L000, LH00b, LA00, LF00, Li01d, LL02, LA03, LZL04, LZ04a, LMHW05, LZJ06, LTM08, LY08a, LS08, mLPW08, LFZ08, tLjW08, LW09c, LSL09, Lia04, LX00, LX04, LXH05, LTT02, LTS03, Lin05, LDG05, Lin06a, Lin08c, LB01, L0Z02].

equations

[LLD02, LK03, LWG04, LG04b, LDHW05, LLTL05, Liu07a, Liu08b, LX08, LL08b, LN07, LST02, LS01a, LS01b, Luo02, LD02, LS03, LSN04, Lu06, LJ08b, LY07, MAH08, MCH01, Mal04, Man01, Mar07, ME00, Märt05c, Mc000, Med01, MZ07, MLW09, MVS+07, MQ06, MO07, MN01, MCZ00, MRMRM02, MS04b, Mu08a, Mur05b, Mur07b, Mus06, NOY01, Nic04, yNyLjZ08, NHL00, N0L06, NL08, NW09, NP07, O0a07, OM09, O000, OR01, OZY05, OSSY04, OZ07, PPR02, PS09, Pao01a, Pao01b, Par04a, PS04, PTK07, PG00, Pen02, PHW03, PS09, PS03b, PP04, PHAF09, PR07, PB02, QS03, QSL08, RD07, RR09b, RF09, RS09, RGT01, Ren03, Roe09, Rom01, SDV09, SNT08, SNG09, SG07, Sah01, SERG09, SMM02, ST00, SW04, SHY08, SR03, SR04, Sha04, SL00a, Sh03, Sid08, Sie03, SIW03, SEO05].

equations

[SYL05, SWX06, SS07b, SSD07, SZ05, SS06, Swe07, SAB07, SNA09, SK09, TFC02, TYP00, Tan02a, Tan02b, Tan07, TL08, TD07, TD09, Tel08, TA01, TRG01a, TRG01b, TMG03, TZ04b, TX04, Tia08, TC04, TA04, T0BG05, Tou05, Trz01, VR02, Van07, W0JX04, Wan06, W060, WLW07, WLW08, WSL08, Wan08a, WYL08b, WG08a, WX09b, WF09, Wan09a, Waz05c, Waz07b, Waz07a, Wei05, WY09b, WZ09, WKL06, WA01, WX03b, WS05, WWC08, WF01, WZW02, WS04b, WX04, WZ06, WZ07c, WG08b, cWcX09, X02, XT10, X0T1, XLZ02, XT04b, XDD09, XWW04, X01, Xu03a, X07b, Xu08b, XX09a, Yan01, Yan03a, YY03, Yan03c, Yan04d, YW07, YTO08, YtS09, Y080, YZZ09, You04, YLD09, YL08c, YXZ09, YB08, Yus09, Zen09, ZYG08, Z000a, ZP01, ZC01, ZD01].

equations

[ZZ01b, Zha02b, ZZ02a, ZL02, ZSK03, Z0A03a, ZL03, ZT04, ZS04, ZL04, ZM04a, ZFYS05, ZY05, ZS05, ZLW06, Zha07b, ZTW09, ZWY08, ZC09b, ZM02, ZYCI09, ZCK00, ZZ00b, ZZ01c, Zho01, ZH02, ZZ03b, ZL08, ZY08b, Zho08, ZC01, ZHL04, Zhu08b, ZCC04, dG09, HM05b, Ano03, Z003, Ano04, Ano04].

equator [LC02].
equilateral [Köh00].

Equilibria [Wu01, AMR05, Din00b, DPJ03, JPS09, KY02, KWT02, NP07, SA03].

Equilibrium [ZLS06, Ano04-27, CGY09b, CKY04, Din00c, DP02, FFH08, HL09b, KK08a, KL02, LF02, Mou02, NT08, NSQ02, PY09, SWL05, Wan02a, Wu00, ZL09a].
equitability [BW06a].
equivalence [BKK08, CWLC07, CKR03, CK04, WHL+09].

Equivalent [HN07].
equivalency [AGS09, Dub08, ZCK05, ZC05a, SMOK05, YL05].

Eran [Ano04-28].

Erdik [NLL08].
ergodicity [Gu08].

Erlang [WCL02].

Errata [Ano05f, Ano05g, Eng04].

Erratum

[Ata09, BM02, ID10, KO08a, KO08b, ...]
Liu09a, SW02b, SW08. Error [Ale06, Bed02, DGG+04, Has02, HHC08, OLS06, PPK+06, Uje04a, WYL08b, WX03c, Xia07, AB08c, AN05, AN06, Bla04, Bou03, BMM+06, CK03, CD05a, CBJ01, CGBJR03, El 03, FFXL05, Gal01, Had03, HL03a, Ikho08, JMR00, KKS+04a, Koi07, Liu08d, OP01, PMQR09, PJJP04, Ree00, RW03, RPO03, Uje07, VH06, WWS+06, Xu02a]. Error-free [PMQR09]. Errors [GSZ02, yL06, TS06, Bar01a, CZG04, DW02a, HCLJ00, Hua00, HGH02, HF04, KK01, yL08b, LKC04, MT09, PW06, dG09].

errors-in-variables [Bar01a]. Ervin [Ano04c]. Esko [Ano00-47]. essay [Ano00-42]. Essential [Ano03-30]. essentials [Ano00-52, Ano00-53, Ano04o]. Establishing [GYPL08]. estimate [Bla04, Bou03, CD05a, DKO03, Gal01, ZL08a, ZZ01c]. Estimates [BS01b, Gar01, BK04, Bed02, CK03, CS00a, FFXL05, GA07, Had03, ID05, ID08, KLJ09, OLS06, RW03, SM02, VH06, XWD04].

Estimation [Ale06, APV02, BPvZ03, CKK06, Hua08b, KDKS01, MW00, SK06c, AN06, BGA08, CÁHCJL+09, Cha06, CKKK06, Col02, CM06, DAK006, El 03, FM06, GL03b, HSG+06, LP08b, LG09b, OP01, She00, SL08, Wu08b]. Estimations [HL05]. estimator [Bar01a]. estimators [BB01, Elk06]. Ethernet [Ano00-27]. Euclidean [Bax06, Clp08, Gor00]. Euler [AC09, BOP07, DMP01, Far01, Glao3, Glao6, Gla09, GS09, KRR07b, Kot01, LHC08, LS06b, MV08a, Mat03, OS08b, PV00, WJW08, Xu06, Yu04]. Euler-Grüss [Mat03]. Euler-like [PV00]. Eulerian [Gir06, VTR04, WZE+06]. EUR [Ano03w, Ano03-37, Ano03-82, Ano03-48, Ano03e, Ano03-69, Ano04i, Ano04k, Ano04p, Ano04v, Ano04z]. EUR49.95 [Ano04j]. euro [Ano00-85]. Europe [Ano00-80, Ano00-81].
HYLW00, HLY06, HZ09b, Hsuo04, JS03, Jan04a, Jan07, Jan09, JA03, KK08a, KL08b, LP08c, LP08b, LW05, LJL06, LWG04, Ltn04a, LY05b, LDK08, Lin04a, MDG05, MZ09, NRD00, PZ07, SXW06, Snome05a, SL07b, WG07a, WG07b, WW08b, WA08, Wen00, WCW08, WW08c, WWY09, WLW08b, WL08c, Yun04d, Yun05b, Yun07, YW08a, Ys04, YWY07, Z09, ZF05, ZLS06, ZLS07, ZS08a, ZY08, Zha02c, ZZ03b, ZHW05, BHN01, CH01, CK02c, CHR09, DSS08, FW04a, Gin02, G08, GN09, HZZ02, HJ06, KL08a, LP08b, LW05, LJL06, LWG04, Liu04a, LY05b, LDK08, Liu08a, MDG05, MZ09, NRL00, PZ07, SXW06, Snome05a, SL07b, WG07a, WG07b, WW08b, WA08, Wen00, WCW08, WW08c, WWY09, WLW08b, WL08c, Yun04d, Yun05b, Yun07, YW08a, Ys04, YWY07, Z09, ZF05, ZLS06, ZLS07, ZS08a, ZY08, Zha02c, ZZ03b, ZHW05, BHN01, CH01, CK02c, CHR09, DSS08, FW04a, Gin02, G08, GN09, HZZ02, Ibr09, KL02, KY02, LW08b, WL08c, Yan04d, Yan05b, Yan07, YW08a, Yao04, YWY07, Zen09, ZF05, ZLS06, ZLS07, ZS08a, ZY08, Zha02c, ZZ03b, ZHW05, BHN01, CH01, CK02c, CHR09, DSS08, FW04a, Gin02, G08, GN09, HZZ02, Ibr09, KL02, KY02, LDZW05].

existence [LZJ06, tLW08, mLpW08, MRMRM02, OEV09, Son00, Sot01, WJX04, Wu00, WLZ07, Zha01a, ZHL06, WW08b, WL08c, Yun04d, Yun05b, Yun07, YW08a, Ys04, YWY07, Zen09, ZF05, ZLS06, ZLS07, ZS08a, ZY08, Zha02c, ZZ03b, ZHW05, BHN01, CH01, CK02c, CHR09, DSS08, FW04a, Gin02, G08, GN09, HZZ02, Ibr09, KL02, KY02, LDZW05].

[34]
CC08b, LYL00b, MD06, Sav07b, Xie08.

Factor-2 [AS07]. factoring [Tan03b].

factorisation [KM03a]. Factorization [RTW05, JV01, Ms65, WH09].

factorizations [Gal05, SV09]. Factors [Sav07a, LYL00a, Sav08b, SL09]. Facts [CJV07, KLMR03].

Faedo [BAK09]. Fahle [Ano03-61]. Failure [KI04, SY05]. failures [WZ07b]. fairness [CZ05b]. Faith [Ano01u].

FALSCAL [CSLC07]. Fame [BAK09]. Fahle [Ano03-61]. failed [Lin06b]. Failures [KI04, SY05]. failures [WZ07b].
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FAME [BS03b, GKM08]. FAP [KM03a]. FAPs [BS03b, GKM08].

Fas [LY05]. FGrp [YL05]. fiber [AS04b].
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factorisation [KM03a]. Factorization [RTW05, JV01, Ms65, WH09].

factorizations [Gal05, SV09]. Factors [Sav07a, LYL00a, Sav08b, SL09]. Facts [CJV07, KLMR03].

Faedo [BAK09]. Fahle [Ano03-61]. Failure [KI04, SY05]. failures [WZ07b]. fairness [CZ05b]. Faith [Ano01u].

FALSCAL [CSLC07]. Fame [Ano03-35]. families [AHS00, ASS08, BL08, CjBN09, CRRU08, GYS05, HdLS03, LTS03, YZ02b, Yan03a, YB08].

Family [TA06, YI06, AOS04, AB05, BFM04, CWY08, CKQ08, Gu07, NSQ02, OS09, PIR04, PIR06, Sha04, TCH07, Wan07a, XHZ05, YTC08, YYZ07, Ano04-29].

Fan [DBEG08, LH05a]. far [YZ02a]. Farid [Ano03v].

Farlye [Ano00-36]. Farquhar [Ano00-57].

Fast [JG04, RSR01, Tun05, WS00, AC04, MRT05, PKSP08, YY07, YW03b, RR03b], fastened [AS03a].

Fatma [Ano01n]. Fault [DM09, FL05, GHC09, SMS+04].

fault-tolerant [FL05, SMS+04]. Fault [Ano00g, Ano00h]. Favard [Gal08a]. FBP [HL08c].

FCM [LCL08]. FCM-based [LCL08].

FD [CC04b]. feasibility [Wan02a].

feasible [JT05, JZ05, JZT07, bJQxC09]. FEAST [TBR01]. feature [BFFL08, Can03, OTB+08].

features [Ano00-88, Lin08a, TGH02]. Federico [Ano03z].

Fedkiw [Ano03-51]. Feedback [PXXW06, AM04, DGPT08, GW03b, Kar01, KT02, Kar05, Kht05, XK05, L06b, LCL00, LYW02, LY06a, LWY09, NTHP09, PPK09, Ra00, SDK09, SN03, SA03, Wen00, ZW03b]. feedforward [LL03a].

Feenstra [Ano01z]. Fejér [AG01b, BV09].

Fekete [SV09]. FEM [BS03b, GKM08]. Fensel [Ano03-71].

Fernando [Ano03-33]. Ferziger [Ano03r].

FETI [CKL06]. Feynman [Ano03-33, FM03, Ano03-32, Ano03-33].

FFT [CC04b]. FFT-Perturbation [CC04b]. FGrp [YL05]. fiber [AS04b].
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Faedo [BAK09]. Fahle [Ano03-61]. Failure [KI04, SY05]. failures [WZ07b]. fairness [CZ05b]. Faith [Ano01u].
finite-buffer [GSS04]. Finite-difference [GNR05, AO09, HJW05, IS04, Nic04, Roe09, SDZ06, SBD +00, ZW03a]. Finite-dimensional [Raz00, CHM06, TCX08]. Finite-Element [ASL06, SK06c, Lia05, AS03a, BJBL03, BCS03, Bla04, BG04b, BLS05, CJL04, Che04f, FR04, HL06, KLS06, KP06, OLS06, PLL03, PDBH03, Ses03]. finite-strain [Ste07]. finite-volume [BM05b, BMM +06].

fire [MKF09]. firm [LZS07]. First [Ano00i, PWX08, ZLJW06, AV008, Ano01y, Ano03-70, BX07, BHN01, BHNN04b, COEP00, Can08, CH00a, Dix05, Don09, GS09, GJS01, JLT04, JT07b, KÖ08b, Liu07a, Lon03, LSN05, LJ08b, NF03, NRL06, PHW03, SL07b, ST08, TL08, Uje03, VNFF08, Wan00d, WW08b, Wan08a, WZ07c, Yan01, ZFYS05, ZLY06, Zho08]. first-[ NF03]. First-Order [ZLJW06, PWX08, BHN01, BHNN04b, COEP00, Can08, CH00a, Dix05, GS09, GJS01, JLT04, KÖ08b, LSN05, LJ08b, NRL06, PHW03, SL07b, ST08, TL08, Wan00d, Wan08a, Yan01, ZFYS05, ZLY06].

Fischer [SZ09b]. Fisher [Cav00, Mic03, CW09b]. fit [Sür08]. fitted [KF03, KK09, KS03b, Sim01, Wan02c]. Fitting [KU01]. five [An000j, An000k, DFFL09, FM08b]. Fixed [AO01b, AO01a, A009c, COE03, CW08, CSSL04, Dha06, yL06, RR09a, ZC09b, AO01c, AP01, Bai01, Bou00, CC04a, CKQ08, ČRRU08, Dha03, Dha04, Dha07, ED09, FT05, udK07, Gu07, GN09, HH04a, Hua00, IK03, Kani09, Lan04b, LT09, LL05, Mar00, MN01, Mio02, OI00, OS09, PKT07, Rad09, Roe09, Sya01a, TCH07, Wan07a, WA01, Won08, Xie01, XWZ04, X07, YY07, Yav05b, ZP02, Zha08b].

Fixed-Point [yL06, AO01b, AO01a, CSSL04, Dha06, AO01c, Bou00, Dha03, Dha04, FT05, IK03, Lan04b, Xie01, XWZ04]. fixed-points [CC04a, Roe09]. fixed-sign [WA01, Won08]. fixed-size [MSN +00]. flags [BH00]. flame [BT03]. Flanagan [An000-36]. Flashcards [An000-52, An000-72, An000-73, An000-92, An000-93]. flat [DF02, FWL04, LF05, XL09]. fleets [HY08]. flexible [HTKM09, XW05]. floating [Gra08, PMQR09]. floating-point [PMQR09]. Floreano [An003-36]. Florentine [Son00]. Floudas [An000-1]. Flow [BR06, MM00, PM08, WZE +06, ASHA08, AZB08, AH08, AS09b, Ari07a, Ari07b, Ari09a, Ari09b, Ari09c, AB09, Bat07, BW09, BRC00, Bla07, BC08, BF002, Cap07, CMS04, CCZK09, DS08, EM09b, ETH05, FMFV08, FAF09, FTC03, GGE09, GD00, Gre04, Gre09, HW05a, HASA07, HNSA09, ICM09, INP08, JZC06, KK06b, KHA07, Lee01b, Lee04, Lia05, Lin06b, LY08d, Mak09, MAR05b, MP08a, MKSB08, MG03, Mur05a, NMD09, PGH +08, Pru09, SM08, SANH08, Sar03, SASHS09, ST07, SH09, SS09c, SGR +09, SR07, SZL02, SM08, ST08, Tan01, TYS03, TK09, Tur07, VSKF08, WL04, WSG08, WB09, XL09, YZHY09, YTEC02, ZZJ +04, Zhu07, ZMM07].

flowfield [AN06]. Flows [Hay06, HLMR08, AA05, APS07, Bab09, Ban00, BC00, BJK +09, BCGP03, CLOLO, Dog08, Fer03, Gla04, Gla05b, Gla07b, Gla08, Gm09, GMS07, HH06, JS04, JY08, LLCS02, LCC08, MM07a, MG03, NS07, Pad06, TRD08]. flows-theory [Gla05b]. flowshop [WX05]. flowshops [XXLD04]. fluctuations [AK08a, lac07]. Fluid [BR06, Hay06, SGR +09, AS09a, ASHA08, AZB08, AH08, Ano3r, Ano3s-88, AO09, Bat07, BCBE09, Con03, FMFV08, FAF09, GD00, GS07a, GMS07, HM05a, HK06,
[LV03]. Fredholm [BMHV09, CK08, DI08, Had03, LN07, Pao01b, YLD09]. Free
[GC06, GCN06, B102, CT02a, CKKK06, DP07, FG00, bJQx09, LHC08, MPP08, Pad06, PB01, Pan05b, PMQR09, Ryo04, UHuI09, WX03c, WSZ03, WK05, Zal03]. freedom [Mos08, PP08]. Frequency
[Lin08a, AVA01, CW09a, CSX01, Fan09, JZ08, ÖY07b, Zha09a, ZXID09, Zha09g]. frequency
[Mos08, PP08]. Frequency-domain
[Lin08a, AVA01, CW09a, CSX01, Fan09, JZ08, ÖY07b, Zha09a, ZXID09, Zha09g]. frequency-amplitude
[Fan09, ÖY07b, Zha09g]. Frequency
[Lin08a, AVA01, CW09a, CSX01, Fan09, JZ08, ÖY07b, Zha09a, ZXID09, Zha09g]. frequency
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[Lin08a]. Frequent
[XT04b, LGH09, ZY07]. friction
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[MF01]. Functional
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infinite-dimensional [PG04]. Infinitely
[MG04, HF00, LDZW05]. infinity
[Guo03, HL04, Ma07, ZL07a], inflation
[MM08a], inflow [HM03b]. Influence
[MB08, Mar09, Pru09, SANH08, dSM02].
Information
[BFKL08, Gal08b, Gal09a, Ano00j, Ano00k,
Ano01a, Ano03-28, Ano03-75, Ano04k,
Ata09, CC05, HCWC07, HLY09, KC05a,
Kum06, LGBS00, LYL00a, LCYL00, LCL00,
LCWL06c, LJS09, MRP08, PRA01,
PRA02, QL08b, TS00a, Te00, TDHL09,
XMW09, ZML04, Ano03-45].
information-theoretic [LGBS00].
informative [HX09]. infrequent
[DY09, ZY07]. inherent [Mak09]. Initial
[KK09, ACD01, AP08, AOLL04, BN00, CH01,
CC08, CS02b, CL07b, CB01, Che04b,
DS02, FS07, KL06, KS03b, Lam05, LX04,
LWW04, MM04, MM05b, NF03, Net05,
Net07, OEV09, PF01, SZ02, WSS*06].
initial-value [AP08, Che04b, KS03b].
initialization
[CL09, CZ02, RTS07, VRJ09].
initializations [VDMK08]. initialize
[MCRA05]. inner
[HSS01, LMHW05, MT00], innovation
[HD09, YWZ03], innovations [Ano03-60].
innovative [DY09, LHC08]. Input
[PP06, AHN06, GC02, GM09b, HD09,
KL09, LBZ09, Mac06, MW00, Wu03].
input-and-output [MW00], input-output
[PP06]. input/output [LBZ09]. inputs
[CS01, GLTS08]. insects [Ano03f].
inspection [SI03, WM09]. inspired
[LRL09, ZXTL09]. Instabilities [MM06].
Instability [GK04b, HT05, SL08].
instances [AGS09]. insulated [DLSB08].
Insurance [KS07, LP06]. integer [BD01,
Coh00, LHW04, LU09a, SHWF05, SF01].
integers [Coh00]. Integrability
[GL06, EPS05, Sah01]. integrable
[Kam00, LD08, SSD07, YJCZ08]. Integral
[Gau04, Man01, Oro02, TQ04, YI06,
AOTW07, AMT03, AC06, An07b, ABB05,
AO08a, AVA01, BS01a, BM04b, BPP04,
BCRS05, BM05a, Bar01b, BCF02,
BCDS09, BA09b, BG07b, CM01a, CD03,
CD09, CCRMF00, CK08, CT08, CZ09b,
CWZ06, DHL02, ESR06, E1 03, GK02,
GYS05, GSN08, GMS09, Had03, Halc08,
Has02, He02, Hor01, HHL08, Ibr09, JSS01,
J01, Kan04, Kar03, Kru03a, Kum05, LT05,
LT04, LN07, Mar07, MO01, OF08, PSS09,
PT07, Ram05, SDVS09, SNG09, SD08,
SNA09, WG07a, WI07, WS05, XC07,
Xu07b, YLD09, ZML02, ZG09a].
integral-differential [BA09b, WI07].
Integral-Type [YI06]. integrals
[All02, AA09a, CCD07, CXZ09, DF06,
FM03, KR07b, KR01, MR08, ÔY09].
integrands [BCDS09, CCD07]. Integrated
[Sar06b, AF09, HY06, KHS00]. Integration
[Ste06, AACLM08, An03-42, An04y,
An04z, CAZAA00, CT02a, HKL03, Jay04,
Li01c, MQ05, MP02a, Rub07, VAR03].
integration-free [CT02a]. Integrative
[DFY06, An03-53]. integrator [HLS05].
Integrators [Gir06, BCDS09, CCD07].
integro [ATY08, AO08a, BMHV09, BUP09a,
CK08, DI08, Gan06, Gu01, HH04b, Hua08a,
JKN09, JL09a, KGB07, LS08, MQ06,
Pao01b, PXW09, SNT08, SNG09, Swe07,
WG08b, Yen08, Yi08, ZJLW06].
integro-differential
[ATY08, AO08a, BMHV09, BUP09a, CK08,
DI08, Gan06, Gu01, HH04b, Hua08a,
JKN09, JL09a, KGB07, LS08, MQ06,
Pao01b, PXW09, SNT08, SNG09, Swe07,
WG08b, Yen08, Yi08, ZJLW06].
integro-parabolic [Pao01b]. integrodifferential
[ATY08, AO08a, BMHV09, BUP09a, CK08,
DI08, Gan06, Gu01, HH04b, Hua08a,
JKN09, JL09a, KGB07, LS08, MQ06,
PXW09, SNT08, SNG09, Swe07, WG08b,
Yen08, Yi08, ZJLW06].
Integrodifferential
[SB06, XWL06, BSD00, BPA03, BSK04, BPM05, BM04a,
BV05, BAK09, Gu02, HPT05, HM05b,
LX04, LWG04, Wen00, ZCC04].
intelligence [An00l, An00m]. intelligent
Intelligentsia [Ano03-89].

Intense [Ano00-42].

interaction [JD07, LMSH04, PS08b, SO03, SZ06, Wan06c].

Interactions

[RBO7, FM03, MKL8, OKCO08, RB06].

interactive [MM05a, XZDD09, Yan03b].

interception [YZHY09].

interconnected [TLS07].

interest [Ano04-40, Ano04-41, CK03, CM03, GPvZ06].

interface [BLS05, DD03, VC03, Ano00-88, Ano00-89].

interfaces [BOP07].

interference [LW09f].

interior [Ano03-68, CKL07, HLP05, bJQxC09, Kru03b, M´es05, Wan02d].

interior-point [Ano03-68, bJQxC09, Wan02d].

Internal [PP08].

International [Ano00-43, Ano00-85, Ano01z].

Internet [Ano00-60, Ano00-61, Ano04-29, Tsa03, Ano00-34].

interpolants [All02, CLMM06, CM04, FW04b, FWL04, GQL05, TSZ02].

interpolated [SALK02].

Interpolating [DZZT06].

Interpolation

[DF02, LL03a, LL03b, OS08b, SAS06, Sya02, Bal04, Bal02, CD05a, CWB01, CC08b, DR02, DH07, FF02, FZ07a, He09a, HHRA02, HSWL08, KK06d, LG08, LF05, Lin04c, LTL05, OSS07, RR03a, Sha04, She04a, Sum00, TK09, WYL08b, WB01, WIW08a].

interpolations [LF09].

interpretability [YX09b].

interpretation [SV01].

interrogation [Ano03-69, FGX05].

Interscience [Ano03-39, Ano04m, Ano04s, Ano04u, Ano04t].

intersection [Bao03, Lan04a, WY01].

intersection-form [WY01].

interstitial [MG01].

Intertemporal [SZ06].

Interval

[AL04, GYPL09, LA00, Liu08b, QLD08b, SOW04, TBG05, WZ08a, YYZ03, AO01c, BPP04, BDA02, BCGA05, Boy01, CC08a, Csa01, DLF09, GLTS08, HW08, HLZ09, JY11, Kum04, LL07, MC07, NUN06, XZ06, YLY+09, YLD08].

Interval-valued [GYPL09, CC08a, JY11, YLY+09].

Intervals

[CD06, BN00, GK04b, KI04, LC03, NFI03].

Introducing [Ano00-69, Zha02a].

Introduction

[Ano03b, AA09b, FHZ08, Ano00g, Ano00h, Ano01w, Ano03-30, Ano03-82, Ano03-73, Ano03e, He09b, Ano00-28, Ano04i, Ano04p, Ano04r, Ano03-46, Ano04j].

Intuitionistic [CZ09a].

Intuition [Nam00, Nam01b, WWH05].

invariance [BP09].

Invariant [AP03, Xu03a, Zhu08b, Ana04b, Gar01, Ter00, XX09a, ZM94].

Invariants [Nes01].

inventory [DCHR07, Hoh01, HY06, KH02b, KH02c, MM05a, MM08a, Saw03, WCL02, XZ08b].

Inverse

[BGP04, CPP08, D506a, MV08a, SPE06, Yan02, Yan04a, YLL08, CCP09, GL09c, GS06, JR08, JKS+04, KR07a, LZ09, LLW08, Mur07a, NC09, ÖY07a, PST08, PSES07, SC07, Sl07, Sot02, TT09, WW00, Xie00, Yan04b, YK00, YTCF08, ZZH03, Ano00-35].

Inverses [LS02, Wac00].

Inversion

[HP02, De 02, DWL08, Jog04, LS04a, MRT05, MG05, RH09, TCK02, VA04, WYZ01].

invert [JZ02].

investigating [HGS07].

Investigation

[CSC+09, BR05b, FGH08, MT09, Tur07, Wan02a, WDLP08, YV05].

investigations [AF02, CM09].

Investor [LWL08].

inveXity [Ant05, Ant08].

inviscid [De 04].

involution [ES07].

Involution

[CG01].

involving [Ano04d, CG08, Dha03, Ehr02, GA06, HF04, JSS01, Kan09, KT03b, Kum04, LCV06, LH08, MN01, PMS07, Sav07b, SL09, Ver03, WIW08a, XZZ01].

IOM [Jia00a].

ion [HMC01].

Ionic [Ano03w].

IPA [MPW07].

Iris [MWZ09].

Irrational [Zha09g].

irreducibility [XY04].

Irregular [CM09].

irregularity [WAN02c].

irreversibility [Mak09].

Isaac [Ano03-53].

Isaacs [Gal08c].

Ishikawa

[SW08, IL04, KI01, LKCO04, Pan07c, Tia05].

Islam [Ano03-81].

Isochronicity [WL09b].
isochronous [DLM08]. isolate [BCT00].
isolated [WHL+09]. Isolating [ZW09b].
isolation [XZ06]. Isomorphism [DFFL09].
isothermal [DLSB08, VM09]. isotropic [KIXF09]. Israel [Ano00-85]. issue [FHZ08, TB08]. issues [ABBD01, Ano04-40, Ano04-41, KM03a, Ano01c]. item [HY06, MM05a, PKM08]. items [DY09, HL08b, MM08a, MM08b, ZY07]. itemsets [LGH09]. iterated [CLC01, CM02, Lin04b, WYL08b, WYSS09, ZLN06]. iterated-subspace [WYSS09]. iterates [Agr08]. Iteration [LN07, TS06, AETE07a, AETE07b, AU09, AC09, BHN07, BG07a, CA09, Das09, Dra03b, ES01, Fas02, GAT07, GTJ07, GL09c, GLC09, GJ07, HWX07, HW07, Hen08, HGH02, HN07, HS09, Ikh08, IL04, JG07, KA09b, LI09b, LBW05, Lu07, MDG05, MH07, MZ07, MO07, Moo02, NMD09, OM09, Pan07a, RD07, SDVS09, SD09, SNT08, SG07, SGM09, Sal08, SD07, Slo07, Slo09, SZ09a, Swo07, SAB07, TD09, Wan07a, mWmZ09, Waz07c, Waz07b, Waz07a, WF01, Wu09, Xu07b, YW09, Ya04, Ya05, Ya07, YLD09, YB07a, ZH07, Zha09c, Zha09d, Zhu05].

Iterations [Iva07, Bae00, BGP04, CTO9, CZQ4, KK01, Pao03, PW06, Wan02d]. Iterative [Al06, BD04c, BMG+02, CGY08a, CGY08b, Chu05, Hua00, HF04, Jin07, KB04, KA07, KR07a, yL06, LG00, LK03, LH08, MPS04, MN01, SW02b, WLWC08, ZGY05b, Arg00a, Bae01, CCS08, Chu07, DH08b, EGA03, FGH08, Has04, HH04b, HCLJ00, Inc09, Jin08, KZ02, KK08a, KI04, yLO8b, LTT02, Lin08c, LK04, LdSF00, MCQK09, Min08, NSB08, Nuo00a, NW09, PP09, Pan07c, PZ07, Pet05, RR09b, SSH01, SW02a, SP08b, SW08, Tia05, Ver01a, Wan00e, WW03, Wan03b, WZ08a, WSZ02, XDD09, XWZ04, YTEC02, ZGY07a, ZGY07b, ZAY08, ZHL05, ZZ02, ZLD08]. IV [CGPB08]. IVPs [CM02, Ikh01, Ikh02, Ikh04, Tis02]. IVSA [Zha02a]. Iwańska [Ano01r]. IWO [ZWC+09].

J [Ano00d, Ano02z, Ano00-51, Ano00-54, Ano00-66, Ano00-84, Ano00-87, Ano01i, Ano01m, Ano01o, Ano01-27, Ano03-77, Ano03j, Ano03u, Ano03r, Ano03-27, Ano03-32, Ano03-46, Ano03-53, Ano03-73, Ano04]. Jacobi [BH01, AAR03, CL07a, CSG02, DJL04, FJ05, Gu03, HZ03, JSKE05, KA00a, WSZ03, YZZC09]. Jacobi-free [WSZ03]. Jacobian [JN08]. Jacobians [ID08, ID05]. Jacques [Ano03v]. Jaffe [Ano03-60]. James [Ano00-59, Ano03-80, Ano03-85, Ano03-71, Ano04t]. Jan [Ano00-80, Ano00-81, Ano03-81, Ano03-43]. Java [Ano04u, Ano00-36, Ano01p, Ano03-47]. JavaScript [Ano04u, Ano00-37]. Jean [Ano03-36, Ano03v, Ano04-27]. Jean-Arcady [Ano03-36]. Jean-Jacques [Ano03v]. Jean-Pascal [Ano04-27]. Jeffery [GGE09, MM07a]. Jens [Ano01g]. Jensen [PCRR09]. Jeremy [Ano00-90]. Jerry [Ano00-74, Ano00-37]. Jerusalem [Ano00-85]. jet [JZC06]. jets [De 04, YG08]. Jim [Ano00-36]. Jimbo [H000, TGH02]. Jiming [Ano03-68]. Jin [Ano00-50]. Jing [Ano00-50]. job [Nak06]. jobs [KK03]. Joel [Ano03-55]. John [Ano00i, Ano00z, Ano00g, Ano00h, Ano00-90, Ano01k, Ano03-36, Ano03-79, Ano03-31, Ano03-58, Ano03-73, Ano03-70, Ano03-74, Ano04k]. Johnson [Ano03-31, Ano04t, HM05a]. join [ET09]. joining [KK03, Zha02c]. Joint [FDY+08, Mae00, MGG05]. joints [EA03b, FY01]. Jonathan [Ano00-82]. Joo [Ano03-83]. Jordan [Zhu08a]. Jordan-type [Zhu08a]. Jörg [Ano04d]. Jorgenson [Ano03-28]. Joseph [Ano03-55, Ano03-63, Ano04-29]. Joshi [Ano00-50]. Jr [Ano03-70]. Julia [Dra03b]. Julio [Ano03-41]. July [Ano00-85]. Jump [Syn08, WLWC08, ZLD08]. Jump-diffusion
landing [DCW08, LWY06, Liu09c]. landmark [GSND+08, LGH09]. Langtangen [Ano04f]. language [Ano01r, Ano03-86, BV01b, CML+09, Ano00-83, Ano01r, Ano04k]. Languages [VV08]. Laplace [AETEZ07a, BMH08, CWLC07, De 02, LS04a, LCGX06, LXZ08, MG05, VA04, Xu04, YTCF08]. Laplacian [AOS07, Cab01, CG08, CWZZ07, Das04, GS04, Guo07, Jia01c, JX04, KLW09, Kru08, LLWY00, LX03, Liu04c, MDG05, PGT08, SS09c, Sun09a, WG06, WG07b, WG08a, WA08, WS08e, XG07, YW08a, YWYL07, ZLY09, ZG09b]. laptop [Ano03-50]. Lar [Ano00-67, Ano00-68]. Large [DMP03, HCL07, JKN09, PB01, PW05, ZW04, dR03, ACD01, AMYS09, Ano04q, CKL07, FHZ08, Jia00a, Jia01a, JZ02, KDKS01, Lun03, LM03, MAK02, MAK03, OY06, Sid08, TLS07, XWW08]. Large-eddy [DMP03, dR03]. large-scale [FHZ08, TLS07, XWW08]. Large-time [ZW04]. large-update [CKL07]. largest [Den08, LYC07]. laser [CPP08]. Lastovetsky [Ano04a]. late [GS04]. latent [SP09]. Lattice [AS09b, AVBW08, CM09, ITR08, KIXF09, OKC08, SM08, VM09, WB09, dG09, AZB08, AB09, Asio8, BJK+09, BH+08, CJ08, CJR09, CL09, CLT+08, DWL07, DS08, Dub08, HKL09, IMLF09, JTRu09, JY08, JY09, KOC08, KM09, Lee09, LY09c, MHTR08, MKK08, STK08, SP08c, SGR+09, TBDL09, TK09, VRJ09, WYY01, Yon09, YG08]. Lattice-Boltzmann [SM08, MHTR08]. lattices [Fly06, GG03, LSZW07, Pei02, SW09, Wan00b]. Laurence [Ano00-54]. Lauricella [HS07]. law [BCG03, FZ07b, Gal08b, GMS07, KK06c, Lin04b, PL05a, Ung07, YLZ08a]. laws [CS02b, CCZK09, Gos00, OIL09, PLD02, Soh05, Ano03-37]. layer [DMP03, ICM09, KP01, LT04, PM05a, Roo08, Tur07, Xu07a, XL09, dR03]. layered [BD04, BD04b, IC09]. layers [Kel06, LTWM08, NVAR03, TBDL09]. layout [PS08b]. LBGK [SS09b]. leading [HM04]. leap [Sny00]. leap-frog [Sny00]. Learning [An03, LY06b, WZ08b, ZZ08b, CCF09, GSND+08, HCTC03, KY07b, MCC09, PYLX08, SS09a, Wan08b, WWW+09, YHL11, ZL07c, Ano03-61, Ano00-39, Ano00-40, Ano03-48]. Least [BB04, BG04b, FR04, LL05, Xie00, ZZ03, Bed02, BM05b, CJL04, Che04d, CLS07, DW02a, DD08, KN04, KL06, KO07, Liu08e, LW09a, MS04a, Mu05a, SDZ06, Tan07, XZDD09, Yan03d]. Least-square [BB04, BG04b, FR04, LL05, Xie00, ZZ03, Bed02, BM05b, CJL04, Che04d, CLS07]. least-squares/penalty [CLS07]. Lebeau [Phu02]. Lebesgue [OF08]. lectures [Ano03-33, Ano03-49]. LEDA [Ano00-41]. Lee [Tan03a]. Leebard [Ano00-76, Ano00-77]. Leen [An01e]. left [CL01]. leg [XT01]. Legendre [GW06, HZ03]. LEGO [An00-82]. Leibniz [JSS01, TWS00]. Lemma [Pal01, KM01, LCJL03, Pen03]. Lencevicius [Ano01d]. length [Gil00, GSS04]. lengths [AM00, Gil00, KC05b]. Leonardo [An03-50]. lesions [BHCO07]. Leukocytes [SASHS09]. Level [DL06, OK06, Ras06]. CGPB08, IDM08, K009a, K030b, HK09, LL08, MKF09, NUN06, SHWF05, Sit00, VDMK08, YZH09, Ano03-51]. level-2 [LLW08]. levels [BFM04]. Levitin [HS04a]. Levy [An00-32, Cin03]. Lewin [An00-89]. Lexical [PCA09]. lexicon [PCA09]. LFOPC [Sny00]. Li [Tan03a]. Liapunov [Dib03, Nes01]. Liaw [TJ01, ZW08]. library [YSP+08]. Lidstone [Pal01, WJA08, WX03a]. lie [AK03, BENT06, CZ09a]. Lieberman [Ano03-71]. Liénard [CR06]. Lif [An00-89, Ano03k, CHW07, SBSY06, Ano00-90]. Lifshitz [LWY06]. Lifshitz-type [LWY06].
light [AA08, Gal08b, Iac07, WGF09].
light-weight [WGF09].
Like [AI06, OSS07, WG06, Arg00a, CGY08a, CGY09a, DY05, DY07, DR02, FF07, GL08a, GL09a, GM07, KB04, Lin00, MP07a, MM08c, PV00, PPI03, Ryo00b, SP08a, Ung03, WH07, YZ02b, Yon09, ZGY05b, ZGY07a, ZAY08, dSRGRMRL08].
likelihood [BB01, CS01, Hur00].
likesystems [CP04].
Limit [CHM06, QZ05, SS06, ZHT06, ANZ09, Blo08, CS04b, Din04a, DKO03, DF02, DL08, FWL04, GL06, GY09, HL04, HL07, HLP07, LC02, LPSS02, LL02b, LL03c, Mic09, Pho02, WK03, WH08b, XHZ05, XLL08, ZL07a].
limit-circle [SS06].
Limit-point [QZ05, SS06].
limited [KK06c, Lin06b, Saw03, XWW08].
limited-flow [Lin06b].
limits [Ano03u, Ano03-32, Pit01].
Lindsey [Ano00-51].
Lindstedt [Mar00].
Line [Ano00-42, Bal04, CCSL04, DMP03, DM08, He00b, HM01, KOC008, LG09a, MZ09, MO01, yNyLjZaZ08, SS07a, SH01, TG07, WW04b, ZY02, Zha09d, Ano00-42].
Linear [DLL08, Lio06a, Wu03, ZP01, ABBD01, AO01b, Agr08, ATY08, A09a, J09b, AD08, Ano04m, ASS08, Ash05, AO08b, AHK00, BB08a, Bal02, Bar01a, BD03, BB05, BG11, BZ00, CG00, CC09a, CJ05, CC008, Cap00, CD01, CDM03, Cha01a, CZ03a, CP04, CS04b, CCK03, CCK07, CKL07, CK04, CNPP08, CC02, De 02, DD04, DP07, DR01b, DM07, EA03a, EM09c, EGR03, FB05, FM06, GSZ02, Gan06, GS01, GOMA07, GW01b, Gup03, GK03, Han04, HL07, HLP05, HBP06, HCL07, HMR08, HF00, HCLF01, HL08c, Hua08a, IS04, Isk04, Isk08, IJ00, JKR08, Jia00a, JEP08, JT07b, JL09b, JH09, Jun01, KGB07, KT02, KAKK00, KDC08, KK08b, Kop01, KU01, KH09, yL08a, LG08, LLY01, LC06b, Lev06, LZ04a, LHL07, LY08c, LLL09a, LW02, LSZ08, LX07, LHS08, Luo02, LLL02, MS02, MSN+00].
linear [MAK02, MAK03, MO07, ME08, ÖZ07, PCE+05, Par04a, Pet04, PP04, Pit01, Pit03, QZ05, RSD09, SDK09, Sal08, Sha09, SHWF05, SALL09, SOW04, SS06, STH08, SL06c, TRG01a, TL06, Tia08, Ts02, WWL08, Wan09b, Waz07c, Waz07b, Waz07a, WSZ02, Wu08a, XDD09, XA09, Yan04d, YL09a, Yus09, ZZ00a, Zha04a, ZL04, ZFYS05, ZHL05, ZL08b, Zha08d, ZZ09b, Zho01].
linear-quadratic [WWWL08].
Linear-time [DLL08].
linearity [Nko00].
linearizable [JK09].
linearization [TLP+09].
Linearized [DFY02, He03, PHW03, GL03a, WK05].
linearly [JWC08, WY02].
lineof [KK06b, Lin06b, Saw03, XWW08].
limit [QZ05, SS06].
limited [KK06b, Lin06b, Saw03, XWW08].
limit-ed-flow [Lin06b].
limit-s [Ano03u, Ano03-32, Pit01].
Lindsey [Ano00-51].
Lindstedt [Mar00].
Line [Ano00-42, Bal04, CCSL04, DMP03, DM08, He00b, HM01, KOC008, LG09a, MZ09, MO01, yNyLjZaZ08, SS07a, SH01, TG07, WW04b, ZY02, Zha09d, Ano00-42].
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multimodal [ZYY09]. Multiobjective [Zha06, BW06a, CSZH09, Din00a, Din00b, DPJ03, EG02, ESNP06, EMP+06, GMMB06, GA06, Isk04, Isk08, KT03b, MM05a, Nob06, SWL+04, SL06a, WFTL09, YYNK03, Zal02].
multimedia [WLT07, Ano00-57].
multimodal [ZYY09].
multiobjective [Zha06, BW06a, CSZH09, Din00a, Din00b, DPJ03, EG02, ESNP06, EMP+06, GMMB06, GA06, Isk04, Isk08, KT03b, MM05a, Nob06, SWL+04, SL06a, WFTL09, YYNK03, Zal02].
multiplayer [PRA01, PRA02].
multiple [AA01, CG08, CH00c, Cui09, DS02, DM08, Gor00, HZ08a, HLY06, Jia00b, JX04, Liu07a, PLG07, RM08, Won08, Yas08, ZCW06, AC06, Asi08, BF03, CYX09, Cha06, CX04, CML+09, CCL02, Che08b, CjB09, EMM09, HT02, Kan09, Li00c, Ma07, NJ08, QW09, SHWF05, SK06b, SJL08, TK02, Tan03b, Tan04, WZ00, WL07b, Win03, WX01, WX03c, YC06, YW08a, YSH03, YW03b, ZJW06].
multiple-criteria [WL07b].
multiple-criterion [Che08b].
multiple-key [YSH03].
multiple-relaxation-time [Asi08].
multiplication [Cho03, HRP04, JKY06, LLY01, LTT02, MSN+00, SMS+04, We00].
multiplicative [XL01, GL03b, IWL04, IW06, YL09a].
multiplicity [Ma00, SZ05, ZJW06, HW09, HW00, KL08b, SW07, SL07b, Zen09].
multiplier [CK06, HRMS09, LT01, Tan03b].
multipliers [TK02, Tan04].
multiply [Kru03b, Kru08, Xia07].
multiply-stiff [Xia07].
multipoint [Jan04a, Jan05, LDG05, MDG05].
multipolyhedron [Lee01a].
multiprocessor [Pet01, YY07].
multiquadric [LT04, FFK02, FW04b, Har01, KHO0, Lin04c, Sar06b, WKL06].
multiquadric-biharmonic [Har01].
multiquadrics [Fas02].
multiresolution [He00a].
multiscale [Ano03-82].
multisolution [CL00].
multispecies [BNH07, Ram05].
multiplotting [Ano00-94, BSS98, Cha01a, XZ08a, YL09a].
multistep [For01, GZ02, Hua08a, JMR00, MF01, TP03, XT02, ZC08].
multiserver [GM09b, GSS04, KCD05, PS08a, ZBS03].
multiset [BSM01].
multisoliton [OR01].
multisoliton [Har01].
multivariable [HS07, KT02].
multivariate [Ano07a, HHRA02, WL07a, All02, Ana00a, Ana04b, APV02, CSX01, DFSS08, LF05, SMW04].
multiwavelet [LCHL06].
multiwavelets [PPA08, AHNV01, HW00].
MupAD [Ano04o].
Muriel [Ano03-85].
Murphy [Ano03-87].
Murray [Ano01-28].
MUSCL [Soh05].
music [BM00].
mutation [ZL09c].
multiprocessor [Pet01, YY07].
natural [Ano00g, Ano00h, KOV08, MO08, Ano01r].
nature [May00, SWK07].
Nash [JPS09, KL02, LF02, NSQ02, SA03].
Nash-type [LF02].
Nathan [Ano00-48, Ano00-49, Ano00-78, Ano00-79].
nation [Ano00v].
naturalistic [Ano00g, Ano00h, KOV08, MO08, Ano01r].
nature [May00, SWK07].
Nativ [AL08b, FP02, GC06, GCM06, HLMR08, ITT07, KLS06, LIA04, Man05, NP07, PR07, Tou05].
navigation [AF09, KY03, KKS+04a, ZYY08].
NDDES [Zha04a].
Near [ZHZT06, FWC02, JS04, Käm00, SL07a, VB07].
Near-Hamiltonian [ZHZT06].
nearest [LD00].
Necessary [mLP08, PGX09,
Nédélec [GGCD05].

needed [Kru03a].

negative

[Ano03-50].

negatively

[FZ07b].

neighborhood

[CL09].

networked [Ano04l, ZTH09].

networks-applications [BBM08].

networking [Ano00-52, Ano00-53].

Neuburg [Ano00-65].

Neumann

[COE03, KKM00, LWY04, RR08, Sim01, WA08].

Neural

[Ano03-36, GY06, AMYS+09, Ano08b, Ano3-89, BBM08, Can03, Che08a, CZ00, FKM05, Gon09, GHW04, HH04a, HaLC08, HCY00, HHW08, HLZ09, ISAAM09, IMPF08, JCT09, KM03b, KB08, LL03a, tLW08, Li08a, LLLO9, LY09, LW09f, LC06c, MXZL09, MG08c, MPTV06, NC09, Ou08, PS07a, RC07, RVKDF09, SA03, SM08, SM03, TGIM02, TaL09, WSO08, WNS09, WZZ09, WLT07, WL08c, XCL+08, XZZ01, XLL03, XCH07, XCS+08, XLT09a, XLT09b, YH09, YFT04, YM06, Zha03a, Zha04b, ZHL07, ZYZ08, ZL09a, ZS06, ZXTL09, ZZ05, ZW03b, ZH04, Ano3-48, Ano4a].

networks-applications [BBM08].

Neuro [CCL02].

Neuro-fuzzy [CCL02].

neurobiological [Ano03-54].

euroeconomics [Ano03c].

neurons [LYL00b, YH03].

neurophilosophy [Ano03].

Neurotechnology [Ano03-55].

Neurotechnology [Ano03-55].

Neurotechnology [Ano03-55].

Neurotechnology [Ano03-55].

Neurotechnology [Ano03-55].

neutrinos [Ano30-70].

neutron

[AK06, BGM02].

Nevanlinna

[RGTT03].

never

[Ung03].

Newhouse

[Ano03-69].

Nicolson

[ZW09a].

Nicholas

[Ano03-69].

Nickel [ZW09a].

nilpotent

[BENT06].

nine

[HL04].

Newton-like [Ryoo06b].

Newton-like-iterative [Arg0a].

Newton-type [Tao06].

Newtonian

[Pan07a].

Newtonian

[APS07, AB09, BW09, ES05, FS07, MM00, MG01, SZL02, WB09, XL09].

NGP

[Zha04a].

NHPP [IY06].

Nicholas

[Ano03-69].

Nicolson [ZW09a].

Nils

[Ano03-37].

Nirenberg

[ADP07, HZ08a].
Nirenberg-type [ADP08]. Nizhnik [SDB09]. NJ [Ano03-31, Ano03-49, Ano03-59, Ano03-68, Ano03-74, Ano04m, Ano04r, Ano04s, Ano04u, Ano04t]. NL [KC03a]. NLG [Ano00d, Ano00x, Ano00y, Ano00w, Ano00-28, Ano00-50, Ano00-56, Ano00-71, Ano00-85, Ano01d, Ano01h]. no [AS05, SH01, XXLD04]. no-wait [XXLD04]. node [Li05]. nodes [Lin06b, ZL09a]. noise [AL08a, CS05a, CS02a, SNA09]. noisy [AC06, BR03, LLXC03, SMW04]. no [AMC08, Ano08, BBCE09, BW09, DH03, ZTH09, AK07, Ano00-30, AB09, CWW08, DH08c, FM08a, GKM08, Gl07a, HLY08, HL08a, Jia00a, KK01, LKH03, tLW08, LTS03, MG01, ME08, MS00, NTHP09, PP09, PW09, RR09a, RSD09, ST07, SLZ02, Tan03b, TCH07, VM09, VJ04, WB09, WZZ09, XL09]. non-atomic [HLY08]. non-autonomous [DH08c, tLW08, NTHP09, PP09, WZZ09]. non-bandlimited [CWW08]. non-conforming [GKM08]. non-Darcy [MS00]. non-deformable [FM08a]. Non-fragile [ZTH09]. non-Fuchsian [LTS03]. non-Hermitian [Jia00a]. non-homogeneous [RSD09]. non-ideal [Gl07a]. non-isothermal [VM09]. non-linear [ME08]. non-Lipschitzian [PW06, KK01]. non-Mersenne [Tan03b]. Non-Newtonian [BW09, AB09, MG01, SZL02, WB09, XL09]. non-parameter [HL08a]. non-partitioned [AK07]. Non-planar [Ano08]. non-preemptive [LKH03]. non-self [RR09a, TCH07]. non-self-adjoint [VJ04]. Non-smooth [BBCE09]. Non-standard [AMC08]. non-stationary [Ano00-30, ST07]. non-autonomous [AP03, CP01b, LY08b, LG04b, LC07b, Mur07b, Nes01, PIt01, Sie03, SC00b, TL00, ZWW04]. nonblocking [KM03b, SMOK05]. Noncentral [SNG06]. nonclearing [Ano04-27]. noncoercive [Bou00, Bou03]. noncompact [BN00, Din00c, IL04, Waz04, Waz05b, Wu00]. nonconforming [Che04f, KK02, Ses03]. Nonconvex [BM06, ARM08, BGG04, HSM00, HS02, PSS07]. Nonconvolution [ABB05]. noncooperative [AMR05, PRA01, PRA02]. Nondecreasing [ESR06]. nondifferentiable [Jum06, ZXL07]. Nonempty [TEB06]. nonequilibrium [BRC00]. nonergodicity [KL08a]. Nonexistence [WZ00]. Nonexpansive [yL06, TS06, CWY08, CGY09a, CZG04, CKQ08, udK07, HS09, KH08, PY09, Son08, Tian, TCH07, Wau07a, YYZ07]. Nonhomogeneous [ZLY06, BD03, LP06, Ma04, WC04, ZBS03]. nonhyperbolicity [BV01a]. Nonhysteretic [CKK06]. nonincreasing [EM03]. nonintegrable [TGH02]. noninvertible [AK01]. Nonlinear [AO01c, AI06, BGAM09, BR06, CB02, HaLC08, HW05b, Kar08, LCV06, LS08, NST01, Nie06, PXXW06, RL08, Sah01, Sat06, SPE06, Sun05b, Sun05c, Ver03, Waz05b, Win07, ZCS04, ATEZ07a, AH00, AA08, AL04, AN09, AC06, AL08a, Amm07, Ar07, AE08, AK08c, ABB05, Asl11, AP01, AT02, BMHV09, Bao0, BPA03, BSK04, BS02, BM01, BM02, BV05, BM05a, BP03, BHEKE07, BB09a, Bel09, BDGR01, BHNO04b, BB04, BGR09, BM08, BA09b, BS03b, BR05b, BPSW00, BPW00, BFO02, BB08b, COEP00, Cab01, CAHCJL +09, CYG06, CT05, CP01a, CP02, Cat05, CVW00, CB01, CHY01, CQ02, CZ03b, CX04, Che04d, CyL08, CCK00, Chn07, CjBN09, CJK09, CNPP08, CM08, DH08a, DI08, DRR09, DJ08, DN03, DYZ08, DTXW05, Dor01, DZ05, DFY02, DXZ05, Dua09]. nonlinear [EA03a, EGZ04, ETAJ09, EAE09, ERRY01, EIR03, Fan02a, Fas02, FY03b, Fro08, FS07,
nonlinear
[PL01c, PG00, Pen02, PHW03, PL05b, PZ07, PXW09, PP06, PS03b, QL08, RR09b, RF09, Ren03, RR03a, SNG09, SG07, SERG09, SKU01, SA02, SSX09, SAS06, Sha04, She00, Sh09a, Sh09b, Son09, SK06b, SZ05, SL07b, Z06a, Z06b, SAB07, SK09, Tan07, TL08, TA01, TL06, Tia01, TC04, TA04, Trz01, ÚCT08, Ver01a, Ver01b, Ver09, WZG00, Wan00d, Wan03a, WWZ03, WFC04a, WLW07, WKZ08, Wan08a, WYL08a, Wan09d, WWS+06, Waz01, Waz07c, Waz07b, Waz07a, WA08, WZ09, WWYL09, WF01, WWX04, WW08d, XLZ02, Xu01, YYY03, Yan03e, Yan03c, I¥sT09, Yao05, Yas08, YZZC09, YL09, YMMC03, YL08c, ZGY05b, ZGY07a, ZP01, ZCZ01, ZZ01b, ZL02, ZSKZ03, ZY05, ZS05, ZYEZ07, Zha09a, ZTW09, ZXID09, ZTH09, Zha09b, ZWY08, ZC09b, Zha09g, ZC09a, ZW03b, ZY08b, ZC01, ZH04].

nonlinearities
[AS03b, DG05, EM03, HRS08, KP06, Kon09, LLJ09b, PHAF09, Xu08b, Yan06a].

Nonlinearity [HX09, LS09, Liu09b, SSX09].

Nonlocal [AS08, ZW06, ADDL04, BM04a, BN00, CL07b, Che04e, DDX04, GNR05, GM09c, HMCRO0, JK02a, LX03, LX04, Liu04a, Öze08, PTG08, XCD07, ZHKW05].

nonlytic [WWL06].

Nonmonotone
[Mig06, CSdS08, zGtM08, SY09, ZZZ03a].

nonmonotonic [HZ08b].

Nonnegative [AS03b, MSS08, CZW08, GLZ00, RSR01, RR03b, Xie00, ZHL05, ZHKW05].

Nonnegativity [H03].

nonobtuse [Kr05].

Nonorthogonal [AC00].

Nonoscillation [DR01b, KSZ02, BBP09, Kar09, TYP00, ZZZ03a].

Nonoscillatory [AGO03b, Yan03e, BGO05, HLY05, Li01b, TMG03, Wei05, ZFYS05, ZZZ03b].

nonparabolic [HW05c].

nonpolynomial [Bi05].

nonpreemptive [GC02].

Nontrivial [TLLM08, ZL08d, EMM09, NT08, ZHKW05].

uniform [LHC05].

normally [FW08].

Norlund [LS06a].

Norm [SKW02, CT08, Deu01, HL07, KN04, Kar01, Koy05, Ku08a, LL05, LHP07].

Norton [ASM03e, Sie03, FS04, KGWL08, Xu02b].

Norsson [AC00].

Norske [Bu00].

North [Ano00g, Ano00h].

North-Holland [Ano00g, Ano00h].

nose [Pos00].

Note [Jun10, LLB05, LW06, Xu06, Ada04, AR10,
obstacles [KKM00]. obtain [BENT06, MCC09]. obtained [MP05, YW09]. obtaining [Waz01, YC07a]. obtuse [LGGSP06]. occasion [dKLR09]. occlusion [PGH+08]. occurring [ZZ06]. Ocean [CZLN06, Ano03-57]. odd [LLT08]. odd-order [LLT08]. ODE [ANV00, LG08, MT09, Pet01, SSD07, Waz05a, Zla01]. ODEs [Ano00-66, BBL05, CM08, Ikh01, JDH03, JP01, MQ05, Min08, NLW08, OAVB08, Roo08, SD08, Sh04b, Slo07, SZ09a, SKG01, VH06, VG07b, WK03, WX00b, WS08b, XT01, Xu03b, Xu08a, YL08, ZL08, ZL08b, ZX09]. One-Dimensional [CS05a, DS06a, Dor01, GS06, Liu04c, Ano00-94, BSS98, BM09, BS03a, CCC08, CAZAA00, CZLC08, Che00b, DW07, FL03, HHJW05, HN07, Ik01, Ik02, Ikh04, Jia01c, JX04, JDH03, JP01, MQ05, Min08, NLW08, OAVB08, Roo08, SD08, Sh04b, Slo07, SZ09a, SKG01, VH06, VG07b, WK03, WX00b, WS08b, XT01, Xu03b, Xu08a, YL08, ZL08, ZL08b, ZX09]. one-leg [XT01]. one-parameter [ZX09]. one-period [YLD08]. One-phase [GS06, Slo07, SZ09a]. one-step [CAZAA00, HN07, Ik01, Ik02, Ikh04, Min08, WX00b]. ones [BD04a, SS09d]. online [LGHO9]. only [CT02a, WSZ03]. Onsager [Yon09]. Onsager-like [Yon09], onthe [CJL04], onto [SMS+04]. Open [GC06, GCN06, CCZK09, Gla05b, GM00, IMLF09, Ano04q]. Open-domain [Ano04q]. operated [Mos08]. operating [Ano00i, Ano00-56]. Operation [SKU01, YWCO8, Ano05f, Cho03, Dor01, EW00a, Eng04, LJ08a, YL04b]. operations [AFL+09, AVA01, KYAA08, LW04, LNL08, ZYL06, Ano04r]. Operator [CN08b, Hip06, GW06, AIS08, BSR02, BS01a, CL09, FGH08, FBA07, Gup02b, HHS06, HYY09, IP07, JV01, yL09c, LZZ04, LZX08, MDG05, Oro02, OI00, PMS07, PW00, SALK02, UA06, WC08, qWJH07, XH07, XD09, XA09, YZ02a, ZYG08, ZL07b, ZCK00]. operator-integral [BS01a]. Operators [YI06, AZCK05, Agr08, Ano00a, AG01c, Ano04a, Ano04b, Ano04c, Ano04e, Ano05, AD08, ASS08, ABB05, AO08b, AP01, BM05a, Bou03, CCP02, CC04a, CHS02, Cap00, CC05, CC09b, CC02, DD04, Dha03, Dha04, Dha06, DBX04, FHT05, Gal08a, GYS05, GJQ07, GN09, Gup03, Gup04, HM04, HHR07, HL01, HH03, HCW07, Hu00, KF05b, Kua08, yL09c, LLX05, LT020, LTS03, LK03, LK04, LH08, MN01, PXW09, PP01b, PD04, SZ09b, XWD04, Xu04, Zen00, ZG02, ZGY05a, ZC06, ZL08a, ZS09a, ZC09b, ZQ08]. Opial [Ano04d]. opinion [Che04g]. opportunities [DCR07]. optical [FTC03, JS08, PG+08, Raz00]. Optimal [AH03, AHN06, CD05a, Che01a, CHW07, HM00, IYN03, Kam00, KM03b, KB08, LET06, MNIS06, NF03, NU06, ODO00, OK06, PXWX06, PR07, SI03, SO03, Saw03, TLS07, WW04a, WM09, XWL06, AC06, Ana06, ADN02, BBG08, BR05a, Bog09, CY00, CSL07, DKO03, DFS08, Dra06, DW05, FXL05, Gal08c, HRP01, He00b, HL08b, JS03, Kar05, KKO03, LCL+09, LCT08, LT09b, MM08a, MCC09, NQHN03, ODO03, PXGL09, PXW09, TLP+09, VG08, WLS01, WS00, WZ07a, WTZY05, YZL09, YZYY08, YD08, ZM04b]. Optimal-order [HM00]. Optimality [ARM08, CWZ06, ES08a, KT03b, Wu08a, Amm07, CLT09, CCF09, Gal06a, HYZ06, PXW08, PXGL09, Zal03]. optimally
Optimisation [PPP+06, FT05].

Optimization [BFL06, Gal02b, HM03b, LDHW05, LY09c, MIPT08, Zha06, ARM08, ASM09, Ano00a, Ano01g, Ano03b, BGM02, BGG04, BM06, BG04b, BGS04, BRMS01, CS05a, CS02a, CPP07, Che04c, CHZ09, CCL02, CCF09, CZ02, CSa01, DTXW05, EG02, FH08, GK02, Gal02a, GGG03, zGtM08, GA06, GLO0, HTKM09, HRMS09, IMPF08, JZQZ07, JCC+09, JT05, JZT07, bJQcx09, KLZZ09, KT03b, KH09, Lei02, LJ08a, LWLJ09, LLJ09a, Li00c, LG09b, MWZ09, MLW09, NLLL09, No06, PWX08, PG06, PG08, SYJJ09, Sny00, SH02, SF01, SF07, SL06a, Wan02c, WZG04, WL08a, WFTL09, Wu04, WS08b, WYSS09, XWW08, Yan03f, YZL09, YL07, ZZX09, ZYY09, ZZ09, ZCM01b, ZZ02b, ZZ06, dSOGRMRL04, dSRGRMRL08].

optimize [PdlF09].

optimized [LWLJ09].

Optimizing [PdlF07, Ano00-57].

optimum [LLL08b, YLZG01].

Option [TAT07, BCJ08, CKKK06, CNPP08, DLL08].

optional [Wan04a, WZ07b, WX09a].

options [CM03, Hon02, LPRH05, LPvST07].

oracles [YXZL09].

orbits [Als08, DCS09, Din04a, DS05b, Kot01, VAR03, WM04, Zhou03, ZW03b].

Order [CZLN06, LCL06, LBW09, Liu06b, SW02b, XT04a, ZLJW06, AG01a, AG03a, ATT03b, AORS03, AL04, AC02, AC04, AC05, AS01, AJ09a, AJ09b, ADP08, Ana04b, Ana04c, AA01, And03, AK08b, AW09, AY06, AC03, AT02, Ayk04, BG04a, BX07, BL070, BA08, BA1, BPA03, BMP05, BJBL03, BN00, BH01, BHN004b, BBRS08, BNGA07, BNR05, BG07a, COEP00, CH01, COE03, CC09a, CYG05, ÇT05, CSH02, Can08, CH04, CH00a, CM04, CL02b, CQ03, CS04b, CL08a, CLT09, Chu07, CbjN09, CH00c, CM02, Coo05, CZ08, CZ09c, Cui09, DJ08, DK05, DCS09, DHM05, Dixo05, Dog08, Don09, DK04, DP07, DR01b, DM07, EM09a, EM09c, ED09, FB05, Fen08, FR04, FT03, FFXL05, GM09a, GW03a, GF06, GPPRM01, GH03, GM09c, GW01b, GS09, Guo01, Guo02, GZ06, GJS01, HJW03, HAKA07].

order [HW09, HT02, HY03, HM05b, HM00, HLX07, HLY05, IS04, Jan09, JEP08, Jia00b, JLT04, JTO7b, Jun01, KA09b, KZ02, KÖ08b, KK04, KKZ02, KLW09, Kral01, LA00, LFZ00, LA03, LS04b, Li04b, LZ04a, LZ05, LT05, LS08, LLT08, Lin05, LNS05, LDG05, Liu04a, Liu04b, Liu07a, LX07, Liu08b, LDK08, LWL08, LXXG09, LY05, LST02, Lu07, Lu020, LD02, Luo03, LSN05, LJo08b, Ma00, MQ05, Man00, Man01, Mas07, Mc03, MA09b, NF03, Net07, NJ08, NWL08, NRL06, NMD07, NMD08, OL06, Ou08, Pa01, PLG07, PWX08, PGT08, PG00, Pent02, PHW03, PXW09, Pit03, QSL09, RAP01, RC07, RC09, SALK02, Sha02, SR03, SR04, Sh03, SC03, SW02a, SCF+09, SB06, SOW04, Sun05a, SS06, SL07b, SZ09b, STH08, Swe07, Tan02b, TL08, TA01, TRG01a, TRG01b, TÇ04, TA04, TBG05, TK09, Top04, Tsi02].

order [TDS08, VR02, VNG04, Van07, Wan00e, Wan00d, WW03, Wan04b, WLS06, WG07a, WLW07, WW08b, WJA08, WWW08, WSL08, Wan08a, Waz00, WA01, WWC08, Won08, WWY09, WX00b, WF01, WXW04, WD05, WZ07c, W08d, Wu09, XLL03, XZ08a, Xu08b, XLT09a, XLT09b, Yan01, Yan04c, YYY03, Yan03c, Yan07, YY07, IYsT09, Yao05, Yao07, Yen08, Yil08, YYW07, Z00a, ZP01, ZC01, Zha03b, ZFYS05, Z505, ZLY06, ZL08c, ZL08d, ZJ08, ZW09a, Zha09c, Zha09d, ZHY08, Zha08d, ZC09b, ZG09b, Zh01, ZO03b, ZY08b, Zho08].

ordered [AP01, Da06, QL08b, ZYG08, ZC09b].

ordering [SL06c].

[HY06].
organizing [PL01b]. orientation [ID05, ID08].

Orienting [CLS08]. original [CT02b, WL08b]. Orlicz [Sav08a]. Ornstein [APvZ01, AF02, BPvZ03, BB01]. Orthogonal [CZLN06, HW00, BC02, BC03, BCGA05, Boy07, CO00, MCS08, SHKL08, VB07]. orthogonality [APvZ01, GLR05, Jay04, VJ04]. orthogonalization [GLR05, JH09].

orthotropic [CB02, DD00]. Osborn [Ano00z]. Oscillating [DL06, Van07, ZY08b]. Oscillation [AG01a, AML02, AT02, ÇT05, Can08, CZ03a, Don09, FT03, GF06, GW01b, GS09, HL03b, JTo7a, JTo7b, KÖ08a, Kop01, Lin05, Lin06a, LL02, LX07, LS01b, Lu02, LD02, Man00, MS02, Öca07, OZY05, PG00, Pen02, SA02, SW04, Shi03, TYP00, T01, TRG01a, TRG01b, TK07, TA04, WZG00, Wan00d, WWZ03, Wan04b, WY06, WWX04, WD05, XTT01, Xu08b, Yan01, Yan04c, ZZ00a, ZZ01a, ZCZ01, ZT04, ZS05, ZWY08, AL04, CZ03b, CKZ01, DJS08, DK05, DH03, DFY02, EM09c, GZ06, JEP08, JLT04, Kar09, Kha09, LA00, Liu08b, LS01a, LS03, Lu023, Man01, ÖZ07, QSL08, SL00a, SOW04, Tan02b, TL08, TX04, TÇ04, TGB05, WXM09, YYY03, ZP01, ZA03a, ZC01]. Oscillators [BD01, BGAM09, CW09a, ETAJ09, Fan09, ÖY07b, Zha09a].

oscillators [DJ05, He03, Liu09b, ME08, MEA09, Sh09a, Sh09b, Zha09g].

Oscillatory [BG005, LZ02, ZY08b, CXZ09, Fly06, FLW06, GZ06, RSE01, XT01b, ZL04].

Oseen [He02, PR07]. Osher [Ano03-51].

Ostrovsky [KÖ09b].

Oscillating [AO00, AO01-47, AO02-26, AO00-34, AO00-36, AO00-37, AO00-39, AO00-40, AO00-44, AO00-45, AO00-52, AO00-53, AO00-57, AO00-60, AO00-78, AO00-61, AO00-79, AO00-63, AO00-62, AO00-67, AO00-65, AO00-68, AO00-72, AO00-73, AO00-87, AO00-82, AO00-86, AO00-92, AO00-91, AO00-93, AO01f, Ano01j, AO01k, AO01s, AO01-27].
Ano00-38, Ano00-39, Ano00-40, Ano00-43, Ano00-41, Ano00-44, Ano00-48, Ano00-45, Ano00-49, Ano00-47, Ano00-51, Ano00-46, Ano00-50, Ano00-54, Ano00-57, Ano00-55, Ano00-56, Ano00-60, Ano00-61, Ano00-58, Ano00-63, Ano00-62, Ano00-59, Ano00-64, Ano00-67, Ano00-66, Ano00-68, Ano00-80, Ano00-71, Ano00-69, Ano00-31, Ano00-70, Ano00-85, Ano00-83, Ano00-84, Ano00-87, Ano00-82, Ano00-86, Ano00-88, Ano00-89, Ano00-91, Ano00-90, Ano01e, Ano01d.

**Pages** [Ano01f, Ano01i, Ano01g, Ano01h, Ano01j, Ano01k, Ano01y, Ano01m, Ano01n, Ano01z, Ano01o, Ano01p, Ano01l, Ano01q, Ano01r, Ano01s, Ano01u, Ano01t, Ano01w, Ano01x, Ano01v, Ano01-27, Ano01-28, Ano03i, Ano03-76, Ano03g, Ano03f, Ano03-36, Ano03-77, Ano03j, Ano03k, Ano03h, Ano03l, Ano03t, Ano03m, Ano03n, Ano03p, Ano03u, Ano03s, Ano03r, Ano03-78, Ano03o, Ano03w, Ano03q, Ano03v, Ano03y, Ano03-27, Ano03-79, Ano03x, Ano03z, Ano03-29, Ano03-30, Ano03-28, Ano03-80, Ano03-31, Ano03-81, Ano03-39, Ano03-35, Ano03-33, Ano03-83, Ano03-34, Ano03-37, Ano03-41, Ano03-42, Ano03-40, Ano03-85, Ano03-44, Ano03-43, Ano03-83, Ano03-45, Ano03-46, Ano03-47, Ano03-50, Ano03-49, Ano03-48, Ano03-51, Ano03-52, Ano03-53, Ano03-84, Ano03-86, Ano03-56, Ano03-55, Ano03-54, Ano03-57, **Pages** [Ano03-58, Ano03-60, Ano03-61, Ano03-63, Ano03-62, Ano03-59, Ano03-64, Ano03-87, Ano03-65, Ano03-73, Ano03g, Ano03-72, Ano03-66, Ano03-70, Ano03-67, Ano03-68, Ano03c, Ano03-69, Ano03-71, Ano03-74, Ano03-75, Ano03-89, Ano03-90, Ano04e, Ano04d, Ano04f, Ano04g, Ano04h, Ano04j, Ano04i, Ano04k, Ano04n, Ano04l, Ano04m, Ano04o, Ano04p, Ano04r, Ano04q, Ano04-28, Ano04s, Ano04u, Ano04t, Ano04w, Ano04x, Ano04y, Ano04z, Ano04-30, Ano04-31, Ano04-29, Ano04-32, Ano00-78, Ano00-79, Ano03-32].

**Painlevé** [GT00, RGTT01, RGTT03]. **Pair** [CRK02, DH08b, HY09, HY00, HCY00, IK03, LdSF00]. **Pairs** [AHK00, CFY08]. **Pairwise** [LY04, PT00]. **Panagiotis** [Ano01h]. **Panel** [Ano04e]. **Panovsky** [VAR03]. **Pantograph** [SD09]. **Papadimitriou** [Ano04-30]. **Paper** [Ano00l, Ano00p, Ano00-80, Ano00-81, Ano03-49, Ano03-68, Ano03-74, JY11, Liu08b, Pen03]. **Paperback** [Ano00-74, Ano04e, Ano04g]. **Papers** [Ano04x, HPT05, Ano03n]. **Parabolic** [DS06a, LCL06, SBS06, ZW06, ACJ07, AO05, AY06, BG07a, CJ005, CDJ04, Deh02, DR04, DL05, DDX04, DXZ05, EA03a, FFXL05, GJ07, HH02b, Hor08, JZ08, KO09a, KP00, Mar07, OZY05, PB01, Pao01b, SM00, TKC02, TD07, Tia08, WFC04a, HY07, WS04b, YS04, ZW04, ZHKW05]. **Paradigm** [Ano03-68]. **Paradis** [Ano03-85]. **Parallel** [AMV08, CY05, CM02, HWHG08, LKS+06, SP08c, Wan03b, ZZ06, Ano00-89, Ano04-28, Bai00, Bar01, Bar01d, BY03, BGSO4, Cha01a, GS01, GGD00, GKK00, HS02, He00b, HBB06, KK06d, LUZ05, LCL+09, LCL02, LLL02, MPS04, PLL03, Pet05, PIR04, RKS08, RZH03, Sha09, SL00b, Sir00, TH02, XXLD04, Zhu05, Ano04s]. **Parallel-iterated** [CM02]. **Parallelization** [HKL09]. **Parallelogramic** [YMTE05]. **Parameter** [CKKK06, Col02, Col04, CM06, WFC04a, Za03, CXZ09, DLB03, DWL08, FM08b, FW04b, HL08a, HHC08, KGWL08, LP08c, LP08b, LKS+06, LZL04, LFZ08, Liu08d, Shi03, WTZY05, XZ09]. **Parameter-free** [Zal03]. **Parameterization** [CTYW05]. **Parameterizations** [KT02]. **Parameterized** [WW03]. **Parameters** [BS06, CS00a, CSdS08, CM00, EM08, FZ07a, GAT07, HB04, JS03, Lo 02, MV08b, PKM08, Syn08, WKL06, WW08d]. **Parametric** [FH07, ABS09, ID10, JPS09, JW05, NWL08, PL05b, Sun05b, Sun05c, WW09b, WW08c].
paramonotonicity [CLY08]. parasite [MM06]. parasitic [Lec09, YW03b].
parasitoid [JD07]. paraxial [QS03]. Pareto [YZLL09, Din00b, DPJ03, SM02].
Pareto-optimal [YZLL09]. Parthami [Ano00s, Ano00t]. parity [Boy07]. Park
[Ano01r]. Parker [Ano03-70]. parsimony [BGLT08]. parsing [KC03a]. Part
[CS08, AVA01, BD004, HRM08, LYC07, SSLL09, Ikh08]. Partial
[AG01c, AG01b, LY08b, Ste06, AETEZ07a, AMLO2, Ano04f, Ari07a, BG08, BA09c,
BS04, Bs03a, CKZ01, DS04, Dnb08, FFK02, FT03, GL03a, GJ07, GS07b, GL00, HPG06,
HLF03, JSF00, KH00, KHA07, LZ02, LLDO2, LC04, LLTL05, MAH08, MO07,
OM09, PS03b, PB02, SERG09, SM08, SK09, TD07, TZ04b, TX04, WKL06,
WX03b, WG08b, XTB01, XLZ02, XT04b, ZD01, ZY02, ZA03a, ZD03, ZT04, Ano03-59].
partially [GS07b]. partial-difference [DS04].
Particle [Gre03, LLCS02, MIPT08, AK08a, AF09,
Ano03-44, BX02, HTKM09, Kor00a, KLZZ09, KW03, KH09, LWLJ09, LCL+09,
MG08a, MLW09, NLLL09, SP08c, YZLL09, ZZJ+04, ZZZ09]. particle-fluid [ZZJ+04].
particles [HK08, ITR08, Mar09, OKCO08]. particular [BD03]. Particulate
[SS09e, HK08]. particular [SS09e, HK08].
paths [BR05a, FKM05, LTTH09]. Patricia
[Ano03]. Patrikalakis [Ano03-69]. pattern
[WYL+09, WS08b, WYSS09]. patterned
[WSG08]. Patterns [Wan06a].
Patwardhan [Ano00-78, Ano00-79]. Paul
[Ano00-44, Ano00-45, Ano01i, Ano03j,
Ano03-27, Ano03x]. Paulus
[Ano00-32, Ano00-33]. payment
[BCJ08, Jua03]. PBVPs
[SL07b, WW08b]. PCA [LY06b]. PCG
[Ara01, Kur08, NV08]. PDE
[Cat05, FFK02, Mic03]. PDEs [AR07,
BNH08, BR05b, Fus02, LF03, Waz07c].
peaky [Abu01]. Pearson [ND05a].
peasant [Dog08]. peer [WBSP08].
Peirce [Ano03-83]. Penalty [HZ07, Nie06].
BCI-algebras [Jun08, Jun09]. decoding
[Pan03, So00]. endomorphisms [BS01b].
factorization [Pan07a]. fuzzy-stochastic
[PKM08]. implicit [LY08a]. IP
[Ano00-72, Ano00-73]. LCD [KS00b]. level
BJK+09. Linux [Ano00-39]. LS-Arnoldi
[HPB06]. output [LBZ+09]. penalty
[CLS07]. Plenum [Ano00-71]. PM [WS00].
projection [CG05]. sink [Bat07]. stock
[ZWCW00]. structured [Pan07a]. The
[Ano01r]. write [HLM04, LHYM09]. pencil
[EGR03]. pendulum [Don01]. penetration
[De 04]. Peng [Ano03-68]. Penrose
[LLW08, PST08, WW00]. peptide [Bru08].
Perceptual [Ano03-61]. perfect
[MM05b, SC02]. perfectly [TBDL09].
Performance [NS00, Nab04, Pla06].
Performance [AHRT09, AG03, GS07b,
LLL02, VG08, YMI06, ZBS03, BM00,
GYPL05, GYPL09, HW08, KZ02, LRL09,
Pet05, WL06, WGF09, WFT+09, ZL07c].
Pergamon [Ano00-85]. Peri´c [Ano03r].
Period [MM06, DCR07, FM08b, KH02c,
Pan07b, YLDO8]. Period-doubling
[MM06]. period-five [FM08b]. Periodic
[AZ01, AIS08, BX07, CYG06, CL07a, CH04,
Che04b, DHM05, DE06b, GY06, HLY06,
Kot01, LH06, Liu06b, LJo08b, MH07, PG04,
plankton [JB05, ZM02]. planning [Bel01, SKU01]. plant [AGS09]. plants [IUCR06, SKU01].
plasmas [TG03, Ano03-82]. plastic [NLR00]. plate [FAF09, GW06, HM05a, PKP09, SMH08, Ste07, SZL02, VSKF08]. plates [GGD00, PB01, SHKL08]. platforms [Bel01, SKU01]. platforms [HSM00]. planners [AGS09]. planning [Bel01, SKU01]. pleasures [Ano03-76]. plus [Blo00, NV08, Roj08, Ano03-73]. Pochhammer [SK04]. Pocket [Ano01j]. POD [KX05]. POD-based [KX05]. Poggio [Ano03-61]. POINT-to-POINT [FY03b, Yav05c]. point-wise [Can02]. points [AP01, AA09c]. point [Zha09d, Zha08d, ZG09b]. Popoviciu [DBGSP08, Wu08c]. popular [Bel05a]. Popeln [Bel05a]. Polynomial [WK03]. polynomials [AG01b, AG09, AAR03, BNR05, BC02, BC03, BCGA05, BCA09, BCR04, CCS02, CBGVPP09, FF02, FF01, GM09a, Gra08, KM03a, KFHM06, KA00a, KR07b, KI04, LS06a, Liu08c, LS06b, MPTV06, NR01, NR04, NMD09, PCRR09, PV01, Rap01, RTW05, SPV01, Syl01, Trz01, WJW08, WW09a, WJW08a, Win03, WSZ03, XX04, XX08, YC06, YW03a, ZY08a]. ponens [WH08]. pool [GSNB+08]. Popovich [DBGSP08, Wu08c]. popular [Bel05a]. Population [BFL06, Lo 02, CWL07, CCW00, Cui02, GMG09, Li09b, LP04, MMM04, RTS07, SD07, WW04a, WS08a, ZWCW00, Ano03-62]. populations
[AVAGP08, Bra08, GPAAA+09, Gou01].

Porous [WZE+06, CM06, GMS08, HHHK06, HASA07, LY08d, MG03, NMD09, SMH08, SR07, VM09]. Portable [Ano00-89].

Portela [Ano03-34], portfolio [Ano06, Hu08c], posed [FB08, Gup02a, WX09a]. posets [BKN09]. position [LTTH09]. positioning [BGA08, Hur00]. positions [KYJ03].

Positive [AOS07, ACM05, AW09, BW06c, CDM01, DG05, ERRY01, FZG07, HLY06, KKW02, LA03, LSL04b, LI04b, LXX05, LI08b, LFZ08, LS09, LL09b, LH07, Lin02, LQ04, Lin04b, Liu04c, LY06a, LLW07, Ma01, Ma04, MO01, Pal01, SSS09, SC03, Son09, Sta02, TGS07, Wan08a, WY09, WW08d, XXD06, Yan03c, Yan06a, ZYG08, ZLJW06, ZG09a, ZG09b, ZH02, ZCW06, Agr08, AD08, AA01, AO08b, AP01, Ay04, BF03, BG04a, BL07, Bai08, BPP09, BW05, Cap00, CH05b, CWZ07, CZ08, Den07, DSS08, DM08, EM09c, ES01, FLR05, Fer01, Gup03, HYLW00, HZ08b, Hu04, Jan09, Jia00b, JA03, JX04, JZ03, KOO08a, Kar09, KL09, Lai08, LW08b, LLW07, Lou00, LFZ00, LW05, LDZW05, LZ06, LHL07, LL08, LB05, LZ02, LL02, LG04b, LY05b, LD08, LL08b, Ma00, MD05, MS09, MZ04, MOP06, Oca07, PLG07, PL03, RSE01, SW04]. positive [Sot02, SW08, Snu00, Snu05a, Szu05, SX06, SL07b, Snu09a, TYP00, WJX04, WZ00, WG07b, WG08a, WL09a, Waz01, Wen00, Won00, WCW08, WW08c, WWY09, WLZ07, WLW08b, Yan04d, Yan07, WY07, WYW08a, Yao04, Ya05, Yao07, Yas08, YTEC02, YWY07, Zen09, ZJLW06, ZYW08, Zha09d, ZCO09a].

positive-definite [YTEC02]. positivity [GW03a]. postion [ZYW08]. possess [Dr08]. possibilities [CJV07], possibility [Isk02, Isk04, Isk08]. Possibly [BF06].

post [Ano01-28]. post-World [Ano01-28]. Postaenomic [Ano03-41]. Posterori [Ale06, Had03, PPP+06, RW03, AN06, Bla04, VH06]. postman [WW02a].

Postmodern [Fr01]. Postprocessing [Sar06a]. postprocessor [AN06].

postservice [Kaw06]. postshock [SD03].

potential [AC05, All02, BRC00, CMS04, DCS09, HZ08a, KL05, Ano03-71].

taxer [GZ06, HZ02, KKK06a].

Portaenotic [GMS07]. power [BGP04, Cal00, CMS07, HWC07, ISAAM09, IUCR06, LTYB09, LCL+09, LK04, NWL08, NLLL09, Pan05a, SL09, Siu08, Trz01, Ung05, YE01].

power-law like [GMS07]. power-mean [HWC07]. power-of-two [YE01].

powerful [Waz07a]. powers [Pan07b].

Powersums [Ben00, Cha01b]. Practical [ZS04, BL01, CL00, Jua03, Ano00-58].

practice [Ano03-72, Kor05, PDB03].

pre- [Wan09b]. Precise [FZ07b, KY03, PL05a, ZLY08a, ZT08, VAR03].

precisely [Ano03-47]. Preconditioned [Bax02, Gra03, LCC07, Tout05, Yan03d].

preconditioner [LHR09, MA03].

Preconditioners [CKL06, JR01, TC09, BFM04, CJO05, CT09, JLW04, JLO9b, NV08].

Preconditioning [Hip06, KF05b, AM08, CZ00, GKM08, KL05, LZ09, PIM+08].

Predator [HY06, Wan06a, ADN02, CW08, Col04, Cui02, DH08c, HC09, HZ08b, Hu005, NTHP09, SC00b, SDC08, WLW08b, XCO0, XCD07].

predators [XC06]. Predazzi [Ano03-44]. predicting [LHLW07].

Prediction [Gla07b, BCD08, CKCG03, CML+09, CCF06, GPT03, HXG03, JAM02, KT09, MRF08, WLT07]. predictions [Har01, SLL03].

predictor [Sya02]. preemptive [LKH03, LHY09].

Preface [AO01d, Ana00b, Ana04f, Ano03-95, Bar01c, CP03, Dey00b, DLO06, Fas06, Gal02c, Gal06b, GKKL06, JAV08, KHH02a, LD06, Net06, Osa03, PC09, RXY06, SAV03, SY03b, SBG01, SBG05, Tay00].

preference [CL02b, ESNP06, LH05b, LWL08].
Preinvexy [dSOGRMRL04]. Preinvexy [SL06c, Ant05]. Prentice [Ano03-59, Ano04r]. prescriptive [Al08a, COEP00, RRR07]. presentation [Ano04u, LTS03]. presentations [Tay01]. presenting [LMSH04]. Preservation [LGY09, PP01b, ZZ09a, MG08c, Nko00]. Preserving [Jay04, AG01c, AG01b, Ano03-42, CLMM06, ID05, ID08]. Presidency [Bel05a]. Presidential [Bel05b]. Press [Ano00e, Ano00j, Ano00f, Ano00k, Ano00-74, Ano00l, Ano00s, Ano00m, Ano00t, Ano00u, Ano00p, Ano00n, Ano00-76, Ano00-30, Ano00-77, Ano00-31, Ano00-38, Ano00-42, Ano00-43, Ano00-40, Ano00-41, Ano00-51, Ano00-54, Ano00-64, Ano00-80, Ano00-69, Ano00-81, Ano00-83, Ano00-84, Ano00-88, Ano00-89, Ano01e, Ano01y, Ano01m, Ano01n, Ano01z, Ano01o, Ano011, Ano01q, Ano01r, Ano01u, Ano01t, Ano01x, Ano01v, Ano01-28, Ano03-76, Ano03g, Ano03f, Ano03-36, Ano03-77, Ano03j, Ano03k, Ano03l, Ano03i, Ano03m, Ano03n, Ano03s, Ano03-78, Ano03o, Ano03v, Ano03y, Ano03-27, Ano03-79, Ano03x, Ano03z, Ano03-29, Ano03-28, Ano03-80, Ano03-81, Ano03-32, Ano03-33, Ano03-38, Ano03-41, Ano03-85, Ano03-43, Ano03-83, Ano03-47, Ano03-50, Ano03-49, Ano03-53, Ano03-86, Ano03-55, Ano03-54, Ano03-57, Ano03-60]. Press [Ano03-61, Ano03-63, Ano03-62, Ano03-87, Ano03-66, Ano03-70, Ano03-68, Ano03-71, Ano03-89, Ano03-90, Ano04e, Ano04d, Ano04g, Ano04h, Ano04n, Ano04l, Ano04-27, Ano04-28, Ano04-30, Ano04-31, Ano04-29]. Press/The [Ano01r]. Pressure [DHY06, JY09, Bla07, HD08, STV08]. Pressure-Driven [DHY06]. pressure-sensitive [HD08]. pressure-stabilized [Bla07]. pressures [SR07]. prestarlike [AM08c]. previous [Ano04-40, Ano04-41]. Prey [HL06, Wan06a, ADN02, CW08, CoIo04, CuI02, DH08c, HC09, HZ08b, Huo05, NTHP09, SC00b, SDCL08, WLW08b, XCO0, XCD07]. preys [XC06]. Price [MM08b, HLY08, Lon03]. priceless [Ano03-63]. Pricing [YLD08, BM06, BCJ08, CKKK06, CNPP08, DLL08, Hon02, YC07b, Ano03-63]. Primal [KP06, Ano03-68, CKL06, LGSP06]. primal-dual [Ano03-68]. primary [KCD05]. prime [Tan03b]. primes [BDT04]. Primitive [Ste06, LH08]. Princeton [Ano03-27, Ano03-49, Ano03-68]. principal [LJ08a]. principle [BK00, BHHA08, Dib01, Hor08, Li07, LV03, WF07, Wu03]. principles [AA05, Ano03-52, HLCL00, Ano04d, Ano00-59]. Priori [RPO03, CBJ01, PPJ04, WWS+06]. Priority [WNS09, GC02, LKH03, PdlF07]. Priority-based [WNS09]. priority-discipline [PdlF07]. prisms [AA08]. privacy [Ano00v]. pro [Ano04e]. probabilistic [CHL09, Ind02, MT09, PP01b, Ren03]. Probabilities [CF04]. Probability [Ata09, Kum06, Ano03-27, BDA02, Hoh01, JWSS04, LWZ04, YC07a, ZZ09b, Ano04t]. probability-based [ZZ09b]. Problem [CKK06, DS06a, GC06, GCN06, SPE06, Ada04, AVO08, AGS09, ARM08, AD03, AA01, AK08b, Ano00-94, Ari09b, BK00, BSS98, BLD07, BC00, BGLT08, BD04c, BIKL06, Cab01, CG08, Che01b, Che04b, CX04, CO07, CHZ09, Che08b, DD00, DS02, De 04, DHM05, DCG05, ES05, FLFL08, FS04, FR04, FM08c, FS07, GY08, Gre03, GS06, HRP01, HMCRR00, Has04, He02, HG03, HZ08a, Hof03, HL02c, HLM04, Hua05, JKR08, JN07, JKP02a, Jia01b, Jia01c, Jia02, JZ03, KA09a, KK02, KK06a, KH00, KK04, KS00b, KLM09, Kru03a, Kru03b, Kru05, Kru08, KC05b, KH09, LHC08, LUZ05, LCGX06, LS08, LJJ09b, LG09a, LX00.
LWY02, LV03, LWY04, Liu02, LQ04, LY05b, LCWL06a, LDK08, LSN05, LJ08b, LHWW08, Ma01, MDG05, MZ09, MM08a, MRB02, MCC09, Man05, Mar05a, MV08a, Murt05a, Mur07a, Nak06, problem [OTB +08, OEV09, PLG07, PW05, PSES07, QW09, Ryo00a, Ser00, SP08a, SW07, SL00b, Sl07, SZ09a, SX06, Sot02, Sta07, SZL02, Sun09a, TCH07, TGS07, VNFF08, Wan00e, WWWL08, WW09c, WFC04b, WYZY01, WI08, WTY03, WTYZ05, Xie00, XCH07, XZ08a, Yan02, Yan04b, Yan05a, Yan07, YZHY09, YL09a, YE01, Yao04, Yao07, Yi09, YD08, ZLY06, ZL08c, ZYW08, ZJ08, Zha09d, ZG09b, ZZZ02, dSOGRMRL04].

Problems [Guy00, LET06, Liu06b, Mig06, SW06, ZLS06, ZLJW06, ACD01, AP08, AS03b, ATT03b, AOLL04, AOS07, AM09, AM01, ACJ07, Amn07, And03, AW09, Ano00o, Ano00-31, Ano00-35, Ano00-58, Ano03f, Ano03h, AMV08, AS08, AC03, ACH01, Ayk04, BG04a, Bai08, BSR02, BN05, BCS03, BDGR01, BN00, Bla07, BG04b, BW05, BW06c, BS03b, Bou00, BRMS01, BM1+06, BLS05, CH01, CG05, CC09a, CDJ03, CS02a, CM04, CN01, CGY09b, CKY04, CS02b, CK02a, CB01, CW02, CGCG02, Che04f, Che04a, CWZ07, CL08a, Che00b, CE02, CKL07, CL07, CH00c, CW05, CD04, CZ08, CZ09c, Cui09, CM08, DR04, Din00c, DW02a, DE06a, DH07, Du08, EGZ04, EGA03, EM09, ES08b, EBVS06, FHH08, FK01, FL03, FZG07, Ga02a, Gal08c, Gal08b, GSZ02, GM07, GL09c, GKM08, GOM07, GHHD08, GNR05].

problems [GH03, Gra03, GL00, GH06, Ha01, HL02a, HH02b, HL02b, HS04a, Han06, HLV07, Han08, HTKM09, HTZY03, HLP05, HW09, HT02, HY03, HW05b, HB04, Hor08, HLC05, HZ07, HZ09b, IS04, Ili04, IN07, Jan05, Jan07, Jan09, Ji02, Jia00b, JX04, JC00, JPV01, JP01, JPV02, KM07, KP01, KP03, KK09, KN04, Kan09, KA09b, KO09a, Kar08, KF05b, KK08a, Kel06, KR07a, KPP00, KL08b, KZ02, KZ08b, KS03b, KLZZ09, KY07a, KY07b, LP08a, LY09a, Lan04b, LR03, LW09b, LLLW00, LC06b, Les05, LHb00, Li00a, Li02, LZ04, LI04b, LCX06, LS09, LHW04, LDG05, LJL06, LSZ08, LW09e, LT04, LT01, LW04, Liu04a, Liu04b, Liu04c, LCWL06b, LCW06c, Liu07a, LLW07, Lóp09, Lu07, Ma00, Ma04, Ma07, MS04a, MM05b, MW00, Meg08, Mon02, NLL07, NLL08, NLR00, NVAR03, NF03, Net05, Net07, NRL08, Nob06].

Problems [NMD07, NMD08, OEV09, Pal01, PG04, PG08, Pao03, PF01, PXGL09, PY09, Pet04, PD06, PDBH03, Ram05, RMC08, RR08, RW03, Ryo00b, RSK02, Ryo03, Ryo04, Ryo07, SV06, SA05, SR04, SC00a, SC03, SWL+04, Shi05, Sir00, SF01, SF07, Sta02, SPW08, SBSY06, SK06b, SZ09b, SB00, SL06a, TS00a, TLLM08, Tho01, TL06, TT09, Top04, VJ04, VH06, VC03, WLS01, WXW01, WW02a, Wan03a, Wan03b, WG07b, WLW07, WJ08, WWW08, WSL08, Wan08a, WG08a, WFF09, Wan09d, Waz00, Waz01, WA08, WFS03, Won07, WX03b, WCW08, Won08, WX06b, Wu04, WK05, Wu08a, Wu09, Xa07, XDD06, XD02, XZ08b, XC04b, XG07, YAVB08, Yan03d, Yan06a, WW07, Yao05, Yas08, YTCF08, YL07, YS04, YLL08, Zal02, Zal03, Zha01d, ZZJ+04, ZM04a, ZhYL05, ZL08d, Zha09e, ZH09, Zha09c, ZG09a, Zha08d, ZC09a, ZXL07].

problems [ZZH03, dZmClQ09, ZCC04, ZZZ06, dSRGRMRL08]. procedure [JSK+04, PW00, SF01, Ver09, YS04].

procedures [HGH02, SP08b]. Proceedings [An00-43, Ano01e, An00-85]. process [AF02, AO08b, Bai01, BB01, CPP07, CPP08, Che04g, CH00b, ET09, GMSR08, GLR05, HM03b, Hua00, Jon07, LP00, Mac06, MM05a, Moo02, TT03, WCL02, WZ07a, WLW09, YW09, Yu04, Zha08c]. Processes [yL06, LL06a, An00-71, APV02, BPvZ03,
Pseudomonotone [Ver03]. pseudomonotonicity [CLY08].
Pseudorandom [GGG03]. Pseudospectral [Ras06]. PSO [IMPF08]. Publications
[Ano03p, Ano04q, Ano04x, Ano04-32].
publicity [PdlF09]. Publishers
[Ano00-71, Ano04k]. Publishing [Ano00-55].
Pulsatile [BR06, MP08a, MG03]. pulsating [JZC06]. Pulse [CQJ03, PLG09].
Purdy [Ano01j]. Pure [XC06]. Pure-delay [XC06]. Puri [Ano03-72]. puzzle [Cse06].
puzzlers [Ano03-27]. puzzles [Ano03-58]. Python [Ano00-63].

Q.I. [CM01a]. QBD [LL06a]. QP [bJQxC09]. QP-free [bJQxC09]. Quadratic
[CWB01, Jan04c, AT05, BUP09b, BM04b, BCRS05, Che00b, ESR06, GOMA07, Hau06,
He00a, HZ03, Jah04, JCY09, Sha04, SH01, WWWL08, YJCZ08]. quadratic-form
[YJCZ08]. Quadratically [WX01].

Quadrature [CBGVPP09, DGVP06, ED09, AC02, AC05, BCA09, Che00a, KD08, Kov00,
Liu00d, MC07, MCS08, Nie09, Uje04a, Uje07, WX03a, WS04b, YW03a]. quadratures
[KR01]. quadrilateral [CLX08, LXZ08].

qualification [ZXL07]. Qualitative
[CW08, EM09a, FT01, Min08, Mos08]. quality
[Dra06, KT09, LCT08, MS08, MRP08, WFTL09, WFT+09]. quantitative
[LCY05, MT09]. quantities [CK03].

quantity [KS00a, LLL08]. quantization
[BD01, Käm00]. quantum
[HHRA02, HW05c, LRL09, XCC+09, ZXTL09, Ano00-64, Ano03-64].
quantum-inspired [LRL09, ZXTL09].

quarantine [PLG+09]. Quasi
[AI06, yL06, Lei02, LHYM09, MIM04, Bou03, CDM01, CDM03, CGY08a, CGY08b,
CKN04, De 02, Din00c, Din04b, DY05, DL08, For01, FT05, FM05, GL09a, GC02,
GQL05, HYZ06, Hon02, HBCK00, LKS08a, LZO4a, LLJ09a, Lin04c, LU09a, Lu02,
Noo02a, PL05b, PZ07, QS03, SL09, SHWF09, Tia01, Tia05, TCH07, Ubb04,
Wan02e, WK03, WS08b, Yan04d, YW03b, ZGY07a, ZGY07b, ZAY08, ZLO4]. quasi-
[QS03]. quasi-equilibrium [LUX09]. quasi-convex [LU09a, Ubb04].

quasi-hyperbolic [Din04b].

quasi-interpolants [GGL05]. quasi-linear
[CDM01, CDM03, De 02, LZO4a, LLJ09a, Lu02, Yan04d, ZLO4]. Quasi-Monte
[Lei02, Wan02e]. quasi-multiple [YW03b].
quasi-multiquadric [Lin04c].

quasi-Newton
[For01, FT05, FM05, SHWF09, WS08b].

Quasi-Nonexpansive [vL06, Tia05]. quasi-nonexpansive-type [TCH07].
quasi-one-dimensional [WK03].
quasi-power-increasing [SL09].
quasi-radial [Hon02]. Quasi-random
[MIM04, GC02]. Quasi-self-stabilization
[LHYM09]. quasi-symmetric [DL08].
quasi-variational
[Bou03, CGY08b, CKN04, HBCK00, LKS08a, Noo02a, PL05b, PZ07, Tia01, ZGY07a].
quasi-variational-like
[CGY08a, DY05, GL09a, ZGY07b, ZAY08].

Quasiequilibrium [WTY03]. quasigroups
[KP05b]. Quasilinear [Kan09, ACM05, CE02, DL05, DXZ05, Dua09, HG03, HW05b,
LD02, Lno03, TRG01b, ZHKW05].

Quasilinearity [Bil05]. quasilinearization
[YV05]. quasi-reversibility [TKC02].

Quaternion [ES07, BHHA08, CPS05, tLjW08, SPV01, Wan05a, Wan05b, Wu08b].
quaternionic
[CFY08, DD04, JCY09, WS07]. quenching
[SC00a]. query [LG09b]. quest [Cho08].

question [Ano04q]. queue [AHRT09, ASESESA09, AM04, GC02, GS07b, GM09b,
GSS04, Jai05, KCD05, KK03, KA00b, KA02, LKH03, LL06b, LHY09, Mac06, PS08a,
SG08, Wan04a, WZ07b, WX09a].

queue-dependent [Jai05]. Queueing
Queues \cite{ETH05, GLZ00, Gup02a, HR07, Jai05, Kaw06, ODO00, PdlF07, TT03, WLW09}. \textbf{Radial} \cite{HLC05, LLTL05, Sar06a, ZL04, AM08b, BSR02, Bax02, Bax06, BI02, Buh06, CLMM06, CGGC02, CCF06, DS07, DR02, DF02, DH07, Dua08, DF02, DH07, Dua08, Fly06, FDWC02, FWL04, FLW06, GK02, Hon02, HHRA02, Kan04, KH00, LF03, LF05, MDPD02, PD04, PD06, PB02, SV06, Sar06b, SDZ06, TL06, VTR04, WHL02, WW08c, YTEC02].

radial-basis-like \cite{DR02}. radially \cite{ASHA08, BR05b]. \textbf{radiation} \cite{Bat07, CS02a, HNSA09, Mak09}. \textbf{radiative} \cite{Dog01}. \textbf{radionuclide} \cite{VTR04}. radius \cite{DZQ06, Guo07, JCC09, Mae00}. Raimondas \cite{Ano01d}. Rajeev \cite{Ano00-88}. Rajkumar \cite{Ano00-56}. Ralf \cite{Ano03-41}. ramp \cite{WWH05}. Random \cite{CCJ08, DL06, LLB05, AL08a, Ana04e, Ano04i, BDA02, Blu00, CyL08, CHM06, CJV07, DS05a, FZ07b, GPvZ06, GG06, GL03b, GC02, HM03b, KS00a, KTD03a, KDKS01, Kum04, Kum05, KNP06, yL09c, LW04, Lei02, LWZ09, Lin08b, MMM04, ODO00, PL05a, RRR07, SA08, SY05, Tan04, WLW09, W08, WH05, WD05, WGZ06, YLZG01, YLD08, YYZL09, ZL05, Ano04w, Ano04v].

\textbf{Randomization} \cite{Jum01, Ano03b}. randomly \cite{Bra08, CAHCL+09, NSQ02}. \textbf{randomness} \cite{Ano03-45, range [CLC01, HNR08]. rank \cite{Gal05, SC07, Wan07b, WS08b, XZ09a}. rank- \cite{XZ09a}. rank-one \cite{WS08b}. Ranking \cite{CT08, CT02b, DZQ06, LH05b, AH09, CL01, Tan03a, WL08b, WL09a].

Ranks \cite{Liu06a, Liu08e}. Rannacher \cite{AMV08}. rapid \cite{Ano00x, OAVB08}. Rasch \cite{FM06}. Rate \cite{Ano00a, Gup03, LYO06b, ST07, ZG02, ZW06, BRI05, DD08, DAKO06, GPvZ06, HM03b, KT09, NTTS09, SY05, Wan02b]. Rates \cite{BB01, Zen02, AC00, CM03, FZ07b, HZ09a, Li01c, PL05a}. ratio \cite{Mer05, SA08, XC00}. ratio-dependent \cite{XC00}. Rational \cite{Boy01, DZZT06, Ki04, Ano01t, Bal02, CK02b, DGVP06, FH03, HLF07, Ik01, Ik02, Iva07, KLP01, Li00b, LZ04b, LZ05, LLT08, TS02, VBG07, ZSG01]. ratios \cite{MB08}. Rauch \cite{Phu02}. Raúl \cite{Ano01v}. Rayleigh \cite{Liu08a, ZT07}. Raymond \cite{Ano00-75, Ano03-70}. rays \cite{AA08}. RBF \cite{CT02a, FZ07a, GMS09}. RBFFD \cite{SDZ06}. RCNM \cite{LY04}. RCNNs \cite{LC07b}. re \cite{Ano00-55}. re-engineering \cite{Ano00-55}. Reacting \cite{BR06, DR03}. reaction \cite{BKM08, CN01, DWL08, GAT07, Li02, LC06c, MC02, Pao01a, Ram05, RR08, SR03, SK06b, TZ04a, Wan02b, Wan09e, XCD07, YV05, Yil09, ZSZ06]. reaction-diffusion \cite{BKM08, CN01, DWL08, GAT07, Li02, LC06c, MC02, Pao01a, Ram05, RR08, SR03, SK06b, TZ04a, Wan02b, Wan09e, XCD07, YV05, Yil09, ZSZ06]. reactions \cite{HYZ02, KW03, NB08, PL01c, XZ09b}. Reactive \cite{SW06, LCL+09}. reactor \cite{JTRu09}. read \cite{HLM04, LHYM09}. read/write \cite{HLM04, LHYM09}. readers \cite{Ano04-40, Ano04-41}. reading \cite{Ano00-29}. Real \cite{DDD04, XZ06, ZXTL09, BD01, Bal04, CCLS04, CFY08, Dra08, Gl04, Gl09, GM00, Lai08, tLJ08, LYM07, MPTV06, SBSY06, S05b, S05c, Sy01a, Tan01, Wan05a, Wan05b, WSZ03, Wu08b, XH02, ZW09b]. Real-coded \cite{ZXTL09]. real-life \cite{SBSY06}. real-valued \cite{BD01}. \textbf{REALbasic} \cite{Ano00-65}. realistic \cite{TBR01}. Realization \cite{AF09, Don04, LW09b}. Reanalysis \cite{Mic09}. rearrangement
reason [Ano03u]. reasoning [Ano01h, LCWL06a, LCWL06b, Liu09a, SFL02, WML08, hYL09, ZL06, ZL07b, Ano01t]. receiver [Hur00]. reciprocal [MPV02, OEV09, PL03]. recirculating [JS04]. recoding [IK04]. recognition [HJWL03, KT09, Lee00, PT07, WYL+09]. reconstruct [WYL+09]. Reconstruction [LLXC03, NT02, OIL08, OIL09, CLMM06, CM01b, JSKE05, Lee01a, LCHL06, MRAR08, RS09]. record [Jah04]. Records [DA06]. recovery [AFI06, NUN06]. Recruitment [SHS05]. recta [MT00]. rectangle [KK02]. Rectangular [KP05b, CFY08, Hor08, Las08, UL02, YG08]. recurrence [FB05, GMSRP08, NR01, dG09]. recurrence-progression [GMSRP08]. recurrences [FM05]. recurrent [HHW08, LYC07, ZY08]. recurring [BZ00]. recursions [Jia00a]. Recursive [CÁHCJL+09, BL01, Bar01b, HKA08, LZ04b, Par04a, SB00, TK02, Tan03b, Tan04, ZSG01, Zha09f]. recycling [JB05]. Red [Ano00-40, LW05]. Redefined [ZS08b]. Redheffer [ZS08b]. Redheffer-type [ZS08b]. Reduced [CZLN06, Tsie03, YX09b]. Reduced-Order [CZLN06]. reducible [Rom01]. Reduction [LCWL06c, LSW07, AVA01, CTYW05, HY00, KAl00a, KGWL08, LBW09, Liu00, PMR+08, XMW09, YGH09]. reductions [SSD07]. reduces [TDY08]. redundancy [NF103]. Reference [Ano00-78, Ano00-79, dSM02, Ano00-86, Ano00-36, Ano00-91, Ano01j]. refinability [YX09a]. refirable [CSX01, Xie08]. refined [FJ05, Jia01a, JZ02, WB01]. Refinement [CW06, CN01, Kr05, Zhn08a]. Refinements [DBGSP08, LF09]. reflected [DZ08]. Reflection [DLSB08, Gal08b]. Reflections [Gal06a, Bl00]. refractive [DDCB04]. Regarding [Cha01b, Te08, FWL04, Gy00]. regenerator [SWS05]. region [CBS08, zGT08, JZQZ07, JSPG08, LH00a, QJZ09, ZZ03a]. Regional [AS09b]. regions [LCY05], registration [LG00]. Regnell [Ano00-28]. Regression [Ano04m, BBGG08, JK01, LU09a, SSL07, WT00, Wu03]. Regular [JKP02a, Jiu09, LY08c]. Regularity [JKP02b, XT01, BKK08, FS07, JN07, Mae00, Ano03-68]. Regularization [FTC03, FFXL05, HB04, Kha01, KR07a, MRdCV00, QFZ03]. Regularized [BK00, BS00h, TG03, XL01, YB07a]. regularized-long-wave [TG03]. regularizing [BFM04]. Regularly [MM08d]. regulation [Ano03-41, YMMC03, Ano03v]. regulatory [AMYS+09]. Reingold [Ano03m]. rejection [GS07b, Kar05]. rejuvenation [IDK06]. related [Ano06, BC00, BV09, CS00a, CCS02, Che04a, DS06b, Gal08c, Gal08b, KDU09, LCHL06, LW09e, TB09, XWZ04, ZCBB08]. relation [GYPL08, GYPL09, LMHW05, LS09, LW09e, Lno06, NR01, ÓY07b, TYW05, Yon09]. relation-based [GYPL08, GYPL09]. relational [CKY07, mLpW08, Lno08a, NT02]. relations [FB05, HLY09, IR08, SM06, dSRGRMRL08]. Relationship [TY03, C05a]. relationships [GYS05, HdlS03, LS06b]. Relative [DW02a, DSS00]. Relativistic [HM03a, CW09a, SM09, Ung00]. relativity [Gal09a, Gal09b, Ung05]. relaxation [Asi08, BNP05, BK04, BKR05, CS02b, Jan05, JZ08, LB04, SB03, Wn03b]. Relaxed [HL08c, Sat06, XWL06, CyL08, LCV06, yL09c, Ver03, Ver08a, Ver09, Ver12]. release [AHN06, Ano00-86]. Relevance [AK08a, CML+09]. relevant [JZ03]. Reliability [IKY06, IUCR06, KNY06, ADDL04, Elk06, GPT03, HXG03, HY00, HCY00, IY06, Lin01,
Lin04a, LI00c, RVKDF09]. Reliable [HWX07, Waz01, Waz07b]. relinking [QW09]. Remainder [ARS03, BD02]. remark [Pra07]. Remarks [Dha03, PM05b, Sri03, WLS06, Zho08, ZCC04, Sun09b]. removable [ODO00], renal [MT00]. renege [ASESESA09], renewal [AH03, GM09b, WLW09]. renouncement [PdlF09]. rent [CS02c]. rent-seeking [CS02c]. reorder [KH02b]. reordering [DCR07]. repair [DKO03, QNN03, SY05, WZ07a, Zha08c]. repair-time [DKO03]. repairable [KLHC08, Zha08c]. repairs [AS03a, DAKO06, LWY09]. repairs-time [DAKO06]. repeated [Ano00-51, NSQ02]. Replacement [QNN03, DAKO06, SO03, WZ07a]. replenishment [CHW07, LCT08]. replication [WL06], replications [Che04c]. Reply [Ari09c, Ben01]. report [Ano004c, Ano04a, Ano04b], reports [Ano00c, Ano01c, Ano02c, Ano02d, Ano03b, Ano03c, Ano03d, Ano05a, Ano05b, Ano05c, Ano06b, Ano08a, Rod00, Rod01a, Rod01b, Rod02a, Rod02b, Rod04, Rod05, Rod06]. Representation [BKN09, HMV04, Ana07b]. representations [Ano00-54, Gal08b, LL03b]. represented [JWSS04]. representing [Ben00, Cha01b]. reproduction [Fly06]. Repulsive [ZCW06, XXD06]. rescaled [Lin04b]. rescaling [LTT09]. Resection [KSN07, WLS06, WFT+09, Ano03-38, Ano04r, BBM08, CStD08, LW09d, LTT09]. Reservoir [VDMK08]. reservoirs [BH03, YLZG01]. reset [YN03]. residual [DD08, DH07, RNM00, VB01, XZDD09]. Residuals [Jia01a, DW02a]. residedued [SW09]. residue [ARS02]. residues [Ben00, Cha01b]. resilient [Pan03]. Resolution [LSL09, Luo06]. Resolvability [CPZ00]. Resolutant [Gup02b, AA105, HR08, Jec04, yL09c]. Resonance [YW09, ZH07, CO07, DU08, LDG05, SL07a]. Resonant [HM05a, HRS08]. resource [ISAAM09, PKM08], resources [Ano03-80, EMP+06]. respect [YL09c]. respiration [CH05b]. respiratory [SA02]. response [Che04c, CCL02, FS04, HZ08b, Hoo05, SDCL08]. Responses [HLY06, LM03, WWL06]. Restarted [JH09]. restoration [BC00]. restorations [TY03]. restrain [AC09]. restricted [Kov05, XCH07]. restriction [Tan04]. result [BHN01, Bso3a, XY04, YXZ09]. resultants [KFH06, Sya01a]. resulting [El03]. results [Ano09, AC03, Bal02, CH01, CCP02, CH00a, CL07b, CHM06, DS06b, Fen08, GGE09, HPG06, Jum06, KL08b, LG01, LZ04a, LY08c, Lóp09, LYX09, LS01a, LS03, OAVB08, OEV09, WJW08, WA01, Zho06]. resume [WLW09]. retarded [BP03, CD06c, JKP02a, LY07, ZD03]. retirement [dKLR09]. retract [Dib01]. RETRACTED [ID05, Pen09]. Retraction [ID08]. retrieval [AHRT09, AM04, GC02, KF05a, KA02, LY09, WZ07b]. retrials [AP09]. retrieval [CS00b, CC05, HCG08, HCWC07, LLS09b, TDHW09, Ano04k]. return [Syn08]. Reverse [ZL07b, Che08b, GL08b, HNR08, WL08a]. reversible [YSP+08, ZH00]. Review [An00ce, An00oj, An00of, An00ok, An00d, An00i, An00-74, An00l, An00-75, An00q, An00s, An00m, An00r, An00t, An00u, An00c, An00p, An00n, An00z, An00x, An00y, An00w, An00v, An00g, An00-29, An00bh, An00-28, An00-27, An00-76, An00-30, An00-77, An00-31, An00-32, An00-33, An00-35, An00-34, An00-36, An00-37, An00-38, An00-39, An00-40, An00-42, An00-43, An00-41,
Rojas [Ano01y]. Role [LV03, Pad06, WKLo6]. rolled [RDS00].
rollin [Yav05a]. rolling [Ano05g, FY03a, KY00, Yav05b, Yav05d, Yav07a, Yav07b].
ROM [Ano00-34, Ano00-39, Ano00-40, Ano00-46, Ano03-34, Ano03-58, Ano03-67, Ano03-88, Ano03-90].
Ronald [Ano00z, Ano01k, Ano03-51]. roofs [KOV08].
Roos [Ano03-68]. root [BGP04, KI04, Pan05a, PR06, Ikh08].
root-finders [Pan05b]. root-finding [BGP04, Pan05a, PR06].
roots [CjBN09, JCZ09, MPTV06, NJ08, Nie01b, Win03, WX01, YC06, Zha08a, ZW09b].
Ross [Ano01n, Ano04h]. Rota [HHS07]. rotated [GKM08]. Rotating [Hay06, AL08b, Ari09b, HM05a, KLo1, LM03, MH09, Rv00, Tur07]. rotating-disk [Tur07].
rotation [SB03]. rotational [Kan02]. rotationally [Len00]. rotations [AK08a, Rub07].
S [Ano00-75, Ano00-71, Ano01n, Ano03q, Ano03-39, Ano03-82, Ano03-45, Ano03-53, FP06, KP01, JC05, Ano03-73].
S-G-L-KKM [JC05]. S-Plus [Ano03-73].
Sabin [CL08b]. Sabra [Ano03-81]. Saddle [Ano03-59, Ano04r, Li05]. Safer [EMD08]. sale [LZS07]. Salehi [Ano04w, Ano04v].
same [Ikh08]. sample [GG06, WZ08b].
sampled [SN03]. samples [EW00b, HS00, Ter00, ZM94]. sampling [CWW08, CZ02, GL03b, KD05].
sandwich [CB02, PB01]. sapiens [Ano01u]. SAR [LWZ09]. Sara [Ano01e]. Sarit [Ano01u]. satellite [LW09f, VAR03].
satisfaction [RKS08]. satisfiability [Bru08]. satisfying [MM05a]. satisfying [Nie01a]. Satsuma [LHT07]. saturating [GLTS08, TLS+08, Wan06c]. saturation [KLP09]. Scalar [HRM09, Bil05, DSS08, OS08a, WX00a, dR03]. scale [ACV03, AS09b, CW05, FY04, HY03, LCHL06, SI03, Sun05a, TLS07, XWW08, YX09a].
scaled [JAM02]. scales [AD08, AK08b, AW09, BW05, BW06c, BG07b, CL07b, CW07, EPS05, FZG07, Hof03, HT05, JEP08, KO08b, Li09a, LN09, OEV09, ÖY09, PX09, SS09, SL07b, SS09b, Top05, WW08b, WW09, Wan08a, WS05, WZ07c, Yas08, ZS09, ZL09, Zho08].
Scaling [Bax06, CSL07, Koi07]. scanning [SYHC06]. Scattered [Sun00, All02, WB01].
scatterer [YZ02a]. Scattering [D09, KKM00, AC04, IS09, Kru03a, LL07, Yan02, Yan04a, Yan04b, Yan05a, ZRS05].
Schaffer [Ano00-80, Ano00-81]. Scauder [PPR02, WY07]. schedule [ODO03]. schedules [KA02]. Scheduling [MR06, MS09, DAK06, He00b, HY08, KM03b, KY07a, KY07b, LCWL06a, LCWL06b, LCWL06c, MCC09, MG08b, MY09, SMO03, SM05, TH02, Wan08b, WWW09, Wan09b, WX05, YE01, YH11, YZ08, ZY02, ZYY08]. schema [ROY01].
schema [AB08c, Ano00-69, BG01, BK05].
schemes [AO05, AY06, Asi08, AO09, BS00a, BGM+02, CFR03, CS02b, CAZAA00, CGGC02, CCZK09, GW03a, Gla00, Gla03, Gla04, Gla05a, Gla05b, Gla06, Gla07a, Gla08, Gla09, Gra03, Ikh01, Ikh02, Ikh04, IL04, IJB00, KO09a, Li01b, LDHW05, LY08d, LHDLO8, LB04, NUN06, Nko00, PKP08, Roe09, SMMM02, SC02, Tan01, VRJ09, VTR04, XX09b, Zha03b, ZC08].

Scheutz [Ano03t].

Schiestel [RZ03].

Schmidt [GLR05].

Schneiderman [Ano03-50].

Scholes [AE08, CNPP08].

Schönemann [Ano03e].

Schreiber [Ano00-38].

schrödinger [HIJW05, LDHW05, AS08, CK08, CQTO2, DS07, Den07, GT00, HZZ02, IJB00, JG04, Kan04, KD08, OY07a, RLO8, Sm01, SAB07, Tan07, WX09b, ZXD09].

Schumann [BM00].

Schur [SJJ09].

Schur-convexity [SJJ09].

Schur-geometrically [SJJ09].

Schurer [AG09].

Schwarz [JZ08, LZZ04, Sir00, Ano03-66].

Schwichtenberg [Ano00q, Ano00r].

Science [Ano00u, Ano00-85, Ano04w, Ano00j, Ano00k, Ano00-84, Ano03u, Ano03x, Ano03-81, Ano03-85, Ano04v, KL09, KLC08, SA08, Ano00-69, Ano03q, Ano04t, Ano01v].

sciences [Ano00-80, Ano00-81, BDGR01, TB08].

scientific [Ano03-30, Ano04p, Ano03-67].

scientists [Ano00g, Ano00h].

scope [KPD09].

Scott [Ano03-84].

screening [Can03].

screens [KKM00].

Sealed [Bel06, Che08b].

sealed-bid [Che08b].

Search [CX04, MIKP04, Ano00-70, Lei02, MCRÁ05, Nak06, Nam01a, yNyLjZa08, OTB+08, SS07a, SHWF09, Wan02d, WS08b, WYSS09].

searches [SH01].

Searching [BDT04, Qaa01, YZLL09].

seasonal [Y07b].

Sebastopol [Ano00-75, Ano00-27, Ano00-34, Ano00-57, Ano00-62, Ano00-87, Ano01j, Ano01k, Ano01-27].

Sebastopol [Ano00v, Ano00-36, Ano00-37, Ano00-39, Ano00-40, Ano00-44, Ano00-45, Ano00-52, Ano00-53, Ano00-60, Ano00-78, Ano00-61, Ano00-79, Ano00-63, Ano00-67, Ano00-65, Ano00-68, Ano00-72, Ano00-73, Ano00-82, Ano00-86, Ano00-92, Ano00-91, Ano01f, Ano01s].

centric [HR02].

secession [Mar09].

Second [Ano00p, Ano00-51, Ano00-46, Ano00-69, Ano00-89, Ano03b, Ano03p, Ano03-39, Ano03-85, Ano03-45, Ano03-84, Ano03-56, Ano03-59, Ano04e, Ano04f, Ano04n, Ano04m, Ano04p, Ano04z, GZ06, LTY05, Luo03, PXW09, SW02b, TK09, Top04, ATT03b, AL04, ASH08, AS01, AJ09a, AJ09b, AW09, AY06, AC03, AT02, Ak04, BG04a, BLD07, BA01, BPA03, BPA05, BN00, BRR08, COE03, CC09a, ČT05, CHS02, CQJ03, CS04b, CL08a, CZ09b, CM02, DJ08, DK05, DCS09, DHM05, Dog08, DP07, DR01b, EM09c, Gal08b, GF06, HAS07, HNS09, HW09, HT02, HM05b, HLX07, HLY05, Jan09, JEP08, Kar03, KK04, KT03a, KLW09, LA00, LZO4a, LS08, Lin04b, Liu04b, LX07, Liu08b, LK09, LYG05, LN07, Lu07, Luo02, LD02, Ma00, MQ05, Man00, Man1, MP08a, NF03, PLG07, PG00, Pen02].

second [QSL08, RSD09, RN02, Shi03, SW02a, SOW04, Sun05a, SS06, SZ09b, Tan02b, TRG01a, TRG01b, TC04, TA04, TBG05, TSi02, TDS08, Van07, VSKF08, Wan00e, WWZ03, Wan04a, Wan04b, WZO11, WLF07, WWW07, WSL08, WX09a, WCC08, WWX04, WD05, WW08d, XZ08a, Xu08b, Yan04c, YZ03, YW03a, Yan03c, Yao05, Yen08, ZZ00a, ZP01, ZCZ01, ZS05, ZJ08, Zha09d, ZW08, Zha08d, ZC09b].

second-grade [ASH08, MP08a, VSKF08].
Second-Order
[SW02b, GZ06, LTY05, Luo03, PXW09, Top04, ATT03b, AL04, AS01, AW09, AY06, AC03, AT02, Ayk04, BG04a, BLD07, BA01, BPA03, BPM05, BN00, BBRS08, COE03, CC09a, ÇT05, CQS02, CQJ03, CS04b, CL08a, CM02, DJ08, DK05, DHM05, DR01b, GF06, HT02, HM05b, HLY05, JEP08, KK04, KLW09, LA00, LZ04a, Liu04b, Liu08b, LYG05, Lu07, Luo02, LD02, Ma00, MQ05, Man00, Man01, NF03, PLG07, PG00, Pen02, Shi03, SW02a, SOW04, Sun05a, SS06, SZ09b, Tan02b, TRG01a, TRG01b, TÇ04, TBG05, Tsi02, TDS08, Van07, Wan00e, WWZ03, Wan04b, WLW07, WWW08, WSL08, WWX04, WD05, WWW08d, XZ08a, Yan04c, YY03, Yan03c, Yao05, ZZ00a, ZP01, ZCZ01, ZS05, Zha09d, ZYW08, Zha08d].

Secondary [KCD05].
Secondary [KCD05].
Secret [SC02].
Section [Has03, KN08, MG03, RV01].
Sections [CA09, Lan04b, RDS00].
Security [ZW08, CH05a].
Seeing [Ung03].
Seeking [CS02c].
Segalman [HM05a].
Segment [ZW09a].
Segmentation [CVW00, LW209, MWZ09, PLP09].
Seidel [LCC08, Sha09].
Seifert [ANO03a].
SEIQR [LGZ01].
Sejnoksi [ANO00-54].
Selected [ANO04x].
Selecting [BL08].
Selection [SYJ09, BFL08, BFKL08, DP02, Hua08c, LZO07, OTB+08, SHS05, WT00, WTZY05].
Selections [ZM04b].
Selectivity [LG09b].
Selectors [BA08].
Self [HHJS03, Ano03-40, AN041, BN05, Dua09, HL02b, HLW07, Han08, HHR07, HLP05, HLC00, HLM02c, HLYC05, HU05, HLMW07, LW02, LHMM09, LYG05, MNIS06, PL01b, RR09a, Shi03, Sta07, TCH07, VJO4, WXM09, YHS08, YH03, ZTO8, ZL09c, An003-68].
Self-adaptation [ZL09c].
Self-adaptive [HL02b, HLW07, Han08, LW02, YHS08].
Self-adjoint [BN05, HHR07, LYG05, Shi03, WXM09].
Self-adjusting [HLP05].
Self-affinity [Ano03-40].
Self-connections [YH03].
Self-normalized [ZT08].
Self-organizing [PL01b].
Self-propelled [Sta07].
Self-regularity [Ano03-68].
Self-similar [Dua09].
Self-stabilizing [HHJS03, HLC00, HLM02c, HLMW07].
Self-testing [MNIS06].
Semantic [Ano03-71, SP09].
Semantics [LLS09b].
Semi [Gir06, BI02, CDJ04, CCZK09, GGE09, GZZ09, JP01, JP02, OY07a, PWX08, WW09b, YH04, ZYW08].
Semi-analytical [GGE09].
Semi-definite [YH04]. Semi- Implicit [Gir06, CCZK09].
Semi-infinite [CDJ04, JP01, JP02, PWX08].
Semi-inverse [OY07a].
Semi-LaGrangian [BIO2].
Semi-local [WW09b].
Semi-positive [ZYW08].
Semi-supervised [GZZ09].
Semicontinuity [BW06b, SL04].
Semicontinuous [Wu01].
Semicycle [LZ05].
Semicycles [Z01b, Z01c].
Sediscrete [Xu02a].
Sediscretization [AU03].
Semigroups [IW06, XL01].
Semilinear [LX04, BA01, BM04a, BAK09, CK02a, CO07, DR04, EMM09, HPT05, JKP02a, LA00, LW04, PW05, SC04, SC00a, Sir00, Wan02b, WW03].
Semi-local [HR02].
Sempisitute [AGO03a, AW09, MZ09, XX06].
Semi-rings [FU09].
Semitensor [Che06].
Sem [NLL08].
Sense [ANO04-32, MGG05].
Senses [PCA09].
Sensing [APS09].
Sensory [ASM09, JCC+09, MM08c, ZSP08].
Sensitivities [HX09, HD08].
Sensitivity [GC06, GMML06, GMML09, M0102, N002a, PL05b, SL05, SD08, V08].
Sensor [ASM09, JCT09, JCC+09, LLS09c, WNS09].
Separable [Wan00a, AG03, M050b].
Separate [HL04].
Separated [Waz05a].
Seption [WL09b].
Sequence [A09c, Gu07, Gup03, HKA08, LP00, M02, Sav07b, Sav08a, SA08, VA04, WWW09, ZSG01].
Sequences [VV09].
[AEC06, Bar01b, BCT00, BIKL06, BFKL08, BZ00, LZ04b, LBZ+09, MCC09, May00, Nie01a, SL09, Sun09b, TB09, Tay01, Wan00a, WD07b, YT00, ZWC+09, Zha09f, ZL07c]. sequencing [Bra08, KM03b]. Sequential [CT09, BCD08, CFH05]. serial [JKY06]. Series [SK04, BBGG08, Bar01d, Boy07, BJ00, CKCG03, CGBJR03, DK09, Has02, IR08, Jum06, KHS00, LC07a, LCL08, LHP07, Mal04, MM05b, PS09, Sav07a, Sav08b, SL09, Sri03, TYW05, WZ07a, ZYG+09, Ano00-30]. server [Ano00-92, Ano00-93, GC02, LWY09, ODO00, Ser03, SL09, Sri03, TYW05, WZ07a, ZYG+09, Ano00-30]. server [Ano00-92, Ano00-93, GC02, LWY09, ODO00, Ser03, SL09, Sri03, TYW05, WZ07a, ZYG+09, Ano00-30]. servers [Jai05]. service [Ano03w, GM09b, HY08, KK06c, LW08a, WX09a]. servers [Jai05]. service [Ano03w, GM09b, HY08, KK06c, LW08a, WX09a]. services [Bel01, KCD05, Ano00-56]. sessions [Guy00]. Set [BFL06, CW06, EGM+02, GJM03, Yan08, AO01b, ART02, AFL+09, ARM08, Ano00-88, Ano00-89, Ano00-90, BJK+09, BSM01, CGY08b, EMP+06, FW08, Gup02b, HNR08, HLC00, HY09, HRMS09, HCL00, Hua01, HF04, HLCW07, IDM08, Joc04, JZQZ07, bJQX09, JLP09, JY11, Lj07, LCLW06b, LCWL06e, LSZW07, MBR03, MKF09, MCC09, MN01, Nam00, Nam01b, PdlF07, QLD08a, SV01, SM02, SHWF09, VDMK08, WW08a, Xu03b, YLY+09, YGH09, YX09b, YLZ08b, ZGY05b, ZGY07a]. Set-Based [BFL06, CW06]. Set-contractive [GJM03]. set-theoretic [SV01]. set-valued [ARM08, CGY08b, FW08, HRMS09, HCL00, Hua01, HF04, Joc04, Li07, MN01, YLZ08b, ZGY05b, ZGY07a]. Sets [PT00, CTYW05, Din04a, Dra03b, Eke02, HHO, HHJS03, HCTC03, ISAA09, KGWL08, Lum04b, sLhVL09, MRB02, POS03, PC08, PG06, PG08, RFCCRM03, SW09, SLJ04, TB09, TYY08, WS07, Xu03a, XX09a, YL09b, YZWL09, hYLL09, Zhu08b]. setting [YLD08]. settings [GPvZ06]. settlements [SBPD08]. setup [WWW+09]. Seventh [Ano04r, DL08]. Several [Liu08d, ZY08a, Ano00u, CH04, CS04a, JSS01, JA03, KKM00, LW08a, Sta07, XT04b, ZZ01b, ZZ02a]. SFR [Ano03-37, Ano03-82, Ano03-48, Ano03-69, Ano04j, Ano04i, Ano04a, Ano04p, Ano04v, Ano04z, Ano00q, Ano00r, Ano00-48, Ano00-49, Ano00-47, Ano00-46, Ano01i, Ano01g, Ano01w, Ano03w]. Shadbolt [Ano00-38]. shadowing [Gu08]. shallow [BFO02, CB02, Gia03, Gl00, Gl05a, Gl07b, Hax08]. Shane [Ano03-69]. Shannon [CW06, Dra03a]. Shape [CS02a, CLMM06, AG01c, AG01b, FW04b, FZ07a, Lee00, WKL06]. shaped [BKN09, WY07]. shapes [Br00]. Shapiro [Ano01r]. share [CG01, NS07, SASHS09, VSKF08]. shear [BCGP03, NS07, SASHS09, VSKF08]. shear-thinning [SASHS09]. sheared [Sar03]. shearing [ZMM07]. shed [KOV08]. sheet [ASHA08, AL08a, Ari07a, Ari07b, Ari09a, Ari09c, Bat07, EM09b, FLFL08, XL09]. sheets [APV01, BPV03]. Sheaffer [Nie01a]. shell [Ano01-27, CB02]. shells [GA06]. Sheng [Ano00u]. Shepard [AG01c]. She [Ano01w]. shift [Ana04b, JZ02, PLP09]. shift-and-invert [JZ02]. shift-invariant [Ana04b]. Shiftability [SKHK06, Wan00c]. shifted [JH09]. Shih [Ano04d]. Shih-Chii [Ano04d]. Shin [Ano03-83]. Shing [Ano03p]. Shock [BD04b, Aro08, BDO04, LYF09, SO03, SD03]. shooting [EGA03, Hua01]. Shore [Ano00-90]. short [XZ09b]. shortages [CHW07]. Shortest [FKM05, HL02c, Hua05, KC05b, PS07a]. shrinking [FLFL08]. SI [DLB03]. sided [ZZ02]. sidewall [TR08]. sideways
sixth [NMD08, WX00b]. sixth-order [NMD08, WX00b]. size [AVAGP08, DFFL09, KH02b, MGG05, MSN+00, WM09, YHS08]. size-reorder [KH02b]. sizing [AVAGP08, DFFL09, KH02b, MGG05, MSN+00, WM09, YHS08].
skew [LHL07, tLjW08]. skew-antisymmetric [tLjW08]. skew-Hermitian [LHL07].
sleep [ODO03]. slender [DH08a]. slide [FG00]. sliding [PM05a, ZYG+09]. slip [Ari07a, HLMR08, KHA07, Lia04, Lia05, SMH08, SANH08].
slopes [DPU07, PT00]. slowly [SD03]. Small [Blo08, GG06, Ban07, BRC00, FY04, Gil00, MM07a, MP02b, Wan07b].
small-scale [FY04]. smallest [Hua08b, Li01a]. smart [Bog09]. Smirnov [Ano03-70]. Smith [Ano03]. Smooth
[ADH+03, VRJ09, AA05, Ana05, BBCE09, Hua00, ITT07, LK03, ZW04]. smoothed [MG08a]. smoothing [BMH08, SMW04]. smoothness [Ana05, Gan00, HL00, Lin04c].
Smythies [Ano03-79]. Sobolev [Ano08, BC02, BC03, BCGA05, DBX04, EP04, Kan09, KF05b, KL05, Patt05, PPA08]. sociable [Ano03y]. social [Lo 02]. society [Ano00j, Ano00k, STV08]. Soft
[FJZ08, Jun08, JLZ09, JLP09, MBR03, Yan08, AFL+09, AA09b, CTC05, FGX05, JY11, KGWL08, MRB02, YLZ09, ZS07].
software [Ano00-28, Ano03w, GPT03, GY06, Gyi00, Hay06, HLY06, Liu06a, MCH01, ME08, PS03b, SW02b, TEB06, UK08, Wan06b, WG06, WHD09, ZLS06, ZJW06, Zha08d, ZCW06, AETEZ07a, AB08a, AH00, AZ01, AML02, AG003b, AS03b, AOW05, AOTW07, AOS07, AB08b, AJ09a, AJ09b, AC07, ACM05, AA01, AAD03, AW09, ACH01, Ayk04, Bae07, BK08, BF03, BG04a, BX07, BLD07, Bai08, BPA03, BK04, BV05, BAK09, Ban00, BM04b, BPP04, BC05, BN00, BH004b, BGO05, BRC00, BW05, BR05b, Boy01, COEP00, Cab01, CEC03, CYG05, CYG06, CG08, CH04, CM04, CDM01, CDM03, CWY08, CGY08a, CGY08b, CX04, CWZ07, CWL07, CC04b, CH00c, CW05, CK02c, CP01b, CHR09, CZ08, Cui09, CI06, DCW08, DJ04, DS04.

ZDLH08]. solute [ZS07]. Solution
[BDGR01, WZ+06, YI08, YTEC02, ACD01, Ada04, AOLL04, AS01, ASESEA09, AM08b, AE08, Ari09b, BMHV09, BP09, BSR02, BM01, BM02, BM04a, BL05, BD03, BHEKE07, CL08a, CCJ08, CDJR03, CJO05, Cat05, CP04, CH05b, CW03, CD04, CN08, CJ07, Cse06, DI08, DK09, DRS09, DRR09, De 04, DSHS05, DXZ05, ETA09, FLFL08, Fas02, FR04, FP02, FS07, GHH08, GN05, GL08, HR07, HMR00, HB06, HL09a, HC01, HHL08, HL08b, Jan07, JG07, JD03, JCO, JSF00, JPV01, JP01, JPV02, KP03, KF05a, Kar03, KS03b, KO09b, KA00b, LP08a, LF03, LRL05, LW02, LW04, Ly05b, MH02, MPS04, MN01, MT09, Mur07a, NOY01, NSB08, NF03, NST01, OR01, Par04a, PS08a, PW05, PJ04p, PB02, PQ03, RF09, SMH08, SD07, SD08, SK04, Sid08]. solution [Sim01, Slo09, SZ09a, Trz01, UHa09, Wan05b, WL07, Wen00, Wen02, WSZ02, WL08c, XZ06, Xie00, Xu02a, Yan03f, YZLL09, Yao05, Yao07, ZRS05, ZCM01a, Zha01a, Zha07a, ZS08a, ZY08, ZX10, Zha08c, ZLD08]. Solutions
[AO08a, BW06c, GY06, Gyi00, Hay06, HLY06, Liu06a, MCH01, ME08, PS03b, SW02b, TEB06, UK08, Wan06b, WG06, WHD09, ZLS06, ZJW06, Zha08d, ZCW06, AETEZ07a, AB08a, AH00, AZ01, AML02, AG003b, AS03b, AOW05, AOTW07, AOS07, AB08b, AJ09a, AJ09b, AC07, ACM05, AA01, AAD03, AW09, ACH01, Ayk04, Bae07, BK08, BF03, BG04a, BX07, BLD07, Bai08, BPA03, BK04, BV05, BAK09, Ban00, BM04b, BPP04, BC05, BN00, BH004b, BGO05, BRC00, BW05, BR05b, Boy01, COEP00, Cab01, CEC03, CYG05, CYG06, CG08, CH04, CM04, CDM01, CDM03, CWY08, CGY08a, CGY08b, CX04, CWZ07, CWL07, CC04b, CH00c, CW05, CK02c, CP01b, CHR09, CZ08, Cui09, CI06, DCW08, DJ04, DS04.
solutions
[Den07, DCS09, DN03, Dib03, DSS08, Din00c, DW02a, DL05, DY05, DYZ08, Dix05, DM08].

solutions
[Dog08, DG05, Don09, ES01, ESR06, EMM09, ERRY01, EA03b, ER07, FW00, Fan02a, FW08, FL05, FW04a, FZG07, FMFV08, FH03, Fr008, GK02, GL09a, GAK09, GSN08, GS08, Gon09, GC05, Gon01, GH03, Guo01, HG03, HZ08a, HW09, HT02, HY03, HM05b, HYLW00, HO00, HZ08b, HZ09b, Hu04, HLY05, Ibr09, IP07, JKN09, JI04, Jan04a, Jan04c, Jan07, Jan09, JKP02a, JKP02b, Jia00b, Jia01b, Jia01c, Jia02, JA03, JX04, JZ03, KN04, KC02, KK08a, KH09, KT08, KK05, KKK02, KLW09, LY04, Lai08, LG08, LLYW00, Len00, LFZ00, Li01b, LX03, LA03, LZL04, LS04b, Li04b, LZ04a, LW05, LDZW05, LNZ06, LTWM08, tLW08, mLpW08, Li08b, LFZ08, LYGc, tLjW08, LS09, LLJ09b, LXH05, LLT08, LLNS05, LJL06, Lin06a, LS08, Liu02, LK03, LW04, Liu04a, LG04a, LQ04, LG04b, Liu04b, Liu04c, LY06a, LH06, Liu07a, LLW07].

solutions
[LDK08, Liu08a, LL08b, Liu08e, LT09b, LHT07, LSO1b, MAH08, Ma00, Ma01, Ma04, MDG05, Ma07, Ma09a, MZ09, MRT04, MH07, MZ04, MC02, MCR05, MRM02, Mus06, MO01, NLR00, Nic04, NRL00, OI00, Ou08, OSSY04, Pa01, PPRG02, PLG07, Pao01a, Pao03, PF01, PZ07, Pen09, PS01, PP04, Pto01, Pto07, RGGT01, RC07, RMRM08, Ryo00b, Ryo00a, RN02, RS0k02, Ry07, SSH09, SG07, SXX09, SA05, SAS06, SHY08, SK04, SC03, SW07, SDB09, SW02a, SL07a, SKG01, Son09, Sta02, SPW08, SK06b, Sun05a, SZ05, SX06, SL07b, Sun09a, SK09, Tan02a, Tan07, TLM08, TM03, TG07, TDS08, Van07, VNFF08, WJX04, WZ00, WC04, Wan05a, WYY05, Wan06c, WL06, WG07a, WG07b, WB08b, WWW08, WLWC08, Wan08a, WYL08a, WG08a, Wan09e, WX09b, mWinZ09, W FY09, Waz00, Waz01, Waz05a, Waz05d, Wei05, WA08, WZ09, Won00, WA01].

solutions
[WX03b, WS05, WCR08, WCC08, Won08, WYW09, WLZ07, WH07, WLW08b, WW08d, Wu09, WL09, cWcX09, cW09b, VXH02, XXD06, XLZ02, XDD09, YZ02b, Yan03a, Yan03e, Yan03c, Yan04d, Yan05b, Yan06a, Yang07, YW07, YW08a, lYsT09, Yao04, Yas08, YZCC09, YTCF08, YWYL07, YD08, YXZ09, YB08, Zen09, YG08, ZWCV00, ZC01, ZZ01b, ZL03, ZW04, ZWW04, ZL04, ZFYS05, ZLJW06, ZLH07, ZL08d, ZJ08, ZTW09, ZLZ09, ZG09a, Zhar09b, Zha09d, ZG09b, ZC09a, ZM02, ZYCI09, ZH02, ZZ03b, ZH03, ZHKW05, ZT07, ZHL04, dSOGRMRL04, An03f].

solutions
[BS01a, Du08, LDG05, Liu06b, PGT08, Sta07, yL09c, LXK09, Sah01, Ver01a].

solve
[An03-58, Chu07, EA03a, KLZZ09, LHW04, PSS09, Pet04, ZZD08].

solvent
[EBVS06, GS06, Slo07].

solve
[DS02, LHC08, NJ08, Pet01, SALK02, Wax08].
solvers
[BHH08, CjB09, NSB08, Pet05, Sch01].

Solving
[AR07, Ano00-58, BGLT08, BS03b, Bru08, Che08b, GMS09, HTMK09, HF00, HL09b, Ryo03, SPE06, Tao09, WYH00, Wan02c, WTYZ05, Ara01, BUP09a, BNH07, BG08, BA09b, BG11, BXY09, BPSW00, CC09, CJ05, CN01, CZ09b, DH08b, EGZ04, GAT07, GOMA07, GJ07, Gra03, GJS01, Han06, Han08, Has04, Hem08, HHRA02, Iva07, LJB00, JDY08, JLYW04, KP01, KGB07, KK06a, KZ02, KK05, KH09, yL08a, LW09b, LZZ04, Li08c, LHH08, Lu07, LHWW08, MYG09, Mar05a, MAK02, MAK03, MLW09, MQ06, MEA09, NMD08, NW09, PMR08, PSS07, PKSP08, PDRR08, RR09b, SDVS09, SD09, SNT08, SNG09, SERG09, Sal08, Sha04, SP08a, SF07, SZ09b, SNA09, TD09, WWWL08, WSH08, Waz07c, Waz07b, WKL06, WF01, Xu07b, XCO4b, YHS08, YL09a, Yl09, YLD09, Yus09, ZG07b, ZG09b, ZG09b, ZC09a, ZM02, ZYCI09, ZH02, ZZ03b, ZH03, ZHKW05, ZT07, ZHL04, dSOGRMRL04, An03f].
SPH [SL08]. sphere [OAVB08]. spheres [HD08]. spherical [DGG+04, KKS04b, MK08, OS08a, SH01, TV07, WL04]. spinning [YW09, ZH07, Ano03-71]. spiral [Lee01b]. Spline [GJS01, BN05, CC09a, CL08b, CWB01, He04, HM00, KP01, KP03, KA09a, LW09a, Li01c, LHC05, WL07a]. spinning [YW09, ZH07, Ano03-71]. spiral [Lee01b]. Spline [GJS01, BN05, CC09a, CL08b, CWB01, He04, HM00, KP01, KP03, KA09a, LW09a, Li01c, LHC05, WL07a]. spinning [YW09, ZH07, Ano03-71]. spiral [Lee01b]. Spline [GJS01, BN05, CC09a, CL08b, CWB01, He04, HM00, KP01, KP03, KA09a, LW09a, Li01c, LHC05, WL07a]. spinning [YW09, ZH07, Ano03-71]. spiral [Lee01b]. Spline [GJS01, BN05, CC09a, CL08b, CWB01, He04, HM00, KP01, KP03, KA09a, LW09a, Li01c, LHC05, WL07a]. spinning [YW09, ZH07, Ano03-71]. spiral [Lee01b]. Spline [GJS01, BN05, CC09a, CL08b, CWB01, He04, HM00, KP01, KP03, KA09a, LW09a, Li01c, LHC05, WL07a]. spinning [YW09, ZH07, Ano03-71]. spiral [Lee01b]. Spline [GJS01, BN05, CC09a, CL08b, CWB01, He04, HM00, KP01, KP03, KA09a, LW09a, Li01c, LHC05, WL07a].
[KY07a]. start-up [SMO03]. Starting
[CLM03, HR05, GPMPR03, TP03, WZ07b].
State [ACLL06, WWHL09, AHN06, Ano03g, Ban00, CS01, CCP09, EZ08, HPG06, Kar01, KT02, Kar05, KLP09, KMK09, LP08a, MBI08, Pen09, PM01, SDK09, SL07a, TLS+08, ZZ00b, Ano00-70]. state-delay [MBI08]. state-dependent [HPG06, Pen09]. state-feedback [KLP09]. State-space [ACLL06, WWHL09, AHN06, Ano03g, Ban00, CS01, CCP09, EZ08, HPG06, Kar01, KT02, Kar05, KLP09, KMK09, LP08a, MBI08, Pen09, PM01, SDK09, SL07a, TLS+08, ZZ00b, Ano00-70].

States [ACLL06, WWHL09, AHN06, Ano03g, Ban00, CS01, CCP09, EZ08, HPG06, Kar01, KT02, Kar05, KLP09, KMK09, LP08a, MBI08, Pen09, PM01, SDK09, SL07a, TLS+08, ZZ00b, Ano00-70]. state-delay [MBI08]. state-dependent [HPG06, Pen09]. state-feedback [KLP09]. State-space [ACLL06, WWHL09, AHN06, Ano03g, Ban00, CS01, CCP09, EZ08, HPG06, Kar01, KT02, Kar05, KLP09, KMK09, LP08a, MBI08, Pen09, PM01, SDK09, SL07a, TLS+08, ZZ00b, Ano00-70].

state-delay [MBI08]. state-dependent [HPG06, Pen09]. state-feedback [KLP09]. State-space [ACLL06, WWHL09, AHN06, Ano03g, Ban00, CS01, CCP09, EZ08, HPG06, Kar01, KT02, Kar05, KLP09, KMK09, LP08a, MBI08, Pen09, PM01, SDK09, SL07a, TLS+08, ZZ00b, Ano00-70].
systems [ZLCM08, Zha08a, ZTH09, ZL09b, ZYH01, Zho03, Zla01, ZBS03, Ano00n, Ano01n, Ano03-54, Ano01x]. Systolic [BD01, LLY01, MSN +00, SMS +04]. Szász [Gal08a]. Szego [CBGVPP09, GM09a].

T [Ano00e, Ano00f, Ano00-71, Ano03p, Ano03-55, LMSH04]. T-cells [LMSH04]. T. [LHR09]. tables [QLD08a]. tabu [OTB +08]. Tabular [Ano03-75]. tabulations [Ano03m]. Taha [Ano04r]. T. Tail [EZ08, ABS09]. Taiwan [KS07, Tsa03]. Takahashi [Kam09]. Takashi [Ano03-69]. Takens [TZ04a]. Talib [Ano03-75]. Tamraparni [Ano03-31]. Tan [Ano01w]. tangles [Dar08]. tanh-function [DCW08]. Tanigs [Ano03-68]. tapered [MP07b]. target [LLS +09c, SK06a, WNS09, WWHL09]. targets [Bog09]. tariff [SSL09]. Tarkan [NLL08]. task [LLS +09c]. tau [Par04a, Rap01, DS06a, Kha05]. Taylor [Ano00-71, Ana07b, BBL05, HR08, Jum06, MM05b]. TCOM [DY09]. TCP [Ano00-72, Ano00-73]. TCP/IP [Ano00-72, Ano00-73]. Team [Ano01k].

technia [PR01]. Technique [WZE +06, AETEZ07a, BHS +09, BA09b, CT02a, Deh02, Dib03, He03, HH04b, JYDH02, KK09, MM05a, MCH01, MZ07, PdlF09, SR04, SY09, TLP +09, WDLP08, Zha02b, Ano01m].

Techniques [Bel06, BRC00, CJR09, CO00, GJS01, IS04, Kr05, LRLM +01, Li01d, MRdCV00, Pan07a, Sch01, WW03, WX09, ZW03a].
technological [Bel03]. technologies [TBR01, Ano03-50]. technology [Ano00-55, Ano01v, Ano03-82, CL00, ES08b, KWT02, NLL07, NLL08, PL01a, WL06, Ano00-66]. telecommunication [AP09, IDOK06].
telemcommunications [Ano03v]. telegraph [ACCM07]. Temperature [DS06a, LYF09, BG01, Kom09].
temperatures [Les02]. Temporal [AU03, MM07a, ROY01].
tension [SL08]. tensioned [GX04].
tensor [Als03]. tensors [CHS02]. Terlaky [Ano03-68].
term [AN05, BOP07, CCJ08, CM01b, IJB00, LFZ00, Lin06a, LL08b, NR01, DODC08, WLW08b, YM04b, ZP01, ZCZ01]. Terminal [HCY00, HY00]. Terminal-pair [HCY00, HY00]. termination [Csa01].
terms [BUP09b, BD02, EGM +02, Gos00, HS00, HM04, HZ03, Lin07, LC06c, PLD01, 1ySt09, YM04a, ZS04, ZSZ06, ZZ01c, ZHKW05].

Terrence [Ano00-55]. tessellations [DW02b, DW05]. test [NWL08, Pan01, WX00a]. testing [LBZ +09, MIN06, NT02, TSY09]. Tests [KL08a, ME00, PM08, Sür08, TK02].
tetrahedra [Pla07].
tetrahedral [BKK08, Kr05].
text [Ano00e, Ano00f, Ano04q, SP09].

Terms [Ano03-46].
texture [ZW09]. TFFT [KS00b]. TFFT/LCD [KS00b]. th [Ano00-85, Dra08, GM09c, CZ08]. th-order [GM09c, CZ08].

Thad [Ano03a]. Thai PT07. Thakur [Ano00-88]. Their [Bel06, Ano00o, BL08, BS01a, Cap00, Csd08, CFH05, DJL04, FGH08, HHY09, IR08, ISAAM09, JC05, K0h00, L04a, LWZ04, LD08, SLhY09, LTSW02, NT02, SS09c, THD08, VV08, Wac00, WD07b, XX09b, ZLY09]. them [Ano03-58].

Theodore [Ano00-74, Ano03-31].

Theodoridis [Ano00d].

Theorem [ARS03, AK03, BM09, CH01, CW08, DP02, GL08b, Kam09, Lan04a, LH05a, LCW06a, Liu09c, LX09, KKT07, RR09a, Sav07b, SA05, SL06b, WW09b, Wen08, YXZ09].

theorems [AO01a, AZCK05, AT02, CC04a, Cap00, CCSL04, CZ04, CRRU08, CZ09c,
theoretical [LGBS00, MRP08, SV01]. Theoretical [Ano03-65, CJ04, LF05, Ano03-78, FM08c, MM00, MM08c, PC08]. theories [hYLL09, Zha08a]. Theory [Ano00y, Ano00-29, Ano01g, CW06, Hua06, Nam01a, SBS06, Wan00b, Yan08, dM06, AO01b, AFL09, Ano03-49, Ano03-84, Ano03-56, Ano03-58, Ano04n, BC08, BFKL08, CP02, CGL01, CD05c, Dha07, Fei07, Gla05b, HD09, HHS07, Ind02, IL04, JLP09, Kor05, Kru03a, LYW04, LY00a, LCY00, LCL00, LZ06, LW09d, Lin08c, LSZ07, MBR03, Mas07, MP07b, Nam09, Nam01b, PdlF07, Pei02, QL00a, RMC08, Ser00, Ste07, WJX04, WF07, WW07, YL00a, ZhY05, ZJLW06, Zho07, Ano00-83]. theory-probabilistic [Ind02]. there [Dra03b]. Thermal [DHY06, LYF09, MS00, ES08b, HNSA09, LHLLW7, Mak09, NLL07, NLL08]. Thermo [RB06, RB07]. Thermo-elastic [RB06]. thermo-elasticity [RB06, RB07]. thermocapillary [DS08]. thermoelastic [DLSB08, MK08]. thermoelasticity [SB03]. thick [MO08]. thickener [BKR05]. thickness [ICM09, PM05b]. thin [BT03, LWY06, LM03, MM07b, SANH08, Ste07, SZL02]. thin-plate [Ste07, SZL02]. thinning [SASHS09]. Third [Ano03r, Ano03-46, Ano04j, HJWL03, AG01a, AA01, And03, Ano00-67, Ano00-68, Ano00-84, Ano00-86, CH01, CJBN09, DK04, Fen08, HAKA07, HY03, KKZ02, LS04b, VR02, YW07, Yao07]. Thirty [Ano00j, Ano00k, Ano03-70]. Thirty-five [Ano00j, Ano00k]. Thomas [Ano01n, Ano01x]. Three [ATT03b, AP01, CL08a, FT05, Kor00b, Lee01a, LL03c, Ras06, SN02, TS06, WZE06, Wan00b, WG08a, WX03b, hYLL09, ZGY07b, ZM04a, ZYY08, AC05, AN09, Ano03, AK08b, Ari07b, Ari09c, BG04a, BAI08, BM08, CD05a, Che03, CZ04, Ch07, DW05, EM09b, ER07, FY01, GY09, HG03, HM00, KO09a, LYW04, LY09a, LS09a, LL09b, SLH00, Liu02, Liu04b, Liu04c, LL07, LL02b, LYX09, Ma00, Mar07, Mar05a, MP08b, NR01, PW06, Roe09, SS07b, SYHC06, TGS07, TT09, Won08, Yao05, Yas08, Yao00, YFWO, ZY03, ZH08, Zha08d]. Three-Dimensional [WZE06, Kor00b, SN02, Ari07b, Ari09c, BM08, DW05, EM09b, GY09, KO09a, LY09a, SLH00, LL02b, LL03c, Mar05a, SYHC06]. three-directional [HM00]. Three-Level [Ras06]. three-link [FY01, Yao00, YFWO]. three-party [LS09a]. Three-point [ATT03b, CL08a, ZM04a, AN09, Ano03, AK08b, BAI08, Che03, LL09b, Liu02, Liu04b, Liu04c, LL07, Ma00, Mar07, TGS07, Won08, Yao05, Yas08, ZH08, Zha08d]. Three-Species [Wan06a]. Three-Step [TS06, FT05, ZGY07b, CZ04, PW06]. three-term [NR01]. Three-view [Lee01a]. threes [Ano00-90]. Threshold [HZ02, LGZ01]. thresholds [ZZ09c]. thrombus [bFFIT09]. throttling [WL07]. throttling-based [WL07]. Tidal [SK06c]. tight [ADH03]. Tikhonov [MDcCV00]. Tikhonov-based [MDcCV00]. tilings [AT05, Gor00]. Tim [Ano00-62, Ano00-91]. Time [BFL06, Gir06, GY06, Kar05, LL06a, LZ06, LST02, Mur08b, OK06, Ste06, WW02a, AS09a, AHRT09, AC07, ADP08, AK08b, AW09, Ano00-30, As08, AM04, BBGG08, BU06, BW05, BW06c, BG07b, BRMS01, CÁHCJL+09, CKCG03, CL07b, LS04b, VR02, YW07, Yao07].
CAZAA00, CWZZ07, Che08a, CW05, DLL08, fDxZ11, DK030, DAK06, DFSS08, Dra06, EPS05, FZG07, GPvZ06, Gal08b, Gal09a, GTA0, GS07a, GM09b, GH04W, GSS04, Han04, HJW05, HY03, HoF03, HT05, HZ08b, HHW08, IDOK06, JKN09, JEP08, JPV02, KÖ08b, KK06c, Kaw06, KL08a, KY07a, KY07b, KNP06, LKH03, LC07a, LL07, Li08a, LCL08, LYJ09, LW09d, Li09a, LDHW05, LN09, LPvST07, LC06c, MB08, M09, MG03, MS09, Mur08a, MDPD02, NQHN03, NTTS09, OE09, OY09, PCE05, PA01a, PXGL09, PXW09, Pet04, PD06, PJJ04, RB06, SSX09, Saw03, SB03, Sun05a, SL07b, Sun09a, time [Sun05b, Sun06a, TLS07, Ter00, Top04, Tou05, TYW05, WZ07b, WW08b, WW08, Wan08a, Wa09c, WWW09, WZ09, W05, WZ07c, X00, XLC03, YX07, YC07a, Yas08, You04, YH03, ZM04, ZW04, Z05, ZS08a, ZYG09, Zha09e, ZTH09, ZL09, ZW03b, Zho08, ZH04], time-constrained [WW02a], Time-Delay [OK06, ZTH09], time-delayed [Kar05], time-delays [LY09, TLS07], Time-Dependent [BFL06, AS09a, GS07a, HJW05, KY07b, LDHW05, PD06, RB06, WWW09, Zha09e], time-dependent-coefficient [GT00], time-integration [CAZAA00], Time-Integrators [Gir06], time-invariant [Ter00, ZM94], time-limited [KK06c], Time-optimal [Kar05], time-quality [Dra06], time-stable [ACJ07], Time-Vary [GY06], time-varying [Bib06, Che08a, Han04, HHW08, Li08a, LC06c, Mal09, PCE05, PXW09, Ter00, YX07, ZM94, ZS08a], timely [LJSH09], times [AHRT09, BHNO04a, BG04, KA02, TH02, WWW09], Timing [BM00], tissue [FGX05, ZS07], tissues [BBH07], Titchmarsh [Cha08], Tobias [Ana04d], Tobin [Ana03-66], Tocher [L09], Todd [Ana01c], Toeplitz [Bax02, BFM04, CWZ03, G01, LHR09, MRT05, NV08, Roj08], Toeplitz-plus-Hankel [Roj08], tolerance [DM09], tolerant [FL05, SMS04], Tomaso [Ana03-61], Tomographic [Bal00], tomography [WW05], tone [NKCS08], tonometer [Hai03], tool [SN09, Wax07b], tools [GHC09, SBS06], Topological [L00c, Tho01, AO01b, AT05, Din00a, Din00c, FJ07, Li04a, XM08], Topology [CCF09, Nik06], TOPSIS [WL07b], TOR [Cha01a], tori [SWKT08], Torsion [Has03, NLR00], Torsional [SH09], Torus [BS01b, Dor00, YMT05], Total [Sar06a, GS07b, HX07, MS09], total-batch [GS07b], totality [CZ06], Totally [LBW05, Gal08c, JPS09], Toxoplasmosis [AVAP08, GPA09], TPMACA [CCK03], TPR1 [PKM06], trace [PS07b], track [Ana03-58], tracked [DG04], tracker [GLT08, TLS08], tracking [Ana03-37, Kar05, LN08, LLS09, PGH08, TLS07, WWH09], Trade [YX09b, Ana01z, Dra06, HL08b, LW09d], Trade-off [YX09b, LW09d], trade-offs [Dra06], traffic [Ana00-85, BC08, SWK07, TGIM02], Trail [Wac08], trailing [TY03], Train [Ana04g], training [ZXTL09], traits [Lan08], Trajectories [XW06, FY01, Gal08c, Zha02c], Trajectory [LN08], Trajtenberg [Ana03-60], transcription [MD06], transfer [Bat07, Bib06, Dog01, GW06, Jun01, OIL08, VC03, XL09], transferring [WY01], transform [AMT03, AO08a, BHHA08, BJ00, De02, DDF02, FTC03, LW04, LCWL06a, MG05, ME08, Pet04, VA04, ZML09, RR03b], Transformation [Ana00-59, RSD09, CO00, CK06, Ely04, Li01c, LM05, Ung03, WX03c], transformations [GM09a, Kan02, TB09, Wan09a, Yan03a], transforms
[AEZ07a, BD01, BS00a, LS04a].

**Transient** [ASESE09, KA00b, PS08a, TEB06, AS09b, BSR02, Che04a, PSM02].

transiently [LW09f].

**Transition** [DMP03].

**transitive** [FLR05].

Translated [Ano03-46, Ano03-67, Ano04-31, Ano00-58].

translating [GX04].

**Translation** [SKHK06].

translated [Ano03-46, Ano03-67, Ano04-31, Ano00-58].

translated [KNS01].

**translated** [SKHK06].

Translated [Ano03-46, Ano03-67, Ano04-31, Ano00-58].

translating [GX04].

**Translation** [SKHK06].

**translational** [Yav05d].

**transmissible** [CCF09].

transmission [AMC08, DLB03, IKY06, LW09d, MS04a, Yan02].

transmittal [Gal08b, Gal09a].

transonic [BRC00].

**Transport** [DRR09, SW06, AK06, Col02, DE06a, HMC00, HAK07, Lin08c, LLC08, MO08, dSM02].

**Transport-diffusion** [DRR09].

**Transportation** [ZS07, Ano00-85, HY08, Ano00-85].

transposition [CLS08].

**TRAP** [PKSP08].

**trapezoid** [BD02, BCDS09, DDF02].

**trapezoidal** [AH09, AC02, BS00a, CAZ01, CT08].

**Träumerei** [BM00].

**travelling** [YB08].

treatment [AAK08, BM05b, JYDH02, Khao05, MG06c].

**treatments** [VC03].

**tree** [HLC00, KM03b].

trees [YW08b, Ano03i, CLS08, Hu08, JS08, KM01, Lon08, MIPK04, MP05].

**Trees** [Ano03-66].

**Treffert** [CWLC07].

trenches [DPU07].

triangle [WX03a].

triangular [Las08, BMHV09, BKK08, Che04g, Cho03, Gal08, LY08d, TSZ02].

**triangulation** [CL08b, LW09a, LHC05].

**triangulations** [Ple07].

**trichloroethylene** [CCK08].

**tridiagonal** [CP05, GS01, PSES07, WH09, YLL08].

**Trigonometric** [MCS08, BAI02, BCGA08, MJ08].

*trigonometrically* [KS03b].

*trigonometrically-fitted* [KS03b].

**trigonometry** [Ung00, Ung01].

**triopoly** [EAE09].

**Tri** [BLD07, Bai08, CW05, KLBW09, LW06, LW08b, Liu09a, SFL02, Sun09a, WF05, Won00, ZC09a, BW05, Kar08, LW08a, Mal04, WG07b, hYL09, ZL07b].

**triple-point** [Kar08].

**trivial** [ZL09a].

**Tropical** [CZL06, HHL+06].

**Troy** [Ano00-91].

**Truesdell** [Sam07].

**truncation** [AV008, AN05, CGBJ03, E103].

**truss** [WGF09].

**truss-core** [WGF09].

**trust** [CSdS08, ZGT08, JZQ07, QZ09, ZZ03a].

**trust-region** [ZS07, Ano00-85].

**Tu** [ND01, LD08].

**Tu-games** [ND01].

**tube** [DH08a].

**truss-core** [WGF09].

**trust** [CSdS08, ZGT08, JZQ07, QZ09, ZZ03a].

**trust-region** [ZS07, Ano00-85].

**Tum** [AV008, AN05, CGBJ03, E103].

**truss-core** [WGF09].

**trust** [CSdS08, ZGT08, JZQ07, QZ09, ZZ03a].

**trust-region** [ZS07, Ano00-85].

**Tumour** [TUM06, HHL+06].

**tumour-like** [MM08c].

**tungsten** [BK07].

**Turán** [Kov00].

**turbulence** [KIXF09, RZ03, Sar03].

**turbulent** [TYS03].

**Turek** [Ano03-66].

**Turing** [Piao00, Ano04-30].

**Turow** [Ano03-66].

**TVD** [Soh05].

**twelfth** [KA09b].

**twelfth-order** [KA09b].

**twice** [LV03].

**Twin** [ACH01, ABS09].

**twin-tail** [ABS09].

**twisted** [Lu09c, SO08b, YY07].

**Two** [AORS03, Bel06, BW06c, ES01, FFXL05, HL02b, ICM09, KO09a, LC070, LC07b, LC06, LD08, LL02b, PY08, SIR00, YX09a, AS09a, AK08a, AC04, AB05, Ano04d, BP09, BB08a, BCDF02, BJ02, BJK+09, BA09a, BM04, BW05, CG05, CK03, CT09, CM04, CAZ01, CY00, CGBJ03, CW03, CK03, CK04, CM02, CM08, DS02, Deh02, DS07, DMS00, Deu07, Dha03, EGA03, EZ08, FR04, FP02, FM05, GGD00, GS07a, Ha01, HL02a, HG03, HN07, HL03b, Isk08, ID10, JW05, JT07a, JT07b, KM07, KK09, CK02, KF05a, Kay04, KY00, KK03, KU01, Lan04b, LZ09, Lev06, Li01b, LTWM08, LC04, LH06, LDK08, Liu08a, LY08d, LiDSF00, Li08, Mar07, MAR05b, MYR09, MEG08, NQHN03, NUN06, PWX08, RR09a, RRR07, RR08, RZ03, SMW04, SO03, SSSL09, SF01, SPW08, TT09, Tsi02].

**two** [WCL02, Wan03a, Wan03b, WZ07a, WW09c, Wan09d, Wa05d, WFT09, WS08b, WX00a, WZ08c, WW08d, XXLD04, WZ05].
Uniform [AE07, DDX04, EIR03, Li02, LB01, Xu02a, Ana05, Has03].

uniformisation [FP06]. uniformity [GG06].

Uniformly [DS05b, cWeX09, cW09b, AD03, Din04a, udK07, GSS02, Huo00, LK03, MN01, Sar03, SM00, ZLCM08]. unifying [LGBS00].

unilateral [RSK02]. unimodal [LU09a]. Unimodular [Ber00]. unique [LBZ09, WLW07]. Uniqueness [BD07, CH01, CZLC08, FF02, Fan02b, LLWY00, Liu08c, NSQO2, OEV09, Xu08a, Yan04b, Yan05a, Zha08b, ZL08b, AAD03, AC03, BM01, BM02, BM04a, CYX09, CZ09c, Fen08, GS08, GN09, GLZ00, Huo04, LZJ04, LJL06, Liu04a, LY05b, Liu08a, MRMRM02, SWX06, Yan07].

[Ana00a, BC02, BCA09, GM09a, GM00, Gor00, KKS04a, SO03]. Univariate [Ana04e, BD04a, BGP04, Lin04c]. universal [MWZ09, YSP08]. universe [LML02].

University [Ana00-74, Ana00s, Ana00t, Ana00p, Ana00-31, Ana00-42, Ana00-51, Ana00-64, Ana00-80, Ana00-81, Ana01z, Ana01o, Ana01q, Ana01v, Ana03-76, Ana03f, Ana03m, Ana03-27, Ana03-29, Ana03-30, Ana03-43, Ana03-49, Ana03-57, Ana03-62, Ana03-66, Ana03-68, Ana04e, Ana04g, Ana04c]. UNIX [Tun05, Ana00-86]. unknown [Jan07].

Unleashing [Ung05]. unofficial [Ana00-82].

Unreliability [Lin06b]. Unreliable [WCL02, KLC08, ZBS03]. unrestricted [Tan03b]. unscepted [AF09]. unspecified [TL07]. Unsplit [PLD02]. Unstable [Far01, DJ08, Lin05, Tan02b]. Unsteady [ASHA08, FAF09, De 04, IMLF09, NMD09, WFC04b]. unstructured [BM08, CHS02, SMW04]. unsymmetric [JZ02, PB02]. unsymmetrical [CB02].

untracked [DGG04]. update [CKL07, WS08b]. updated [XZ09a]. updates [For01]. updating [LY09b].

Upper [Ana03-59, Ana04r, BHNO04b, CZLN06, Jia01b, Jia01c, Jia02, ZJ08, AOLL04, COEP00, CG00, CPZ00, DSS00, HYZ06, Lin07, SA05, SAS06, SLJ04].

Upwind [AS09a, Gl00, Gl03, Gl04, Gl05a, Gl05b, Gl06, Gl07, Gl08, Gl09, Gl09a, LY08a].
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